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Executive summary 

In recent years there has been a clear development in the marketplace and environment in both the 

devices consumers’ are using and the way they are using them. This has in turn changed the consumer 

behaviour drastically and especially the mobile has obtained a great importance for the average 

consumer. Due to the importance of this device as a communication platform and medium, there has 

arisen new ways in which brands can reach and interact with their consumers. 

Therefore, this thesis investigates the term mobile branding. Mobile branding in short is defined to be 

strategic branding on the mobile platform in form of mobile applications, mobile optimised websites 

or mobile social media on all mobile devices. The study will be conducted from a brand perspective 

which in turn will put emphasis on the internal factors needed to create a successful mobile branding 

strategy.  

An overview of relevant academic literature and market research is presented to lay the foundation 

for empirical research and conclusions. The empirical research is based on case studies conducted 

with The Walt Disney Company and TOP-TOY, where the point of view will be mainly Nordic. This 

research is conducted in order to highlight the significant factors which will have a direct influence on 

the outcome and support for mobile branding.  

 

It was found that mobile as a platform and the term mobile branding per definition is wide and thus 

difficult to comprehend and obtain a holistic understanding of, if marketers and managers are not to 

approach this strategically. Therefore, the outcome of this thesis is a continuous strategic mobile 

branding framework that companies can benefit greatly from utilising in their approach to mobile 

branding. Further, this framework supports the second finding in the thesis, of the importance of 

managerial support in the development of mobile branding initiatives. The managerial support was 

found to be rooted in return on investment metrics with a purely economic perspective. The 

framework therefore incorporates economic key performance indicators in the development of mobile 

branding to secure the economic upside and thus the managerial support. This is found to be relevant 

in many cases however also unobtainable before an actual offering is initiated. Therefore, the 

framework helps marketers obtain internal managerial support for employing mobile branding.  

 

On the basis of the theoretical, market and empirical research, it is the argument that mobile branding 

should be approached strategically and as an integrated platform to expand and improve consumer 

reach and brand touch-points.   
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1.0 Introduction 

Do you have a mobile device? Is it a smartphone? The answer you will give is most likely yes. 59% of 

the total Danish population owns a smartphone and many of these will also own a tablet. The mobile 

devices are all around us, with us and for many – a part of us. Today’s consumers are frequent users of 

their mobile devices and most would never even consider leaving home without it or to not feel some 

disturbance when lending their phone to other people. Now, why is this? 

The mobile device is a personal device. We use it for messaging our loves ones, for bank transfers, 

personal pictures, social media (SM), work and personal e-mailing and the list goes on. As a result of 

this, consumers have become incredibly attached to their mobile device and especially the 

smartphone, which also have changed the consumer behaviour drastically. Further, the mobile 

platform (MP) is special, as it can give companies information about location, actions and behaviour. 

And besides this and perhaps even most importantly, it offers constant connectivity between the 

brand and the consumers. These facts have resulted in a completely new environment and 

communication platform for branding and interaction between brands and their consumers. The 

above changes have increased significantly for the average consumer within the previous 5 years 

although the change has been happening for a lot longer time than that. 

The question is then – have companies, here referring to all companies engaging in branding, 

embraced the MP and do they with advantage match the consumer in his new environment and 

behaviour? Have they been able to initiate strategies and tactics to harvest these benefits and driven 

the conversion rates to a satisfactory level? Also, with any business initiative, the need for managerial 

support is imperative to move forward, especially with new, unknown and untested platforms, so how 

can marketers ensure support from management so their branding initiatives are taken to the relevant 

and important platforms, where the MP definitely is one of them? You will have to wait and see – 

because that is the topic of this thesis.  

 

1.1 Research questions 

This thesis will dive into the matter of branding on the MP specifically. This will be done through an 

exploration of mobile branding (MB) as a concept. From this a presentation of the advantages and 

benefits from being present on the MP with customised strategies for branding initiatives on this 

rather unexplored platform will be presented. Since the mobile is unexplored in relation to branding 

an understanding of key performance indicators, will be sought to indicate future strategic directions 

for companies with MB. 

The above leads us to the following research questions that will guide this thesis: 
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 From a brand perspective - how should a company strategically approach and shape their mobile 

branding in order to succeed in a mobile consumer environment?  

and 

 What are the key performance indicators that will support mobile branding, in the managerial 

decision making? 

 

I will engage in answering the above research questions by following these sub-questions:  

 How has the branding theory evolved, where is it currently and what does contemporary 

branding literature do and do not? 

 To what extend is the mobile emphasised in the existing branding literature? 

 To what extend are brands currently emphasising the mobile platform as a medium and can a 

consumer trend of increasingly choosing the mobile platform be found? 

 Who are the consumers on the mobile and what are they using the mobile platform for?  

 What are the market challenges towards mobile branding? 
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1.2 Thesis Structure 

In Figure 1 a graphic overview of this thesis has been given to help the reader keep track of the build-

up and to use throughout the reading of this thesis. 

  

Figure 1 - Thesis Structure 
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2.0 Methodology 

In order to indulge fully into the following investigations and discussions of theory and market 

research I will provide a brief discussion on the aspect of my methodological considerations and thus 

my considerations of research and knowledge. 

This is emphasised to ensure the proper approach when investigating theory, market research and 

empirical research. This thesis is engaged with social research hence the discussion on methodology, 

theory, research, strategy and research design will be from a social research point of view. In this 

section a discussion of the relevant aspects accordingly in relation to the research area and topic will 

be presented.  

 

2.1 Research purpose 

The introduction, research questions and elaboration thereof have resulted in deciding on a purpose 

for my research and thus the basic understanding I will start off with in order to proceed with my 

research.  

This thesis will engage in an exploratory study as the main purpose is to obtain insights into the 

success of MB, which relates to: “what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess 

phenomena in a new light” (Robson, 2002, p. 59). Further, as explorative studies are most often trying 

to obtain an understanding of the problems of unsure precise nature I believe this to be accurate.  

However, with the above being stated I realise the fact that I am not solely engaging this thesis with an 

exploratory purpose. The sub research questions posed are the questions I need answered in order to 

obtain insights to the overall research questions and some of these will for sure be carried out from a 

more descriptive perspective and thus with a descriptive purpose. This is especially regarding the 

market research chapter where the purpose is to understand the demographic profile of the mobile 

user and their actions on the MP.  

  

2.2 Research philosophy 

First off I will present my view on this thesis and which stance has been taken in terms of philosophy. 

The research philosophy is my basic belief system and thus how I view the world. Consequently the 

philosophy will also guide the investigations both for the choice of method and my epistemological 

and ontological considerations (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). In short, the research philosophy is my 

reflections on the development of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). 
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Due to the nature of the research area, the consumer profile and the social norms of that consumer 

group, this thesis will approach research and knowledge with an interpretivism philosophy. This 

philosophy will be undertaken as I do not believe that knowledge regarding this topic can be argued to 

be independent of the surrounding social world or knowledge to only be acceptable if one is able to 

measure it. I believe this to be acceptable and thus applicable since research regarding MB is closely 

linked to consumer behaviour and consumer preferences which I believe to be true as not all 

preferences, values and behaviour will be objective and measurable.  

The epistemological approach of interpretivism is aligned with my view on the ontological 

considerations where the subjectivism philosophy is taken. This is due to the belief that a social 

phenomenon is a direct creation of the perceptions and consequent actions of the respective social 

actors (ibid.). 

However, it is important to realize how the increased measurements available on the MP have evolved 

and to take this into consideration when discussing the philosophical approach to research and 

knowledge. With the increased usage of the mobile device and the technical tracking possibilities 

thereof, it is increasingly possible to obtain insights around consumer behaviour, preferences, value 

drivers and so forth. Therefore one can show more findings, which can increase the likeliness of this 

subject in being further researched with the philosophy of positivistism or realism as it will be 

increasingly possible to conduct research that can be viewed as acceptable knowledge. This is relevant 

due to the fact that much of the knowledge obtained in the research can be conducted as acceptable 

knowledge as it is measurable and thus can be defined from both perspectives within epistemology.  

Thus, the concept of acceptable knowledge is not clear-cut and the lines between the two 

epistemological approaches, positivism and interpretivism are blurred due to the high level of insight 

provided by the MP devices. 

 

2.3 Theoretical research approach 

Social research does not exist in a vacuum and therefore the considerations mentioned above will 

have a large and important impact on the outcome of this thesis. As a result of this fact, the practice of 

social research has two points of interest, which are highly important to consider when conducting 

research in the social world. These points of interest are first the methods that will be used in order to 

obtain the insights, data and knowledge and second how the research methods connects with the 

wider social scientific aspects and enterprise (Bryman, 2012). 

The two theories describing the relationship between theory and research are deduction and 

induction. Shortly described, deduction is the process of deducting hypotheses from what is known in 

the field of study and testing whether the theory can be proven. Induction is the opposite process of 
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deduction meaning that the research is conducted in fields where not aspects have been covered or 

new aspects arise. In the inductive theory, the findings of the research are fed into the existing pool of 

theory, making the findings of the research the first touch point between theory and research 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

 

My considerations will start in the theoretical foundation which has been used after researching the 

current and contemporary academic literature surrounding the topic. This thesis will take off in the 

known branding theories and build on these when continuing in the thesis. During the initial stages of 

obtaining a full overview of the available theoretical aspects and theories within the current branding 

literature, it was clear that the rise and impact of the MP and its devices was not represented largely 

and fully.  

 

In this thesis induction theory is used due to the challenges posed above. Accordingly the research 

design and research process will emphasise covering the proposed areas outlined in the research 

questions and will aim at extending and developing the academic insight, knowledge and perspectives 

within the area of MB.  

As a result of the lack in academic knowledge around the topic, an investigation within other 

theoretical areas and market research was commenced in order to obtain a substantial theoretical 

foundation, insights, knowledge and drivers for the MP and the users thereof was carried out. Also, in 

the chapter on mobile and market research this challenge was approached by basing the main insights 

and investigation on commercial research and insights. By commercial research I am referring to 

research conducted by private institutions such as research entities (E.g. Nielsen, ComScore, etc.) and 

companies with a more commercial value attached to their research and findings (E.g. Adobe, SAP, 

Google, PwC). This choice was founded in the fact that these companies and the research they conduct 

are contemporary, updated and relevant for as they are focused on consumer insight and behaviour.  

 

2.4 Research design 

My research design will naturally be affected and a result of the approaches, which have chosen after a 

consideration of the above discussions. Research design is the general orientation and overall plan I 

will take in this thesis in my attempt to obtain the desired knowledge.  

Above I elaborated on the fact that I have chosen an inductive orientation with an interpretive and 

subjective approach to knowledge in the thesis. With this in mind I will discuss my research design, 

strategy, choices, techniques and so forth.   
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2.4.1 Research strategy 

In this thesis empirical research will be conducted with the case study approach in order to obtain 

detailed and qualitative insights. This choice supports the main idea of case studying, which is to give a 

rich and deep insight and understanding of the research context and the processes in question 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

I will engage in two case companies in this thesis. The choice of engaging in two cases is based in 

thought of increasing the level of generalisation. However, it is clear that researching within two 

companies within a specific industry perhaps will not yield genuine generalizable results.  

 

2.4.2 Case choices 

The choice of using a case study strategy and using the respective case companies is based on the 

notion of access to data. Due to employment at The Walt Disney Company it was possible to obtain 

great insights and to facilitate contact to the other case company Top Toy. Further, the choice also 

included a consideration of the companies being in the same sector, industry and on many occasions 

would have a similar target audience.  

 

2.4.3 Research methods 

I have mentioned the increasing possibilities of tracking and understanding consumer behaviour on 

mobile devices from a measurable perspective. This is great for measuring and understanding the 

macro perspective in relation to MB. However, I believe that the individual interpretations and the 

individuals’ views on the social reality, i.e. the value drivers, exist on a level that cannot be measured 

with quantitative measurements and will need to be researched in-depth. Further, the emphasis in the 

research questions is mainly put on the companies, the respective brands and their take on MB and 

their branding efforts in general.  

In order to obtain insights with a sufficient level of quality, understanding and details the research 

strategy will be based on qualitative research methods. Last, as the emphasis in this thesis is largely is 

taken largely from the brands’ perspective, I estimate this to be the best method for obtaining the 

needed insights and data, whereas quantitative studies is assessed to be unable to provide the needed 

depth of understanding.  

This choice of method is consistent with my previous discussion and choices of my research 

philosophy and paradigms. Also, often qualitative research most closely aligns itself with the 

interpretivism paradigm (Bryman, 2012). 
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2.4.4 Time horizons 

An essential part of the choices made for this thesis is the choice of engaging in research that can be 

classified as a snapshot of current and contemporary state of the environment or engage in 

longitudinal studies instead. Various reasons existed for the choices made within this field, among 

others – a fast changing environment and lack of time and literature. The result of this is the choice of 

engaging in a cross-sectional study, which means that I will provide insights into the contemporary 

state of the MB environment, theories and tactical actions conducted by the case companies.   

 

2.4.5 Interviews 

The decision of using qualitative and specifically interviews has been discussed above. In this section I 

will discuss the following choices and details of the chosen research method. Further, structure and 

interview questions will be addressed accordingly in this section.  

 

2.4.5.1 Interview questions 

The practical considerations when it comes to the interview will have the objectives of this thesis as 

the imperative point naturally. However, the structure of the interviews has been affected greatly from 

the other parts in this thesis. Therefore it is imperative to underline that the research process and thus 

interview will follow the same structure as the overall thesis in order to obtain the best possible 

outcome. Therefore, the interviews were conducted as semi-structured interviews with headline 

questions and areas of interest based on the assessment and evaluation of the theory and supporting 

market research. An overview of the interview guide can be seen in appendix 1.  

 

2.4.6 Qualitative data analysis 

In order to analyse and to optimize the result the analysis it was chosen to transcribe the interviews. 

Further, in the analysis of the data analytic induction were used, which is based on the mind-set that 

the purpose in this thesis is to empirically research a specific phenomenon in strategically chosen 

cases (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

The interview transcriptions can be seen in appendix 2, 3, 4 & 5.  

 

2.5 Research credibility 

In this part I will describe the credibility of my research and comment on the steps I have taken in 

order to obtain the best possible outcome from the situation and the environment in which I have 
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conducted my research. This will be done via a discussion on reliability and validity. Finally I will also 

engage in a short presentation of opinion on external reliability also known as generalizability.  

 

2.5.1 Reliability 

This point relates to the question of whether my research will yield the same results if conducted on 

other occasions. Here it is important to realise the size, complexity and interrelation MB has in general 

and specifically the difference from company to company and the branding strategy they have chosen 

to use.  

The above is mentioned in order to emphasise the most likely uncertainty which will exist from the 

outcome of this study. I argue that it is possible to obtain similar results if one was to conduct research 

within a reasonable future and with brands that have the same objectives and KPIs as the respective 

case companies. However, with this being said I also do believe the market to be changing so rapidly 

that if one was to conduct the same research at a later point in time perhaps would obtain very 

different insights and thereby reach other conclusions.  

Further, the research conducted in this thesis has been subject to a great insight in especially one of 

the two case companies and have provided interviews and insights into an organisation which 

otherwise may not have been possible to do. This point refers to the fact that it is not certain that other 

researchers would obtain the same results due to these key insights and available contacts in the case 

companies. 

Last, it is the belief that transparency in how sense was made from the raw data is clear and thus 

increasing the reliability.  

 

2.5.2 Validity 

Validity is concerned with the matter of whether the findings I have obtained really are about what 

they appear to be about (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The research questions has been 

formulated with a proactively mind-set for the validity in order to increase this. By this I mean that I 

are exclusively engaging in researching the concept of mobile from the company perspective, thus 

removing the uncertainty of the consumers’ perception. This is also covered in the section on 

delimitation.  

Another aspect in relation to the validity is the fact the term mobile branding is close to non-existing in 

the academic and commercial environment. Therefore, this will naturally pose a threat to validity as 

the possibility of uncertainty or misunderstandings in the research could occur. However, to minimize 

this effect, a clear definition of MB has been proposed in this thesis. 
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Finally, it is the belief that the validity is improved by the choice of interviewees within the case 

companies, as they are key contacts within the area of marketing, branding and mobile.  

 

2.5.3 Generalizability 

I have previously stated and presented the fact that I am using the case study method in this thesis. In 

order to improve the generalizability and to obtain a deeper understanding it was chosen to conduct 

this on two case companies. However, with this being said as I acknowledge the fact that I used 

qualitative and in-depth interviews as my empirical data collection technique it will mean my findings 

will be specific to these companies and their organisations. With this in mind I estimate that some of 

the challenges, insights and opportunities highlighted and found in this thesis may be subject to a 

wider spread of organisations facing the same challenges. However, this is only an estimate and this 

will not be reflected in the overall assessment of generalizability which is argued to be low due to 

statements presented above.   

 

2.6 Delimitations 

The emphasis of this thesis lies within the companies and the management of the brands. Therefore a 

limitation of this thesis is to not conduct empirical research in relation to the consumers within the 

field that this thesis approaches.  

Further, as it has been chosen to conduct two case studies with in-depth interviews in order to obtain 

an understanding of the emphasis and decision making within the companies. As a result, this thesis 

will be limited to this research method due to the various considerations stated above. This is 

regarding other qualitative and quantitative measures.  

Last, due to the complexity and width of the concept of MB, this thesis aims at discussing on a mainly 

strategic level, which means no direct considerations or conclusions will be given on which kind of 

tactical “sub-platform” (app, web-site or SM) the companies should engage in.  

 

3.0 Definitions & platform overview 

Above I have covered my methodological approach and research considerations. I will now engage in a 

presentation of the definitions and create an overview of the various terms and platforms referred to 

in the thesis before embarking onto the theoretical foundation.  
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3.1 Mobile branding 

In the existing academic literature and commercial tongue the marketing and branding initiatives on 

the MP are being referred to as mobile marketing. This reference is quite broad and may cover all 

forms of initiatives conducted on the MP with everything from creative developments of apps to in-

app or mobile website banner advertising. 

However, in this thesis I am referring to the term mobile branding. Therefore, in order to have a clear 

perspective in this thesis and in order to have a comprehensive understanding of what I believe mobile 

branding entails, a detailed investigation and presentation of the specific features of the MP will be 

sought out. From this investigation I will propose a sufficient definition of the term. My presentation of 

features and a sufficient definition will also highlight the opportunities surrounding the platform for 

the brands.  

 

3.1.1 Mobile branding “definition” 

Following this elaboration on what constitutes the mobile device and the specific features it offers I 

will have a look at how I can define the marketing and branding efforts done on the MP.  

Again, I highlight the fact that the term “mobile branding” is none-existing in the current literature but 

instead the wider term mobile marketing is.  

Kaplan (2012) provides us with a definition on mobile marketing: 

“…any marketing activity conducted through a ubiquitous network to which consumers are 

constantly connected using a personal mobile device” (Kaplan A. M., 2012, p. 130). 

The above definition therefore demands that the consumer has a mobile device that is personal, 

constantly connected and automatically connects to various networks dependent on the location of the 

consumer.  

Throughout this thesis I will point out the fact that there are numerous tactics and platforms that 

brands can use to interact and connect with the consumer. Therefore this definition on mobile 

marketing provided by Kaplan (2012) will be an asset but will unfortunately prove too wide and 

include elements which relates to mobile advertising. Mobile advertising e.g. in terms of banner and 

video advertisement will not be considered as MB, however the data thereof will be considered in 

order to show patterns of overall mobile emphasis.  

From the above I derive at the following definition of MB, which I will refer to in this thesis:  

Any strategic branding activity conducted on the mobile platform in terms of developing content in the 

form of an app, mobile website or mobile social media, through a ubiquitous network to which consumers 

are constantly connected using a personal mobile device. 
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3.2 Social media definition 

SM will have a large contribution to the strategies, media channels etc. used by the brands to interact 

with the consumers and create brand value.  

SM can take many forms depending on the purpose and foundation. Depending on the level of social 

presence and self-presentation SM can be classified into the following six categories: Blogs, social 

networking sites, virtual social worlds, collaborative projects, content communities and virtual gaming 

worlds (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).  

SM is based in virtual communities and networks where the users can engage with each other by 

creating and sharing content as they wish. This content can be generated by others and shared or can 

be user generated content from the user himself. As indicated by the term, it is rooted in the social 

interaction between the users, who interact through these communities.  

Due to the nature of SM and the many forms it may take I will use a definition of SM that takes into 

consideration the many possibilities but at the same time is not limited to a specific SM platform. This 

is done in order to ensure coherence with the other literature surrounding the topic and have a clear 

discussion and reference thereof. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define SM in the following way:  

Social Media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and 

technological foundations of Web 2.0 and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated 

Content (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). 

In this definition, emphasis is on the platform being Internet-based and the possibility of an exchange 

of content by users. In the following, I will regard this as my definition of SM.  

 

SM can to some extent be classified as a newer concept, however I have seen the growth within this 

trend both in terms of users of the various networks and the companies have followed suit. Much 

research has gone into discussing the use of SM. Due to these findings it can come as no surprise that 

businesses finds the medium highly interesting and offering a huge insight into the consumers mind-

set and their values, beliefs and preferences, thus providing businesses with a unique position to offer 

personal and targeted offers. Further, it has also been found that SM are especially effective and 

powerful for generating viral marketing (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011) and with new product launches 

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).  

SM can enable location-based services and marketing. Location-based services have been defined to be 

services that depend on or are enhanced by positional information of the mobile device (Hirsch, Kemp, 

& Ilkka, 2006). As mentioned, SM offers a unique insight to consumers, thus making it a strong tool for 

marketing research as well (Kaplan A. M., 2012).  
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By engaging in SM, the brand can obtain two kinds of communication, company-to-consumer 

communication and user-generated content (Kaplan A. M., 2012). To realize and to utilize this should 

be a main objective when a company are engaging themselves in marketing and branding on SM sites 

as word-of-mouth communication and recommendations are more effective than regular brand 

messages, offers etc. Kaplan (2011) argues the optimal objective for a company in SM will be to enable 

user-generated content leading to a viral spreading of this user-generated content.  

 

3.3 How mobile change the game 

Devices and consumer behaviour has been subject to a large change over the past decade. Much of the 

change in consumer behaviour is due to the high levels of attachment and connectivity of the 

contemporary consumer. The attachment and connectivity levels have increased the consumers’ 

insight to brands’ actions, products and pricing. Further, it has largely increased the consumer 

engagement – for better and worse – and from this also changed what the consumers expect from 

brands in terms of communication, interaction and the response time to these. 

Therefore it is imperative to highlight the fact that the MP is the key-enabler that ensures constant 

connectivity between consumers and Internet-enabled browsers, apps or similar services that 

potentially puts the consumer in touch with the brand.  

 

3.3.1 Features of the mobile platform  

Much of the ease and reason for the constant and instant access, which the mobile device provides is 

due to the portability, which in the sense of smartphones makes it easy to carry with you in a pocket or 

similar. Also, mobile devices are in general personal, which gives brands the possibility to obtain 

specific and personal knowledge of this consumer in order to interact and engage properly.  

The mobile offers location-based services. Location-based services are mobile information services 

that extend spatial and temporal information processing capability to end-users via the Internet and 

wireless communications (Dhar & Varshney, 2011). This means that the mobile is the key enabler for 

many applications, which are developed for all kinds of purposes. These location-based services are 

enabled in the mobile by Wi-Fi and GPS among others. Further, this feature makes it possible to direct 

the efforts a brand is making to suit the specific consumer even better. This means that a retailer who 

wants to offer consumers who are in-store something extra it can be done or an information 

application on restaurants can find the restaurants closest to you, the possibilities are endless. 

Also, time-sensitive marketing and branding initiatives can be enabled via the mobile. The mobile 

allows users to be connected constantly. From this feature, brands can interact and offer various kinds 
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of promotions to their consumers. This feature can in the same way as location-based services, be 

numerous but an example is Tweets via Twitter, which usually are highly time-sensitive as the 

consumers are tweeting about the life instantaneously.  

 

With the development of the features, apps, advanced browsers and constant connectivity, the 

possibilities on the MP has exploded and offers everything from weather forecasts to banking services. 

Therefore, with the many features of the MP it is a natural multi-activity tool that allows the consumer 

to engage not only in an undefined amount of actions but also several of these actions simultaneously.  

 

3.4 Mobile branding possibilities 

There are clearly many different levels when discussing MB. These different levels have only been 

touched lightly upon above and will be described in detail below. Companies and brands have various 

options when interacting with the consumers via the MP. 

 

3.4.1 Mobile website 

The mobile device has a web browser where the brands can choose to interact through. This can 

happen on the company website, a specific microsite or similar. This allows the brand to communicate 

in a way where the content will be universally available to everyone. With this strategy the company 

enables features such as the content being searchable by use of the different search providers, which 

for some brands can be an important factor when it comes to product or service sales as an example.  

Web sites have a range of functionality that allows them to be a potentially highly effective and 

efficient communication option to affect brand attachment and activity. (Keller K. L., 2010). 

There are two ways in which a brand can develop a website on the MP. First there is responsive web 

design meaning to create a site that will dynamically adapt to different screen sizes by resizing and 

reformatting its fundamental parts. Responsive mobile websites are in general the same content as the 

normal desktop site consumers will know form visiting on a desktop computer. The responsive 

solution is well known and the fastest solution for the brand to have a presentable mobile website.  

Second, there is the option of developing a mobile optimized website. This form of site is 

differentiated strategically by the brand throughout the development process meaning that the main 

emphasis of this offering is to offer content to mobile consumers. A mobile optimized website is 

developed as an addition to the desktop site as the strategic approach of design and content is 

different. The specific change in emphasis results in an offering which optimized for the sake of the 
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mobile user and as will be elaborated in detail later in this thesis the mobile consumers have a 

different behaviour than desktop users due to various reasons.  

 

3.4.2 Apps 

Second, the brand can choose to engage via mobile applications (apps) that can be made available 

for downloads on one or several operation systems.  

A mobile app is a type of program software designed to run on a mobile device. Mobile apps frequently 

serve to provide users with similar services to those accessed on PCs. Apps are generally small, 

individual software units with limited function. 

More sophisticated approaches involve developing specifically for the mobile environment, taking 

advantage of both its limitations and advantages. For example, apps that use location-based features 

are inherently built from the ground up with an eye to mobile given that you do not have the same 

concept of location on a desktop. 

 

3.4.3 Mobile social media 

Last, the brands have the possibility of utilizing their SM activities. Here it is important to keep in mind 

the previous statement, where it is argued that the apps, sites etc. of SM are enabled by the mobile 

device and the given platform. Thus, mobile SM is the combination of the two, i.e. how the MP engages 

SM on the mobile device, thereby changing the value offering and the communication brands and the 

SM hosts can provide to their consumers. 

Through these SM apps the brands can interact with their consumers in a differentiated way, by using 

features such as check-ins. 

The special and outstanding features of the mobile and the MP have been described earlier in this 

thesis. The highlights are that the mobile offers location-based, personalized and instant (time 

sensitive) content and communication to be exchanged between brands, consumers and networks. 

This means that many of the features that users of SM sites are using and considering an imperative of 

their SM presence would not be possible without the MP to facilitate it. 

Besides the actual mobile device e.g. an iPhone, tablet or similar, Kaplan (2012) argues that mobile SM 

are mobile marketing applications that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content. 

These applications can be differentiated in four different kinds, creating four types of mobile SM 

applications.  
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The three approaches mentioned above, mobile websites, apps and mobile SM are all pull-based. This 

fact has provided brands wit increased capabilities in the mobile environment and thus expanded the 

possibilities to reach and serve consumers (Persaud & Azhar, 2012).  

 

Another push-based strategy that most research is based on is mobile advertising. Although it is not 

the main emphasis of this thesis a short description and explanation is to be found below. 

 

3.4.4 Mobile advertising 

Any of these initiatives will entail activities that are focused on driving the consumers to the chosen 

engagement style. These marketing activities could be done in terms of mobile advertising. Mobile 

advertising is another strategy belonging to the umbrella of mobile marketing, which brands could 

utilize on the MP. Mobile advertising can be banner and video advertising across the different 

platforms mentioned above.  

 

4.0 Theoretical literature 

In order to fully engage within the aspect of mobile branding, I will in this chapter present and 

highlight the relevant  

4.1 Branding 

There are many definitions of what constitutes a brand depending on the perspective one is taking on 

branding. The classic definition from 1960 by The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines it as 

follows:  

A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them which is intended to identify the 

goods or services of one seller or a group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of 

competitors.  

However, branding has been re-defined several times since and more recent definitions include the 

notions of internal and organisational processes, co-creation and brand communities.  

In the period from 1985-2006 brand management has had two overriding paradigms in the academic 

world (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2009). These two paradigms are centred on different kinds of 

thoughts and are focusing on a positivistic approach and a constructivist approach also known as the 

interpretive approach to brand management. The positivistic approach is attaining the notion of the 

brand being owned, controlled and levelled by the company. The emphasis is on creating an identity, 

an image and communication, which can and will be exposed directly to the consumer whom in this 
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case is simply the recipient. Thus, the brand is seen and used as a strategic and tactic asset to create 

the desired communication. The interpretive approach emphasises the nature of the brand and the 

value thereof. This value in terms of brand equity is perceived as something created between the 

brand and the consumer. Both of these approaches are dominant in the literature however the 

creation of the more interpretive approach is happening throughout the 1990’s. 

In short, the art of brand management has been developing largely since the middle of the 1980’s and 

is continuing to do so. In the following a short overview of the brand management theory is presented. 

Further, I will discuss what the branding literature does and does not and finish off with presenting 

how the MP is being emphasised in the current branding literature. 

 

4.1.1 Branding theory evolution and contemporary branding theory?  

In the branding literature one can define three overall approaches towards branding. These three 

approaches are covering different ways of viewing the environment surrounding the consumer, the 

brand, the environment and other stakeholders. The three approaches have the main emphasises on 

the following: the company as the sender and mediator, the consumer as the receiver and the culture 

of the surrounding environment and the stakeholders thereof.  

 

4.1.1.1 Marketer to consumer mind-set 

First off a mind-set where the main emphasis is put on the company and the company as being the 

main driver of all brand related activity is presented. Thus, this approach is subject to the positivistic 

approach mentioned above.  

The company is emphasised together with the consumer whom in this mind-set acts only as a receiver 

of communication and information. Here the company will treat branding much like traditional 

marketing and work strategically and tactically with the brand by use of the marketing mix in terms of 

product, placement, price and promotion (McCarthy, 1964). This is done in order to increase the 

outcome of the marketing efforts and affect the consumer brand choice. It is assumed by theorists that 

the brand is exclusively owned by the company and that any communication in relation to the brand is 

done in a linear way directly from the company to the consumers. Further, it is the belief that the 

consumer will receive this communication and understand it in the exact intended way. 

The main theories in this company-emphasised mind-set are surrounding an economic approach 

(McCarthy, 1964) and corporate identity approaches (Hatch & Schultz, 1997).  
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4.1.1.2 Consumer to marketer, emphasis based on consumer perception 

Second, still engaging within the positivistic approach there is a different view on branding and where 

the emphasis of the branding should lie. The emphasis of this approach is now shifting towards the 

consumers and their perception. Here the consumer is not just viewed as a passive receiver of 

communication but one of the aspects, which hosts the value of the branding efforts.  

This approach is founded on mainly two theories, the theory of building customer-based brand equity  

(Keller K. L., 1993) defined as the consumer-based approach (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2009) and 

the theory of brand personality (Aaker J. , 1997) defined as the personality approach (Heding, 

Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2009).  

 

Keller (1993) changes the view on branding by approaching the branding concept with the idea that 

the brand is a cognitive variable and exists in the mind of the consumer. Therefore, this theory builds 

on the psychological perception of cognition and the cognitive man. This is imperative to note as 

although this theory changes the emphasis from the company to the consumer and treating the 

consumer as more than a passive receiver of information and communication, the consumer is still 

perceived to grant control to the company in shaping the brand image. As a result, the consumer is 

perceived to own the brand but still the mind-set of relying on linear communication exist. This linear 

communication means that the company will communication and distribute the desired information 

and the consumer will understand in the intended way. Therefore, although the consumer is perceived 

as the owner of the brand, the company is still in control of the brand.  

Keller argues that the power of a brand lies in what consumers reside in their mind. This power is 

obtained from consumers’ interaction in any way with a certain brand – i.e. what the consumer has 

learned, felt, seen, heard etc. about the brand. From these arguments Keller has developed the model 

called Customer-Based Brand Equity – see Figure 2. This model takes an approach form a customer 

perspective and is based within the needs and wants of the respective customers. The model is 

emphasising the need for four steps in building a strong brand and thereby building customer-based 

brand equity. The steps a company need to take are: (1) establishing the proper brand identity, (2) 

communicate strong, favourable and unique brand association in order to create brand meaning, (3) 

manage the brand response and (4) build brand relationships with the customers, which are built on 

intense and active loyalty. These four steps are done in order to obtain what Keller defines as 

consumer brand resonance. Brand resonance can also be described as the extent of the consumer 

being ”in-sync” with the brand by loyalty, attachment, community sense and engagement. The higher 

the extent or intensity provides a better brand equity. Keller describes brand equity to be: “A common 

denominator for interpreting the effectiveness of different brand strategies” (Keller K. , 2008). 
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Figure 2 – Brand Resonance Pyramid Keller (1993) 

 

Aaker found that consumers tend to identify brands with a human-like personality and thereby made 

grounds for the research on personality branding – see Figure 3. In the brand management context, 

the theory of brand personality has been used mainly for differentiating the brand from other brands 

in the same category, thereby maintaining emphasis on improving consumer preference and also for 

creating personality, which can serve as a common denominator across countries and cultures.  

The personality branding theory shifts how brands are approaching and viewing the consumers. 

Differently from previous theories, the personality branding is focused on providing the consumers 

with meaning and symbols in order for them to utilize this perceived value to their own personal 

advantage. Therefore the emphasis is no longer on providing the same “flat” functional value as 

previously.  

The basis of this theory is founded in the belief that consumers will have a need to express themselves 

and their identity to the surrounding world and this combined with the fact that consumers tie a 

personality to brands offer a great opportunity to tie this brand personality together with wanted 

personality traits of the consumers. Successful implementation of this strategy can drive huge brand 

advantages as the consumers will “see” themselves in the brand personality, use the brand to build 

and express their own identity and to change others perception of them. This theory is offering the 

brand a very strong position in the consumers’ minds and great opportunities to expand their range 

into the consumers’ life.  
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Personality branding opens up for next theory within brand management, which is based within the 

same mind-set of building relationships with the consumers and seeing them as a partner in that 

relationship, thus more than just a receiver of communication.  

 

Relationship branding is building on a notion of dialog and using this dialog with the consumers to 

expand their reach to consumers’ lives becoming the partner it intends to be. This theory builds on the 

work of Fournier (1998) who proved that consumers experience relationships with brands in the 

same way as they do with humans. As this theory builds on the thought of entering into a relationship 

with the consumer, it creates a situation where the consumer and brand are contributing to the 

relationship equally (Fournier, 1998). This notion of equal contribution is a huge change in the brand 

management theory and clearly very different from the previous theories within the subject.  

Relationship branding provides the company with the possibility to learn in-depth about their 

consumers, thus why and how the brand is being consumed and not just if it is being consumer as the 

initial brand management theories are emphasizing. It does however imply that the company needs to 

let go of total control of the brand, incorporate the insights obtained from the relationship with 

consumers with the management of the brand. Therefore a co-creation process in imperative to 

succeed with this brand management style.  

 

4.1.1.3 Context approach, emphasis on communities and culture 

In the following years after the millennium there are big changes in the environment. The 

technological changes such as WEB 2.0 and the changes in branding where brand icons and 

autonomous consumers are arising. As the Internet and WEB 2.0 are giving rise to many possibilities 

both for brands and consumers it also showed how consumers fast created communities for both 

Figure 3 - Brand Personality Construct Heding et al. (2009) 
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interests and brands. A brand community is a community where the point of interaction between the 

members is the brand.  

The environment has changed and by that the power has shifted to the consumers at the same time. 

The consumers now have the possibility to share their opinion and experiences with the brand to 

practically the whole world, or as much of the world connected in any to the brand community. These 

changes gives rise to an increasing demand on new theories for approaching and manoeuvring in this 

new environment and the consumers within.  

From this demand offspring two theories in order to approach these environmental changes. The 

brand community theory is one of these two. This theory is based in the social context of consumption, 

which is being added to existing brand management theories (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2009). Due 

to the developments in the environment mentioned above, the understanding of social context in 

relation to branding has become imperative to many companies, since most brands are present in SM 

today. This theory was founded in the work of Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) that highlights the fact that in 

order to create and maintain a brand community it is not enough to only engage with consumers 

separately as previously, an interaction between at least two consumers is necessary. This is shown in 

the brand triad model – Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The brand communities provide social benefits to the consumers but also serve as an information 

source. Due to the nature and possibilities of brand communities, such as the shift in power, 

information levels etc. this brand management theory is close to being unavoidable for any brand who 

wishes to succeed in the new environment. The brand must realize the opportunities and obstacles in 

with this approach and act accordingly by letting go of the ownership of the brand and accepting that 

the negotiation of brand meaning takes place on the consumers’ terms.  

 

The second theory developed to engage in this environment is cultural brand management, which was 

derived from the work of Holt (2002) who ascribes cultural values to the brand thereby managing the 

Figure 4 - Brand Triad, Heding et al (2009) 
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brand more as a cultural value than an asset created and existing in order to create advantages to 

competitors. With this theory the brand is therefore seen as a cultural entity where optimal strategy 

and performance will create an iconic brand. 

The brand management is no longer being viewing and managed on a personal and micro level but on 

a societal and macro level. The brand is viewed as a cultural entity in this theory and the management 

of the brand demands an overview and insight to the current societal culture and act accordingly. By 

acting accordingly it is meant that an iconic brand does not stand by in the on-going societal 

environment but takes stand and engage in the discussion. Further, following this theory the brand 

should not only aim at reacting to the occurrences in the environment but also attempt to facilitate 

their own path in order to create and influence culture. Again, as stated earlier, the management has to 

manoeuvre on a macro level which indicates that the emphasis should be on what culture can do for 

the brand and not what the brand can do for the culture (macro level) or the individual consumer 

(micro level).  

 

4.1.2 What does the current brand literature do and do not?  

The brand theories are developing and a trend can be found for some theories to aim more and more 

towards schools of thoughts, which can be used for strategic and tactic manoeuvring in the newer 

environments. These contemporary environments have been subject to large changes both in terms of 

technology, consumer behaviour, user reach, user interaction and so forth.  

It begs the question of the theories and schools of thoughts are keeping up with the development in 

the society and its people.  

The current literature is as mentioned above, engaged in a large amount of different perspectives on 

brand management with everything from viewing the brand in a vacuum with full control to a 

perspective where the brand relinquish control to the consumers and stakeholders. Therefore, one can 

utilize the existing knowledge, research and perceptions to the best use of the various communication 

methods available in today’s market. The theories provide any company and brand with the possibility 

of approaching the consumers via differentiated strategies dependant on the brand identity and any 

other indicator the respective management chooses to adhere.  

Obviously, the developments in the environment and the rise of new media, new technologies etc. have 

not missed the branding theorists’ eyes and have been researched. The branding literature is very 

engaged in approaching new media and especially new communication channels provided by many 

different platforms and platform providers. Articles of obtaining the desired branding or optimizing 

branding in the online and virtual world exist. Therefore, research and publications on specific media 

platforms are beginning to build up. An example is Fournier & Avery (2011) who addresses the 
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challenge for brands engaging in SM, as it is argued that SM was made for people and not for brands, 

thus discussing how brands can utilize the possibilities of SM to create consumer engagement. This 

topic is addressed by many theorists among others Yan (2011) who is engaged in looking into how a 

brand should act and what goals the brand should aim at in order to optimize their branding. It is 

argued that SM will have a huge impact if carried out correctly and could yield some very influential 

brand value metrics and increase the brand equity mainly by better brand associations, perceived 

quality and awareness (Yan, 2011).  

However, most of this research is still in the foundation basis and thus often concerning either overall 

awareness and engagement attributes or actions done by brands or is limited to one specific SM site, 

e.g. Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare. 

Although much research exist regarding the Internet, digital platforms in general and SM, which 

undeniably will be important for mobile brand managers and marketers, it is imperative to realize that 

this is not sufficient in order to engage and manoeuvre in the market, when it comes to branding on 

the MP. This is among other reasons due to the many possibilities and features possible, which will be 

elaborated on throughout this thesis.  

Also, it is important to state that even though SM and other new communication platforms that offer 

brands unique and specialized insights and opportunities to connect and interact with their 

consumers, it is the MP that provides the imperative advantage of instant, location-based and 

personalized interacting.  

Therefore, it can be argued that the current literature is very concentrated on applying already 

existing theories to the MP and how one will be able to use the respective theories on the platform. To 

my knowledge no academic theories on brand building, brand management etc. regarding the MP 

specifically, has been developed or published.  

As will be argued on shown throughout the below sections, the MP offers distinctive and differentiated 

possibilities when compared to other platforms, thus the branding literature is lacking insights and 

research into how brands should engage in their MB.  

 

4.1.3 Mobile in the existing branding literature 

The concept of MB is a newer phenomenon and the academic literature surrounding the topic from an 

academic perspective is either very limited in terms of platform or device utilization or focused on the 

adoption and acceptance of regular mobile marketing in terms of banners, SMS or similar.  

Research is being conducted on specific features of the mobile and how this impacts the brand. 

Examples could be the impact of SMS advertising on consumers’ perceptions and brand equity 

(Nysveen, Pedersen, Thorbjørnsen, & Berthon, 2005), (Smutkupt, Krairit, & Khang, 2012). 
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Research on the effectiveness of branded mobile apps has been done in a limited manner and has 

shown that when consumers are using branded apps provided by companies it has a large influence on 

the brand attitude and the interest of the brand (Bellman, Potter, Treleaven-Hassard, Robinson, & 

Varan, 2011).  

It has only been possible to find mentioning of mobile from the leading branding theorists in very few 

cases. Keller (2010) mentions the mobile in the context of providing brands with new platforms for 

marketing thereby increasing reach and giving the possibility of expanding the marketing initiatives 

for a company. Keller (2010) recognizes the need for integrated channel and communication 

strategies in order to maximize the outcome of marketing initiatives and includes mobile in this 

discussion, however only mentioned as a marketing platform or tool and not for brand building.  

Keller (2012) moves on to discuss how the mobile is increasing its importance as a distribution 

channel and an interactive tool for brands and marketers to emphasize. Keller argues that the tool is 

important as it can create an insight into consumers’ life hopefully stay connected with them all day 

long throughout their experiences and interactions. As a result the brand has the opportunity to 

deepen their involvement in the lives of the consumers thus building brand value by the use of the MP. 

It is clear that Keller realizes the need for mobile to be present in the marketing and branding of a 

company. However, he does not put forth any strategy or guidance towards approaching this challenge 

and opportunity.  

Gupti (2013) argues that as mobile advertising in the advertising form of banners and other standard 

format known from the online advertising world, brands should engage in apps making this their main 

objective to connect with their consumers.  

Aaker (2013) refers to the article of Gupti (2013) and recognizes the MP as the newest and fastest 

growing brand building communication channel. However, it has not been possible to find any article 

or statement from Aaker on his own opinion or any research, which may exist or being conducted in 

relation to this topic. 

Keller address the environment change more in January 2014 where he argues on Marketing Science 

Institute’s (MSI) website that companies should realize the potential upside to the new platforms, 

again from a marketing perspective. The closest argument received from Keller in this statement is 

that companies should engage slightly different in relation to their marketing strategy and approach it 

with increased in-depth analysis and mind-set (Keller K. L., Marketing Science Institute, 2014).  

I have found a few examples of research being conducted towards findings an actual approach for 

engaging in MB and how to come about these in a best-way manner. Kaplan (2012) developed a model 

for interacting with consumers through the mobile device and SM. In his approach he argues that a 

brand needs to follow four advices and incorporate these four different emphasis points for best 
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utilizing mobile SM for marketing purposes. However, the research conducted by Kaplan, although 

very useful it does not take into account other possibilities for mobile marketing than the SM platform.  

 

By researching within the current branding literature it has been found that the presence of the MP as 

a term, a platform, a tool, a new distribution channel etc. is mainly concerned with the perceptiveness 

of mobile marketing and the adoption of the respective mobile offer provided by companies.  

Above is a short presentation of the current mobile research within the branding literature and as this 

presentation indicates, the research is currently not covering much of the possibilities of which the MP 

offers. The research that does exist is very limited and often emphasises a specific area of interest or a 

single feature.  

To sum up, it is possible to see a trend of a growing interest in the mobile from a branding perspective 

but it is also very clear that not much research currently exist and that no one has put forth a direct 

theory, model or approach for this. Thus, the need to engage in research on branding on the MP and 

utilizing the endless possibilities the platform offers are in excess and imperative to improve in order 

to shed light on this relevant, fast-growing and interesting platform.  

 

4.2 Supporting theoretical literature 

In this section I will engage in the aspects of MB, which have not been covered by the existing branding 

literature. I have mentioned the fact that not much emphasis has been put on the MP and thus I will 

engage in a presentation of relevant theories which is needed to argue for an approach when it comes 

to MB. Further, this section will finish off with a proposition for answering the research sub-question 

of whether I obtain a theoretical approach to MB. 

 

4.2.1 Mobile 

It has been found that the main driver for brands in the MB market is the perceived value for the users. 

If there is value for the consumer he will not only download your app or access your site, he will be 

subject to an increase in the brand interest (Bellman, Potter, Treleaven-Hassard, Robinson, & Varan, 

2011).  

 

4.2.1.1 Mobile apps 

Apps are a pull-based strategy where consumers seek the content and create a direct link between 

marketers and consumers (Persaud & Azhar, 2012). Apps are popular as a marketing tool since it can 

offer high levels of content, both in open sources and in a vacuum, thus often providing very high user 
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engagement. These attributes and the high user engagement are perceived to have a great positive 

impact on the respective brand (Hutton & Rodnick, 2009). Also high user engagement in branded apps 

is likely to increase any advertising message, thus making any advertising and branding relayed via 

branded apps, highly persuasive and positive (Calder, Malthouse, & Schaedel, 2009). 

The impact of the branded apps on mobiles have been found to have a positive influence towards the 

respective brand in which the app is emphasised in terms of increase in consumers’ attitude towards 

the brand, the interest in the brand and the brand’s product category. It has also been found that 

purchase intension of the consumers was affected positively, although in a smaller matter (Bellman, 

Potter, Treleaven-Hassard, Robinson, & Varan, 2011).  

 

4.2.1.2 Brand and consumer engagement 

Academic research within the marketing or branding on MPs is very limited, which unfortunately is 

clear from the above presentation of literature above. However, it is known that the environment is 

changing towards a more consumer emphasised and integrated environment. Interestingly in regards 

to this is to look into how and why brands can and should aim for this interaction and consumer 

engagement.  

It has been found that active engagement with a brand is connected very strongly to brand love and 

brand loyalty (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010). It was furthermore proposed by the use of the brand 

love model (Batra, Ahuvia, & Bagozzi, 2012) that consumers’ brand love will lead to increased loyalty, 

positive word-of-mouth and increased resistance to competitive products. From these findings it is 

possible to state that brand engagement with consumers’ behavioural activity through attention and 

intention to purchase significantly impacts brand equity (Franzak, Makarem, & Jae, 2014). 

Also, above it has been presented that contemporary branding theory includes theories of consumer 

emphasis and consumer inclusion in brand context and communities. This approach is further 

underpinning the argument of brand and consumer engagement and how it can improve brand value. 

SM brand communities enhance feelings of community among members and contribute to creating 

value for both members and the company. Furthermore, brand loyalty is increased in brand 

communities and that value creation practices enhance loyalty through brand trust as a mediator 

(Laroche, Habibi, Richard, & Sankaranarayanan, 2012). 

In relation to the MP it was found that for mobile initiatives, permission and brand trust are the basis 

for consumers’ willingness to participate, i.e. to engage themselves with the offering (Persaud & Azhar, 

2012).  
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Brand engagement is thus suggested to have a direct impact on brand equity. Due to this, I will present 

the academic research conducted specifically on the MP in order to obtain more in-depth 

understanding of the mobile consumer.  

 

4.2.1.3 Consumer acceptance to mobile marketing 

Much emphasis within the existing literature on mobile advertising, branding and SM are focused on 

acceptance of mobile or SM marketing. As the potential for both mobile and SM, separately and 

combined is great, it is important to investigate what seem to have a positive outcome. Therefore, 

research on the acceptance levels and how marketers most effectively can promote their offerings in 

any way or by any media via the MP can prove to be very relevant. Harvesting the knowledge on how 

consumers accept any mobile advertising message will increase the likeliness of a brand’s 

communication to its consumers being effective, if the brand has taken this knowledge into account.  

Consumer acceptance is a clear influence of the effectiveness of a brand’s mobile initiatives as positive 

attitudes can provide managers with additional tools for strengthening consumers’ attitudes and thus 

their mobile activity (Rohm, Gao, Sultan, & Pagani, 2012).  

Various metrics have been pointed out in the existing literature on consumer acceptance on mobile. 

Rohm et al. (2012) found that device usefulness, consumer innovativeness, personal attachment and 

privacy are main key areas if brands are to succeed on the MP. 

Consumer innovativeness is an important factor as this can lead to direct interaction between the 

consumers and the brand if carried out accordingly. As stated by Rohm et al. (2012) the mere initiative 

made by the brand to indulge consumers in being creative result in a favourable attitude towards 

mobile marketing. 

Further, delivering value to the consumer appears to have a large influence on the acceptance of 

mobile initiatives (Persaud & Azhar, 2012). However, delivering value will be a great challenge for 

marketers because value is often perceived differently by consumers. As this challenge exists it 

promotes the thought of personalising the MB initiative.  

The above findings are supported by Grant & O’Donohoe (2007), where findings suggest that 

acceptance can be enhanced by trust-building. Also, consumers’ sense of control are found by Watson 

et al. (2013) to have a great effect in both acceptance and trust.  

 

4.2.1.4 Privacy 

Privacy issues are an important topic when it comes to mobile marketing and to figure out how to 

approach, indulge acceptance and engage the consumers. Young consumers’ attitudes towards mobile 

marketing are negatively affected by the aspiration for privacy and risk avoidance (Rohm, Gao, Sultan, 
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& Pagani, 2012). An explanation of this desire and behaviour can be due to the nature of the mobile 

device often being a personal device and as mentioned above, an extension of their personality and 

individuality. There is a natural link between the concept of privacy and trust. As previously 

mentioned, brand trust is a direct basis for consumers’ willingness to participate. Therefore, 

possessing this knowledge and realizing the obstacle in consumer behaviour, the brand can indulge in 

activities trying to breaking down the barriers to earn the consumers’ trust.  

It was found that the more control the consumers can be given the more likely they are to deepen their 

involvement (Persaud & Azhar, 2012:438).  

 

 

4.2.2 Social media  

I have touched upon the change in environment in the theoretical part on branding and how these 

changes have affected the brand management opportunities and challenges. The technological changes 

affected a lot in terms of the rise and expansion of the Internet but the changes within the use of the 

Internet, as SM has also changed the game considerably. Now, an essential part of new media, MPs and 

brand management will undoubtedly involve a mentioning and discussion of SM.  

 

4.2.2.1 Consumer mind-set in social media 

It is interesting for the sake of discussing SM and mobile SM to understand what makes consumers of 

SM attracted to the thought of sharing and interacting on the platforms. Kaplan (2012) argues that the 

reason is similar to the concept of self-preservation and self-disclosure (Goffman, 1959; Schau & Gilly, 

2003), which states that consumers are willing to reveal and expose information about them in order 

to appear in a certain way externally. This supports the subject previously mentioned on consumer 

behaviour, identity branding and contextual branding. It is also stated by Kaplan (2012) that the 

theory of impulsiveness (Ainslie, 1975) (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991) (Thaler & Shefrin, 1981) can be a 

factor in this. This means that updating SM status, checking-in to places, uploading pictures, videos etc. 

can be compared to impulsive behaviour in a supermarket where one purchases a candy bar placed 

next to cashier queue.  

 

4.2.3 Business strategy 

Presented above, there are no strategies or theories available for the MP specifically, and therefore the 

following sections will be presented from various fields of research related to area. This has been 

necessary in order to have a sufficient theoretical background in order to move forward. When a 
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brand is to engage itself with MB it is important that the strategic plan for the offering contains a 

vision of the offering and how to accomplish the development (Laudon & Traver, 2014). 

In the following I will draw heavily on e-business strategy as this currently is the closest sufficient 

strategic approach I find in the existing academic literature. Following the insights on business and e-

business strategy I will highlight areas where areas of resemblance between e-business and MB can 

apply.  

A strategy is the plan that defines the direction and actions in the future for an organisation or part of 

an organisation depending on the strategic level in question (Chaffey, 2011).  

Johnson, Scholes & Whittington (2008) define corporate strategy in the following words:  

“The direction and scope of an organization over the long-term, which achieves advantage 

for the organization through its configuration of resources within a changing environment 

to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil stakeholder expectation. (Johnson, Scholes, & 

Whittington, 2008, p. 3) 

As mentioned above, strategy does not only apply to the corporate strategy of a company or brand but 

also to the other levels and business units within the company. This could among others be the MB, e-

business, marketing, supply chain strategies and so forth. Johnson, Scholes & Whittington (2008) 

identifies four different strategic levels, which exist in organizations: corporate strategy, business unit 

strategy, operational strategy and functional strategy. 

If one is to follow the strategic levels of Johnson, Scholes & Whittington (2008) the e-business strategy 

would be placed in the same level as the functional strategy where it is argued that marketing 

strategies lie. However, several theories have emerged over the past decade arguing a more integrated 

approach between branding and strategy and thus I will not be following this distinct placement of 

branding, e-business or MB. This will in detail be elaborated on later in this part.  

The challenges that will arise from following the strategic approach from Johnson, Scholes & 

Whittington will be that e-business will not be recognized on a higher level in the organization, leading 

to the management not only taking e-business into account but also not developing a direct strategy 

for the platform (Chaffey, 2011).  

E-business strategies have much in common with the strategies known from corporate, marketing or 

business strategies. An essential similarity is the need to have it fully integrated with the other 

strategic and vital parts of the organisation. The online perspective needs to be a main area of focus 

since it is one of the main communication platforms brands and companies will have with their 

consumers and in general all stakeholders.  
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4.2.3.1 Strategy process 

Before deciding the actual strategy no matter the level, management need to decide on a course of 

action and process they wish to continue with in the development stages of the strategy (Chaffey, 

2011). In short, the strategic process is a framework for the different stages of the process in order to 

ensure all key activities and emphasis points are included and decide on the sequence for this 

development. Throughout the academic literature on business, e-business, marketing and other 

strategies, different approaches are proposed by the theorists in the respective fields. However, the 

models are quite similar thus making it possible to propose a generic strategy process model 

consisting of four main steps: Strategic analysis – strategic objectives – strategic definition – strategic 

implementation (Chaffey, 2011). The strategy process model proposed by Chaffey (2011) can be seen 

in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3.2 Strategic analysis:  

The strategic analysis refers to an analysis of the internal resources and the external environment. In 

order to move forward in the right direction and to develop the desired offering and business model 

sufficiently the analysis of the two areas are crucial.  

The external environment is the main resource for the means of survival for organisations but also the 

main resource of threats. This can be parted into three categories – the macro environment, the 

industry and the competitors (Johnson, Scholes, & Whittington, 2008). Great tools to make use of when 

analysing these influences can among others are the PESTEL framework and Porter’s five forces 

framework.  

Strategic implementaton 

Planning Execution Control 

Strategic definition 

Option 
generation 

Option 
evaluation 

Option 
selection 

Strategic objectives 

Vision  
Mission 

Objectives 

Strategic analysis 

External 
environment 

Internal resources 

Figure 5 – Strategy process model, Chaffey (2011) 
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As it is imperative to understand the external environment in order to compete sufficiently it is just as 

important to conduct the analysis in regards to the internal resources. The internal resources are the 

foundation for the strategic capability for any organisation no matter the size. Tools that are optimal 

for conducting these analyses are Michael Porter’s value chain model which in depth analyses the 

primary and secondary activities of the organisation. Second, another widely used tool is the SWOT 

analysis model.  

 

4.2.4 Strategic approach 

Mobile marketing has been defined by Kaplan (2012) as: “any marketing activity conducted through a 

ubiquitous network to which consumers are constantly connected using a personal mobile device”.  

The MP offers many possibilities and has a huge marketing potential for reaching consumers in 

different, creative and real-time way. In attempts to harvest this potential upside many companies 

make the mistake of not developing a specific mobile strategy and seek a holistic or “one size fits all” 

strategy and platform (Rohm, Gao, Sultan, & Pagani, 2012). With this in mind it should however be 

mentioned that the mobile should not be treated as a medium in vacuum. It is important to realize 

both the benefits and difficulties regarding the MP. As the mobile marketing consumers have been 

defined previously as constantly connected it is important to combine any marketing done on the other 

platforms with the mobile marketing and vice versa.  

 

Above I have highlighted the necessary theoretical considerations provided by the academic literature 

in corporate and e-business strategy. Due to lack of direct research on MB or marketing initiatives also 

on the strategic level, it has only been possible to find a limited amount of academic literature on this 

matter. However, I will emphasise the highlights from the given literature and argue where one can 

draw the lines between the theoretical approaches to corporate and e-business strategy in order to 

have a satisfactory framework as a theoretical background for MB.  

The main literature found on mobile strategy is the work of Laudon & Traver (2014) that argues a 

similar approach to develop in their words an e-commerce presence, in this case covering websites, 

mobile sites and apps. Laudon & Traver (2014) propose that the e-commerce presentence follows the 

steps presented below in Figure 6. Highlights are that the emphasis starts on the consumer, moves on 

to a preliminary business model, follows with external marketplace focus and finishes off with an 

internal analysis of content, strategy and tactics. 
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If one compares the proposed approach of Laudon & Traver (2014) with the approaches suggested by 

(Johnson, Scholes, & Whittington, 2008) and (Chaffey, 2011) it is clear that most of the same elements 

exist though approached in a different order. An important distinction between the models is the main 

and initial emphasis on the consumers.  

 

4.2.4.1 Business model integration 

It is proposed by Laudon & Traver (2014) that one of the primary first steps in approaching a strategy 

for their term e-commerce presence is to develop a business model for the offering. This might be 

natural step for many, however the important factor in this step can be the emphasis of the business 

model. There are great many theories existing for developing business models depending on the 

company, industry, focus and so forth. As have been argued above, the emphasis in today’s 

contemporary environment it is often necessary but in general highly recommendable to have your 

initial emphasis on the consumers of the respective company, marketplace or industry.  

The business models suggested by Laudon & Traver (2014) does not emphasise the consumer as a 

main initial point and therefore it is the belief that I should not move forward with the business model 

approaches which is suggested by Laudon & Traver (2014).  

Idea 

Business model 

Target demographics 

Marketplace analysis 

Content/offering channels 

Internal analysis (SWOT) 

E-commerce prescence 

Timeline 

Budget 

Figure 6 – E-commerce presence approach, Laudon & Traver (2014) 
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Instead it is the belief that many of the discussions above are summarised by the business model 

canvas and the 9 building blocks (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) – see Figure 7. The building blocks 

and the proposed approach to the order of them are consistent with the supporting theory of 

consumer acceptance and brand engagement discussed above. The particular important factor to 

notice is that the emphasis is not on the internal resources and external environment but on the 

consumers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “consumers first” mind-set and approach have been developing in many theoretical areas over the 

past years. In the theoretical research of this thesis I have found it in the branding, mobile, e-business 

or brand engagement literature. I find this to be a sufficient theoretical foundation for us to suggest 

that the business model canvas framework should be a fundamental part of developing strategic MB 

initiatives. 

An argument that was mentioned above was the initial and foundational emphasis on the consumers. 

Further, the canvas continues with analysis and proposition of the offering itself. This is also 

consistent with the e-business and mobile literature presented above.  

 

The various strategic layers and business models of an organisation will naturally also be subject to 

competition and various external factors as elaborated on above. Also, brands initiating MB are likely 

to have other business functions and areas of expertise which they wish to promote via the mobile 

offering. Thus, the brand will have several strategic entities and thus the MB strategy and business 

model can and should be promoted in addition to having an individual strategy.  

However, one important aspect which is not proposed upfront in the business model canvas is the 

analysis of the competitive environment. The different elements of the surrounding environment has 

been presented above and no matter if one is applying the business model canvas to an organisation or 

business section as MB it is clear that the environment has an important impact, especially if one does 

not take it into account. Therefore it is the belief that the business model canvas will be an essential 

Figure 7 – Business model canvas, Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) 
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tool for developing mobile offerings as long as it is integrated with the other strategic process steps 

presented by Laudon & Traver (2014) and Chaffey (2011).  

 

4.2.5 Evaluation and return on investment 

It is incremental for a company to stay on top of the strategy and business offerings in today’s 

marketplace. The competition is high, consumers are more demanding and the market pace is rapid. 

Therefore a continuous evaluation on the efforts, goals and objectives are crucial for the further 

development and retention of the strategy. By this is referred to the success rate and ROI. A remark on 

this it is important to state that the only theory which directly integrates the notion of brand equity is 

the CBBE model by Keller (1993). However, it is important to realize the fact that this theory is not 

optimized for the MP as argued in previous sections in this chapter. 

There are various tools companies can use for ROI, however in relation to e-commerce and in this case 

m-commerce; conversion marketing is one of them.  

 

4.2.5.1 Conversion marketing 

Much emphasis have been put on the overall strategic approach to MB and the supporting literature 

around this among others e-commerce. Another supporting theme within this field is the conversion 

within the MP space. It will be shown in later chapters that much traffic is switching to the MP and 

away from the desktop platform and therefore is e-commerce changing to “m-commerce”. For many 

companies acting within the MB space and digital space in general, it will be highly feasible to say that 

they are there to sell a product or service. Therefore the conversion rate, the amount of consumers 

which are not only exposed to the branding or even interacting but also go the extra step to actually 

purchase or request offers in some cases for service companies.  

Here the concept of conversion marketing (Chaffey, 2011) will be important if one takes a proactive 

attitude. The concept is using marketing to obtain various key performance indicators such as traffic to 

sites, progression with the sub-sites, average time spent, engagement levels and retention or repeat 

customers (Chaffey, 2011).  

This point will be a large variable in the overall conversation on MB as this is the performance 

indicators which will provide the company with the actual numbers for their success rate. A scorecard 

for these performance drivers have been developed by Agrawal et al. (2001), which are based on three 

main parts, attraction, conversion and retention. However, it is worth noting that companies can add 

several individual success criteria or performance indicators in order to optimize the offering to 

reaching their goals. As a result, to incorporate this into the strategy as a tactic move is important and 
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could increase the attraction, conversion rates and retention to the respective mobile offering 

significantly. 

 

4.3 Theoretical framework for mobile branding  

It has been found and mentioned on several occasions that the branding theory and general academic 

literature no matter the subject field does not take the MP much into consideration. In order to make 

up for this lack of emphasis and specific knowledge within the field a presentation of relevant 

theoretical knowledge within related fields have been done. In this section the attempt to provide an 

overall theoretical framework for approaching MB will be presented. 

Highlighted by Laudon & Traver (2014) it is essential to start with a vision or idea of the offering 

desired. It is the belief that this is very relevant and will have a great influence of the outcome and the 

continuing development and optimization of the offering.  

Also, as it has been presented the environment is rapidly changing, competitors are fast moving and in 

general competition is high in the market and companies needs to stay top of mind in today’s 

marketplace. Therefore, it is imperative to have this in mind when conducting the strategic approach 

in order to understand the market and offer the best possible outcome. At the same time, the need to 

understand the internal resources is essential. Here there is referred to the discussion on the internal 

resources and external environment presented previously and the tools optimised for that purpose 

such as PESTEL, Porter’s five forces, SWOT etc. 

Next level is the branding strategy level. Here the company will need to find the suitable branding 

strategy to employ in MB, e.g. community approach (Muñiz & O'Guinn, 2001). 

MB is broad and if the consumer emphasis is to be taken fully in, the need to have a specific business 

model for the offering is imperative and thus the next step within the framework. This also includes 

the more specific plans and considerations of the company for them in order to move on the actual 

planning of the roll-out, the tactics and executions.  

Last, an important aspect to bear in mind on this is the constant and as of late, very rapidly 

development in competitive forces, environment and most importantly, the consumer behaviour. As a 

result it is imperative that the company will stay updated and analyse in-depth the developments in 

the market and monitor their success rate and ROI of the offering and feed the obtained information 

back to the other levels of the framework and strategic approach.  

A visual presentation of the framework can be seen below in Figure 8.  
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5.0 Market research 

5.1 Mobile introduction 

The relevance and emphasis of the mobile platform has not yet penetrated the branding literature or 

caught the theorists’ full attention, I will use this chapter to dive deeper into the concept of mobile 

branding and the aspects thereof. This will be done in order to underpin the relevance of the MP and 

set the course for the thesis and the empirical research. 

 

5.1.1 Why is mobile relevant?  

Branding, specifically on the MP has been found above to be very limited although many argue the MP 

to be “the next big thing” and “the year of mobile” is upon us.  

Branding theories and practices take off in understanding consumer behaviour and approaching the 

respective consumers in the best way possible in any given situation. No matter if a brand or company 

is in need of taking precautions or compromise on the optimal solution, it is a necessity to realize the 

changes in the environment and act and manoeuvre accordingly. 

Figure 8 - Theoretical framework for mobile branding 
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In order to engage within MB, it is imperative to avoid acting in the dark. The strategy and execution of 

MB is as vital as any other, thus it is important to emphasize that marketing knowledge is one of the 

main keys to unlocking success within the brand management process.  

Although there is a lack in the academic world regarding the emphasis on MB and in general the MP 

there is a growing trend that consumer behaviour is changing as described in the previous section. 

Further, numerous theories and buzz exist around the topic in the commercial markets and 

environments. From a commercial perspective it is argued and has per se been shown that the mobile 

devices and its platforms have radically changed the way consumers behave and interact with 

themselves and with brands. 

A result of the above can also be seen in the growing trend of arguments that are forming in the 

branding literature and the commercial world. These arguments are surrounding the a change in the 

overall consumer behaviour but also concerning the way people interact with each other and with 

brands likewise today. This change is essential for brands to realize in order to adapt and act 

sufficiently in the new environment. From the brands’ perspective it will entail a closer look at their 

branding and marketing strategies and executions.  

In the previous chapter on the theoretical aspects, a change in the environment and society has been 

described. This change is not independent and thus a result of various initiatives and factors, among 

others an example could be the MP. 

As the nature of contemporary consumer behaviour is changing, it is imperative that brands are 

keeping up and adapting in order to engage, interact and create the best branding and outcome 

possible.  

With this in mind I will continue by discussing the mobile device and platform and underpin why this 

has relevance, a huge potential and is very likely to be a focus point that every brand needs to take 

seriously into account when preparing for the many years to come.  

This will entail a review of the global and local advertising market, the online marketing spends across 

platforms compared to the actual data on the users on the platforms, trends in consumer behaviour 

and relevant projections.  

 

5.2 Are brands currently emphasising the mobile platform as a medium? 

The MP and the marketing and advertising spend from brands on the platform is the most traceable 

and quantifiable measurement existing when discussing and underpinning the relevance of the mobile. 

By investigating the marketing spend over the previous years I will get an indication and 

understanding of the emphasis brands currently are giving mobile and a possible development of this 

emphasis.  
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In the following both a global and local stance will be used in order to give a comprehensible analysis 

and understanding in the matter. Further, it is a method to investigate if any difference exists between 

the global emphasis and the local Danish emphasis regarding the platform. 

 

5.2.1 Global advertising market overview 

A short overview will be given in order to understand the mechanisms in the global advertising 

market and to introduce the market, the size, the shares between the various media channels and the 

projected development until 2017.  

 

5.2.1.1 Current state 

In 2013, the total global market revenue was 517.1 billion US dollars (eMarketer, 2014) and could be 

parted in to eight overall categories, which constituted the main media advertising groups. The 

categories and their share can be seen below in Table 1 (ZenithOptimedia, 2013).  

 

Cinema Mobile internet Outdoor Radio Magazines Desktop internet Newspapers Television 

0.5% 2.7% 6.9% 6.9% 7.9% 17.9% 17.0% 40.2% 

Table 1 - ZenithOptimedia 2013 

 

For many years it has been general knowledge that the optimal medium for advertising in terms of 

reach of population has been on TV. Further, TV advertising has offered satisfactory measurement 

tools, which offered the advertisers a tangible measurement of their marketing campaign. As a result 

many advertisers have utilized this medium as possible, although the cost of TV exposure often comes 

at a high cost. From Table 1 it can be seen that the main advertising revenue still is placed on TV 

though the market are affected by a decline in TV viewing. Also interesting to mention is that desktop 

Internet now has a larger share than newspapers and the trends point towards a likely increase in that 

preference.  

 

5.2.1.2 Projected advertising market 

It is no secret that the advertising market is developing rapidly and has been for many years. Although 

there are many reasons for this development, a large contributing factor is undeniably the rise of the 

Internet and the devices connecting consumers all around the world to the Internet. The global 

advertising market has increased with approximately 4.5% from 2011-2012 and is projected to 

increase by nearly 20% from 2013-2017 (eMarketer, 2014). 
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This projected increase in market revenue opens up for a closer look at how the market will evolve 

and the expected trends thereof. The projections done in the report from ZenithOptimedia seen in 

Table 2 show that TV will maintain the position of being the strongest media channel, magazines and 

newspapers will have the projected largest declines and last suggests a noticeable increase in mobile 

advertising of 5 %.  

 

Year Cinema Mobile internet Outdoor Radio Magazines Desktop internet News Papers Television 

2013 0.5% 2.7% 6.9% 6.9% 7.9% 17.9% 17.0% 40.2% 

2016 0.6% 7.7% 6.9% 6.3% 6.3% 18.9% 14.0% 39.3% 

Table 2 - ZenithOptimedia 2013 

 

5.2.1.3 Projected mobile marketing future 

The projections from above lead on to a deeper investigation of the digital advertising spend to further 

examine the projected future of mobile as an advertising tool. Above it can be seen that 

ZenithOptimedia is projecting an increase for both the desktop Internet and mobile Internet market. 

Projections on the total Internet market and the mobile market show us an increase in both numbers 

as well as combined and summarized in Table 3 (PwC, 2014) (eMarketer, 2014).  

From these projections one can see the Internet market is expanding aggressively and actually is 

expanding by an index 245 from 2010-2017, thus supporting the above mentioned report stating the 

increased attention around Internet and digital advertising in general. Very interesting and relevant is 

the development in the mobile market where there actually is an increase of index 2550 from 2010-

2017. One may argue that measuring from 2010 and on can be misleading as the mobile advertising 

market just got started around 2010, but the market is still projected to increase with index 377 from 

2013-2017 confirming the increase to be remarkable and in line with the projections from 

ZenithOptimedia in the above mentioned data.  

The projections from eMarketer mean that mobile will account for nearly 33% of the total advertising 

spend in the global digital advertising market. Thus the projections from ZenithOptimedia, eMarketer 

and PwC are coherent and suggesting a large upswing in the emphasis around the MP as an 

advertising medium.  
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Mobile and Internet advertising spending worldwide 2010-2017 (in billion U.S. dollars) 

Year Mobile Internet Internet Index Mobile Index 

2010 $2 $76 100 100 

2011 $4 $86 114 172 

2012 $9 $100 133 376 

2013* $16 $116 154 676 

2014* $25 $133 176 1065 

2015* $36 $150 199 1519 

2016* $47 $168 222 2015 

2017* $60 $185 245 2550 

*Forecasts 

Table 3 - PwC (2014) & eMarketer (2014) 

 

5.2.1.4 Regional share of advertising spend 

As a final look into the global mobile market a presentation of the regional shares of the advertising 

spend in order to have an impression and definition of where the revenue is located. From Figure 9 it 

is possible to see the regional split of the global mobile advertising spend. The distribution of revenue 

in 2012 is mainly in the North American (40.2%) and Asia-Pacific region (39.8%). Western Europe is 

third largest with a revenue share of 16.9% (IHS & IAB, 2013).  

Even though this seems very large and Western Europe may seem to only possess a small part of the 

overall advertising spend, this is not surprising if one takes into consideration the macro 

developments and forces in terms of devices, market size and population.  
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In order to make sense of these numbers in terms of share across the different media platforms 

worldwide, it will be beneficial to compare this to the where the consumers actually are. Therefore 

after having elaborated on the global advertising market, a deeper look into the Danish advertising 

market to understand if all or some of the same trends, projections and perhaps challenges are 

happening in the local market as well.  

 

5.2.2 The Danish Internet & advertising market perspective:  

The global advertising market has been presented above and leads us to look closer into the Danish 

market in order to see if similar trends exist between the overall online market and the mobile market. 

Emphasis will be maintained on the previous three years (2011-2013) as The Association of Danish 

Media has been tracking the platform distribution of digital advertising since 2011. Further, a 

comparison between these numbers with the amount of users distributed across the platforms will be 

done in order to elaborate on the market in detail and find any coherence or incoherence there may 

exist between the advertising spending and actual “location” of the users, thereby meant from which 

platform they are accessing the various media.  

 

5.2.2.1 Users, page views and visits 

In January 2014, which currently (March ‘14) are the newest data available for the digital market it 

can be seen that the publisher with the most users have more than 2.4 million users on desktop 

(Danske Medier Research, 2014). However, the Association of Danish Media states that the official user 

number is desktop as the measurement systems are more developed and precise. Further, one cannot 

add all the user numbers together as there naturally will be an overlap between devices per user.  

Figure 9 - Global mobile advertising revenue regional share –IHS & IAB (2013) 
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According to the latest report from November 2013, indicates that 63% of all people between 16-74 

years of age are using the Internet via their mobile (Statistics Denmark, 2013). This is a tremendous 

increase from the data in 2008 where only 9% was found to be using the Internet via their mobile. 

Also, according to IAB Mobile, Denmark had 2.5 million mobile data users in total in 2013, indicating 

about 45% of the total Danish population of 5.6 million people, are active mobile data users.  

As the data from IAB, Statistics Denmark and the Association of Danish Media are not directly 

comparable in terms of user base and size, a closer look at the visits and page views of the market and 

from this have a perspective on the division of desktop, mobile and tablet will be done. The total page 

views in the Danish market in January 2014 were close to 2 billion (gemiusAudience, 2014). Of these, 

66% was on the desktop platform and the remaining evenly split with 17% on both mobile and tablet. 

As I do not distinct between mobile and tablet per se in this thesis, it can therefore be seen that the MP 

to account for 34% of the market page views. The percentage split between devices can be seen in 

Table 4.  

 

January '14 Page Views Visits 

Platform Desktop Mobile Tablet Total Desktop Mobile Tablet Total 

Percentage split 66% 17% 17% 100% 63% 22% 15% 100% 

Table 4 - gemiusAudience Denmark (2014) 

 

5.2.2.2 Distribution of digital adverting spend - Denmark 

Moving on from having elaborated on the Danish digital universe, it will be interesting to see how the 

market revenue in Denmark is shaping and if it is similar to the image seen in the user statistics. Thus, 

if the revenue in the digital advertising market should be distributed on a fair share basis, then 34% of 

the revenue should be allocated there. Below I will elaborate on this and see if this is the case. 

If looking into the Danish advertising market in terms of online revenue it can be seen that market has 

not changed significantly over the past years. Actually, the overall market change between 2007 and 

2013 is a 21% increase (Danske Medier Research, 2014). From 2011-2013, the Danish market revenue 

has increased by 7 index points p.a., i.e. making the market increasing and stable, but not an explosive 

expansion – please see Table 5.  

As the Association of Danish Media has only been tracking the mobile revenue from 2011 and forward, 

I will maintain the discussion around online marketing spend in this timeframe.  

In these years the Danish online market has seen an overall increase in the revenue of 14%. 

Interestingly enough though, within the same timeframe an increase in mobile marketing spend 

increased by 138%. Although this is a great increase in percentages, mobile is still only accounting for 

a small part of the total revenue. In detail, the mobile revenue in 2013, which is taking the increase in 
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the mobile market into consideration – mobile revenue still only accounts for 3.2% of the overall 

market revenue. 

This revenue information on the Danish market is not the mirror image of the global market but in the 

bigger picture the numbers are very alike. Both globally and in Denmark a trend of allocating more 

funds to the MP are in place and in both cases mobile still is a very limited part of the overall digital 

revenue.  

 

Estimated revenue of the Internet media in Denmark in DKK '000s 

Year 2011 2012 2013 

Total Revenue DKK 2.150.000 DKK 2.300.000 DKK 2.450.000 

Total revenue index 100 108 114 

Mobile p.a. DKK 33.000 DKK 40.000 DKK 78.000 

Mobile % Development p.a. N/A 21% 96% 

Mobile Index p.a. 100 121 238 

Mobile revenue share 1.5% 1.7% 3.2% 

Table 5 - Association of Danish Media (2014) 

 

From the above market investigations of both the global and local Danish market it has been found 

that a trend towards increased mobile awareness and spending is happening and on the rise to expand 

further. However, it has also been found that the shares of revenue compared to where the users are 

engaging are not linear.  

Due to the level of difference between marketing spend and the location of the users this finding gives 

rise to many interesting questions and leads us on to a deepened investigation of the market and its 

consumers. One can make the fair assumption of expecting further growth in the market as such a 

large proportion of the users engaging with the MP.  

The numbers above are describing this marketing from an advertising perspective and thus in terms of 

banners, search etc. it will be interesting and beneficial to continue with an investigation of how this 

revenue for the MP may be used. Therefore, I will continue investigating factors and research done 

regarding the mobile consumers, best practices, opinions etc. in order to identify the best ways brands 

should allocate their money on mobile and interact with consumers. As one might suspect there are 

many possibilities for companies to interact, brand and create value with and for their consumers via 

the MP.  

This leads us on to the next part where a closer look at the mobile consumers will provide insights to 

the actions and behaviour of the mobile consumers. 
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5.3 Consumer change to the mobile platform 

5.3.1 Consumer insight 

Found above, a large difference between the marketing and advertising spend of the brands in terms 

of media placement and the actual placement of the consumers exists. This large share of users who 

are engaging via smartphones on the MP is subject to interest from a marketing research point of view 

and thus relevant to explore in depth. Since the consumers clearly are on multiple platforms and in 

theory accessible via those media channels as known from other and more classic platforms, the MP is 

a highly interesting and close to unused media platform for marketers to engage within. 

In order to further underpin the relevance of the MP I will engage in a closer look at smartphone users, 

in order to ensure that the numbers and differences found above is not a single coincidence but a 

coherent view of the market and its users which will be shown by the actions and behaviour on the 

MP.  

Accordingly an investigation of the mobile consumers and their usage and behaviour on the MP will be 

conducted in order to ensure that the believed importance and emphasis of the mobile is consistent 

when referring to the Danish mobile consumer behaviour.  

Contemporary branding and marketing strategies takes off in consumer insight, knowledge and 

understanding thereby having an approach regarding products, solutions etc. that is believed to be in 

need and interesting. Therefore, for the sake of MB and by definition this thesis it will be imperative, 

interesting and beneficial to investigate the mobile consumer in order to understand him and engage 

and interact accordingly. This investigation will include topics such as how consumers use 

smartphones in their daily life, use it with other devices and in general what activities they are 

conducting. This will be done in order to give a comprehensive understanding of the consumer and 

thus how to best interact with him and shape a brand’s mobile initiatives to create the optimal offering 

and thereby outcome for the brand.   

 

5.3.2 The mobile consumer 

The mobile, in this case covering for smartphones as well have grown to become a huge part of many 

people’s lives today. There is a growing trend for people of all ages to engage with the MPs more and 

more either by the use of smartphones or tablets.  

In today’s society many individuals own a personalised mobile device, which connects them to the 

surrounding society and environment. However, to avoid basing this thesis on false grounds and to 

maintain a qualitative perspective on the term mobile consumer I will present insights on the users to 

understand whom is discussed. For the sake of relevance and simplicity the demographic profile of the 
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mobile user the following will be presenting data on the Danish population and from a Danish 

perspective.  

The smartphone penetration by far is largest between the youngest (18-24y) where the penetration is 

around the 90% and falling a bit when moving the older audiences (25-44y) with 80% penetration 

and lowest with the eldest audience (55+y) where the penetration was only around 30%. 

Furthermore, a roughly equal percentage of men and women own a smartphone and there are no 

larger differences between the general usages of mobile Internet within the smartphone users across 

the various age groups. The youngest (18-24y) were the most active with mobile internet where 98% 

use it daily, and the lowest was the elder (55+y) where still 85% where daily users of mobile internet 

(ibid.).  

 

5.3.3 Consumer actions on the mobile platform 

Earlier it has been stated that the smartphone has become not just an important but indispensable 

part of the consumers’ lives. Consumers are using the mobile for an undefinable amount of actions and 

for more than just communication and entertainment as the case have been earlier. 

In this section a look into the actions and behaviour of the mobile consumers will be conducted in 

order to uncover the sub-platforms that the consumers are to be found at and how they engage 

themselves with these sub-platforms. 

In Denmark Q1 2013 smartphone penetration of the population is 59%, which is a rise from 30% in 

just two years (Ipsos, MMA & IAB, 2013) indicating that businesses with a mobile strategy or offering 

have the possibility of benefitting largely. 

There is a usage of the smartphone by the Danish mobile consumer that supports the statement of the 

smartphone has become an indispensable part of consumer life. This is based in the argument that 

76% of the private smartphone users have used their smartphone within the past seven days and even 

more interesting is the fact that no less than 70% of the users would leave their home without it 

(ibid.).  

The Danish consumers are interacting and using the smartphone many places. The various places 

where it is being used are among others, at home (97%), on-the-go (88%), in a store (78%), at 

restaurants (72%), at social gatherings or events (72%) and the list goes on. From this it is clear that 

the Danish users are using the smartphone heavily and not many lets transport, friends or other 

people come in the way of their utilisation (ibid.). 

Previously it has been stated that consumer behaviour is changing in various ways and that the MP has 

been a large contributor to this development. Large proportions of the smartphone users engage in 

activities, which directly or indirectly will have a huge impact on the companies and brands embracing 
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the platform. This statement is supported by the fact that 57% of the smartphone users are searching 

for information every day. The searches conducted by the users are various but highlights include 72% 

of the users who searches for product info (ibid.). 

According to the facts on smartphone user consumer behaviour shows how large the MP has become 

to the consumers in many aspects and thus relevant for numerous brands and businesses as there is a 

trend for the consumer to search for everything from products to services, from international to local 

and etc. 

Further and very relevant in relation to m-commerce, it was found that 37% of the smartphone users 

were utilising the device in the start of shopping, whereas only 5% purchased anything via the MP 

(ibid.). 

 

5.3.4 Perceptiveness and acceptance of mobile advertising 

Surprisingly it was found that users in general are not opposed to ad-supported content as 85% of the 

surveyed people preferred that to paying for content (Adobe, 2013).  

Although I have found cases supporting the fact that users are not directly against mobile banner and 

video advertising as long as they receive something in return, it begs the questions of whether this 

form of advertising is effective and the best way for a brand to spend their money.  

Further, it is argued that companies should engage themselves in apps offering unique and social 

value, entertaining, offer incentives and adds convenience to the user instead of focusing on 

developing banner ads for the MP (Gupti, 2013). These arguments are based in the thought of mobile 

ads being annoying due to the fact that they are too small to utilize properly and that developing apps 

with the above characteristics will engage the user in a completely different way and opening up the 

value creation between the brand and the consumer in a completely different way.  

The consumers’ high level of attachment to the mobile is proving to increase the quality expectations 

of the mobile marketing from the highly attached consumers. This quality estimate is connected with 

the above-mentioned factors of usefulness and innovativeness. Thus, there is a trend for the 

consumers to appreciate good content and being reactive to it. The better the concept is perceived by 

the consumer in terms of quality, usefulness, relevance and innovativeness, the more likely the 

consumers are to accept the mobile marketing and to engage with the brands’ mobile marketing 

activities.  

Thus, it will be imperative for managers and marketers to have the consumers’ interests as a first 

priority and top of mind when developing mobile strategies and creating content for the MP. 
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5.4 Social media trends 

5.4.1 Social media sites overview 

SM was defined earlier as “Internet-based applications allowing the creation and sharing of user 

generated content” and in order to give a useful and meaningful overview of the SM situation trends 

within the industry such as overall trending sites, the mobile SM apps and the user-base size of both 

will be presented. 

As of Q1 2014 Facebook is the leading social network worldwide with more than 1.2 billion users 

(Facebook, 2014). Following are then QZone, a Chinese social network, Google+, LinkedIn, Twitter and 

Tumblr (Statista, 2014). Data from January 2014 show that even the accumulated user amounts form 

Google+, LinkedIn, Twitter and Tumblr (1.02 billion users) does not reach the total user amount that 

Facebook have got. As a result Facebook does have an appealing medium and user base to offer the 

brands that choose to engage on Facebook, thereby not having said the network should be the only 

interaction point of SM for brands. 

 

5.4.1.1 Mobile social media 

As introduced earlier SM has been around for some time now and mainly evolved with the rise of Web 

2.0 and the following trend of user engagement. Further, it was supported from a great development 

in technological fields. 

SM platform providers have in many cases incorporated the mobile aspect into their value offering, 

resolving in much of the traffic changing to the MP. Actually, in July 2013 in the United States 60% of 

the unique users of the SM sites was generated from the MP, either from apps (32%) or mobile 

browsers (28%), which is 9% change since the July 2012 where the share of mobile was 51% (Nielsen, 

2014). 

Also interestingly to enhance is the users whom engage in SM only via the mobile device. Per the first 

quarter of 2014, the total amount of mobile-only Facebook users was 341 million, which is 80% higher 

than the number from the previous year and as a result, the mobile-only users account for 27% of all 

the Facebook users worldwide (Facebook, 2014). These numbers are showing a very aggressive 

increase in the importance of the MP and especially when considering the change has happened in 

only one year. 

In terms of the mobile SM applications market there are similarities to the overall SM network, which 

also is to be expected. From this perspective with purely looking into the mobile SM apps, it can be see 

that in Q4 2013 Facebook still is the market leader with a global reach of 69%, followed by YouTube 

and Google+. 
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In general there are a large proportion of users being either mobile-only or multiplatform. December 

2013, market leader Facebook had a total of 69% of its users in the U.S. who are multiplatform (45%) 

or mobile-only users (24%) (comScore, 2014). There is a clear trend that consumers are using the MP 

for social purposes more. Of the biggest networks, the only network with more than 50% of their users 

on desktop-only is LinkedIn with 65% of their users on desktop. 

Though not the biggest player in the market, Snapchat is worth mentioning, as this is the only larger 

mobile SM app, which is solely on the MP. Snapchat, being not the biggest in the market, still had 16.5 

million users only in the U.S. in December 2013 and in July 2014 processed more than 700 million 

pictures and videos a day (Business Insider, TechCrunch, Digiday & Snapchat, 2014).  

 

5.4.1.1.1 Denmark 

SM usage locally in Denmark is also relevant to look closer at in this thesis.  

In Denmark in 2013, there were 3.2 million users on Facebook and it was found that 81% of the 15-74 

years old and 94% of the 15-34 years old were active on SM (YouGov Denmark, 2014). Similar to the 

global market, Facebook is the market leader with an active user base of 92%. Followed by Facebook, 

YouTube who had 66% of active users (ibid.).  

The biggest change in the Danish market is the user base of Twitter. Although 84% have knowledge of 

the platform, only 15% are active users on the site making this one of the least used SM networks in 

Denmark (ibid.).  

 

5.5 Market challenges and opportunities of the mobile platform 

Many discussions have been touched upon in the earlier sections, however an aspect that has not 

received much emphasis is the challenges that MB pose. 

The MP as a medium or as a branding platform is still in its early age. This fact also means that there 

does not exist as many possibilities to measure performance as managers and brands may be used to 

from other mediums or platforms. From the market research it is clear that as the emphasis on the MP 

increases, so does the demands to performance measurements. 

 

5.5.1 ROI Metrics 

Previously the importance of implementing and tracking the ROI of the strategy, product or initiatives 

engaged in by the companies in their branding has been mentioned. However, as also found there is 

hardly any research with direct relations to the MP and thus the challenges posed from a strategic 
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point of view is not fulfilling. Therefore it is imperative that these challenges are still addressed 

although the research will be from a market research point of view.  

It has been found that companies currently are engaging with the MP as an additional medium in their 

tactics integrated with other platforms such as online and offline media. It has actually been found that 

90% of the mobile marketing conducted is integrated with another online media and 80% together 

with offline media (Nielsen, 2014). As a result of this, the marketers would prefer to have the same 

metrics available for the MP in order to make it comparable and understand the ROI in useful metrics. 

According to the market research marketers would prefer to obtain metrics on audience reach and 

brand lift, although the main reporting is currently done in relation to impressions and click through 

rates (ibid.).  

  

5.5.2 Best practices and future emphasis 

As shown in the previous presentation of the digital and advertising market there is currently a large 

trend of increasing emphasis on the MP. However, it has also been found that there are best practices 

which could increase the companies’ use of mobile within their marketing mix. These best practices 

are found to be: alignment of campaign goals, calculating proper ROI and measuring the reach and ROI 

metrics at the same time (Nielsen, 2014). 

 

6.0 Company profiles & secondary data 

In the following section, a short introduction will be given on the two companies which have been 

chosen for the case study in this thesis. This will further include any relevant information, which has 

been possible to obtain in addition to the empirical data. This is to be classified as secondary data and 

will be used both as a support for preparing the qualitative interviews and to support the analysis of 

the empirical data once obtained. 

 

6.1 The Walt Disney Company 

The Walt Disney Company (TWDC), together with its subsidiaries and affiliates, is a leading diversified 

international family entertainment and media enterprise with five business segments: media 

networks, parks and resorts, studio entertainment, consumer products and interactive media. 

From a Nordic perspective, TWDC has various business areas, where the main lines of businesses are 

consumer products (licensing), Disney interactive (games and digital initiatives) and media networks 

(commercialisation and sales).  
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Further, TWDC also has a direct point of sale in terms of the Disney Store, located in Copenhagen, 

Denmark and accessible online as well. However, unfortunately it has not been possible to obtain 

detailed information in terms of e-commerce sales, conversion rates or user base.  

It is imperative to highlight the licensing aspect of TWDC as this means that the Disney products in 

general will not be sold via Disney’s own retail channel – Disney Store. The Disney Store is only selling 

products which Disney produces themselves. This means that the majority of the products will be sold 

via partners and retailer, such as TOY-TOY’s brand stores, which will be presented accordingly below. 

Therefore, e-commerce only exists via the Disney Store’s online site. 

 

In the Nordics, TWDC has various owned media or per se also commercial possibilities both in terms 

of TV channels and in the digital universe. In the digital universe and from a website perspective the 

following data will describe the insights to unique visitors, page views, average time spent and so 

forth. The data can be seen in Table 6.  

 

Weekly average Sweden Denmark Norway 

Unique visitor 119.000 74.000 87.000 

Visits 191.000 116.000 135.000 

Page views 823.000 416.000 545.000 

Average time spent 23 20 19 

Page views/visit  4 4 4 

Visits/unique visitor 2 2 2 

Table 6 - TWDC website data Q2 average (2014) 

 

For this thesis is interesting to see the split between devices from the traffic on the above mentioned 

websites. Though, for the sake of simplicity, relevance and similar data emphasis on the data from the 

Danish sites will be taken. The device data can be seen in Table 7.  
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From Table 7 it can be seen that the traffic in the past 6 months have been quite stable, however there 

has been a great increase in the overall amount of users on the site and especially a significant rise in 

traffic August 2013 from mobile devices. This increase was due to a global deal between TWDC and 

Apple, who embedded the local Disney websites to the bookmarks on all mobile devices, so iPads and 

iPhones. This increase has lasted and it can be seen from Table 7 that the traffic to the Danish Disney 

website now is happening more from mobile devices than on desktop. 

From the increase in unique visitors accessing from a mobile device it can be seen that the current 

state now means that more visitors are accessing the Danish Disney sites from mobile devices than 

from traditional desktops.   

A key insight to TWDC’s Nordic business is that there currently is being implemented initiatives which 

are optimizing the Nordic websites to the MPs as they have not been optimized until now. This is 

referred to as “Project Matterhorn” in the interviews.  

Further, TWDC engages in a very large quarterly report known as the “Kids Tracker”. This study and 

interview of 1000 kids across the Nordics measures very in-depth brand value metrics including 

various metrics that have been discussed in the interviews.  

 

TWDC has a large amount of brands within the portfolio, especially if one digs deeper into the brands 

owned by TWDC. In appendix 6 is a limited overview of some of the brands in the portfolio. 

Through this portfolio, TWDC is engaged in reaching various and differentiated target groups 

dependant on which brand there is referred to.  

 

Table 7 - TWDC DK unique users & device types (2014) 
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6.2 TOP-TOY 

TOP-TOY is an international company with a core focus on distributing and selling toys and various 

products to kids. TOP-TOY is a retail and product focused company which is also reflected in their 

organisational setup, retail chains and way of doing business.  

The main retail chains in the portfolio of TOP-TOY is BR and TOYS”R”US and with these two retail 

chains was served approximately 19 million customers in 2013/14 and has over 300 physical stores in 

Northern Europe though mainly based in Denmark, Sweden and Norway (TOP-TOY, 2014). Also, TOP-

TOY’s retail stores are also present in the digital space where e-commerce sites are available as a point 

of sale. Further, TOP-TOY also serves more than 4,500 various retail chains and local stores with 

products across the Nordic countries via the wholesale company NORSTAR.  

These retail and wholesale businesses make TOP-TOY one of the largest toy distributors in Northern 

Europe. In 2013/14 TOP-TOY sold approximately 43 million products to retail customers and 14 

million to wholesale customers. This generated approximately 4.0 billion DKK in total revenue and 

122 million DKK in profit (TOP-TOY, 2014).  

Unfortunately it has not been possible to obtain detailed information in terms of e-commerce sales, 

conversion rates or user base.  

 

7.0 Analysis  

In the previous chapters I have presented and mapped the methodological aspects, theoretical 

foundation and relevant market and consumer behaviour information, which in total is the foundation 

for this thesis’ research moving forward. 

This chapter is the combination of my empirical research and the findings of this in relation to the 

theory and the respective research questions of this thesis. The structure of the analysis will 

commence with an analysis of both case companies separately, following an overall analysis of the 

combination of the two cases in order to present the overview of the findings and highlight the 

differences or similarities which may exist between the two cases compared to the theory. Each 

analysis will follow the structure of the overall thesis in order to maintain a thread for the reader. 

 

7.1 The Walt Disney Company 

For The Walt Disney Company, in-depth interviews with the following key-contacts where conducted 

in order to get the best understanding of the very large and complex company and their strategy and 

the offerings within the mobile environment. 
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Anna Glanmark (AG) – Nordic CMO, TWDC. “…from an overall TWDC direction – which franchises do we 

work with, from a media perspective – do we want to increase our digital advertising or presence, that 

kind of decision would be coming from me from a more strategic direction”. 

Jenny Asadanin (JA) – Nordic online business manager, TWDC. “…my role is primarily to manage our 

online platform, so that includes anything from the desktop, online platforms to the mobile online 

platforms and then additionally I’m looking after the digital marketing part of what we’re doing.” 

Matt Carroll (MC) – Commercial Director, Disney Interactive, TWDC. “…my responsibility is looking 

after the P&L for the Disney Interactive mobile gaming business. I am also the regional commercial 

person for all Disney Interactive digital (...).  

 

It is the belief that from interviewing these key managers a comprehensive understanding of the 

importance, influence and emphasis on the mobile as a device and platform is obtainable, which will 

be presented in the following section.  

 

7.1.1 Branding emphasis 

The environment, the consumer behaviour and the theories have been changing the in past years. 

There has been a shift from positivistic approaches with a company/sender focus develop into a more 

constructivist approach with cultural and contextual focus with the consumer as an important factor 

and in some cases contributor to brand development and management (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 

2009). 

From the perspective of TWDC it was found that over the past years a change had been occurring and 

was affecting the strategy and tactics. It was found that the consumer was highly the centre of 

attention when it came to developing content or relaying existent content onto platforms in order to 

get exposure to the respective brand or product. This consumer emphasis was highlighted by the 

interviewees throughout the interviews and it came to show that it was the general strategy and 

business sense for the company to emphasise the consumer either in terms of exposure, awareness, 

affinity and entertainment of the brands and products.  

 

7.1.2 Strategy 

Previous presentation of TWDC has given insights to the size of the company and the portfolio of 

brands in which TWDC has either developed or acquired and therefore control. From the interviews it 

proved clear that this had a great effect on the outcome of strategy, branding and tactics of the various 

lines of businesses and franchises that belongs under TWDC portfolio. 
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However, a clear overarching strategy for TWDC is to provide content and experiences which brings 

happiness and great entertainment for the consumers. This was formulated neatly by Anna Glanmark 

in the interview: “Our strategy is to bring happiness to families and we focus on the brand attributes of 

being creative to creating a sense of community and belonging for the consumers…” (AG, 2014). 

 

Emphasis on the MP was found to have a significant importance within TWDC. However, it was also 

found and supported by all interviewees that TWDC do not have a strategy when it comes to mobile as 

a platform or device. Further, it was also found that there was a clear opinion and support to the fact 

that mobile needs to be part of the marketing plans as a result of the consumer presence on the 

platform and that it needed to be integrated with the other available points of contact which TWDC 

have with their consumers. As it was found, it was not ideal to have mobile in isolation but it should 

definitely be part of the whole picture. “…the consumer is choosing the mobile as one but not sole 

platform in which to engage with us. So we cannot have mobile in isolation, it needs to be part of the 

whole picture” (MC, 2014).  

Further, as mentioned above there was found to be a clear shift in branding emphasis and strategy 

towards the consumer. This was underpinned in the discussion on mobile strategy where it was found 

that although the mobile offer features other platforms are not able to, the imperative emphasis is still 

with the consumer. “…we want to go where the consumers are and it’s consumer first. Last year we said 

mobile first, but this year we say consumer first” (MC, 2014). 

However, it was found that TWDC was starting to implement changes from a managerial perspective 

due to emphasis on the MP. It was found that from a regional EMEA perspective for Disney Interactive, 

there was a profit and loss account for mobile gaming. 

Interestingly it was further found that close to all activity in developments of apps happens via the 

United States and thus it was stated from both a local and regional perspective that this fact meant that 

they did not have any influence of the developments within this field. The influence that the teams had 

was merely related to deciding on which of the available content should be released in the respective 

markets. Relevant information regarding this point though was that the local or even the regional team 

to some extent seemed a bit constrained by the very top-down management and development style 

and processes, which TWDC have implemented. 

Therefore, in terms of the Disney Interactive mobile division it was found that there were an actual 

strategy for mobile. This strategy was found to be: “…to make premium games aimed at 13+ audiences, 

aimed at mid-core audience, which is a mass market audience of relatively high level of quality and game 

design and engagement and which we expect to monetize at very high levels. So a million dollar revenue 

app would not be success – it would be a failure. So we need significant revenue” (MC, 2014). This will be 

further elaborated on below in the app section.  
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Further, it was found that for TWDC when it comes to choice of platform and consumer emphasis that 

content is key. Further, in the market research that many suggestions in the market are pointing 

towards this statement as well and in the interviews it was supported on different levels. It was found 

that making content available on specific platforms would definitely be part of the strategic 

considerations, this going for both mobile and SM. In terms of apps this was also the case. It was found 

that the belief was that great content would be the way to reach the consumers.  

“A great product will deliver you an audience, a crap product will be hard to get an audience. A product 

with no purpose or no long-term engaging value will have a poor retention rate and a poor engagement 

rate. So my belief on this is that you have to make a really good product first and then everything else 

follows” (MC, 2014). 

 

7.1.2.1 Overall key Performance indicators and goals 

It was found that it was not possible to determine a single branding strategy or approach by TWDC as 

the brands in the portfolio was too separated and each had their individual strategy. Therefore, in 

order to obtain an understanding of the strategic goals in a deeper way, interviewees were asked 

about the KPIs of the strategy to give some tangible measurements if possible. 

From an overall TWDC perspective it was found that a KPI was to always be number one in brand 

affinity.  

Further, as there did not exist a direct strategy for mobile it was found that mobile did have an 

influence on the KPIs of the other strategies although here it was mainly as an underlie of other or 

more overarching strategies, examples here included marketing strategy, digital strategy, franchise 

strategy, app strategy and social strategy. These will be presented below with the corresponding KPIs. 

The overall KPIs found within the digital perspective were of growing the digital platforms and to have 

all digital initiatives to be mobile as well.  

 

7.1.3 Mobile 

It has been presented and mentioned several times throughout this thesis that the branding theories 

and literature does not take mobile into account. The only emphases found are short comments from 

leading theorists in the field, however not in-depth or specially emphasised on the MP. This is the fact 

in the academic literature but interestingly it was found that there is a large shift in consumer 

behaviour and projected large increase from an advertising and marketing perspective in the market.  

It was very clear after analysing the interviews that there was a very large belief in the mobile as a 

platform and a medium, which will be explored further below. 
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There were several features of the mobile which made it an important platform and device for TWDC 

was found to be that it is regarded as being highly interactive, consumers can consume what they want 

when they want and one can reach the right consumers since it is a more specialised platform in terms 

of content viewing. 

It was found that when emphasising the future, it was a core goal that all new digital initiatives 

conducted would be mobile optimised and compatible.  

As the strategic approach was highly emphasised on the consumers it was clear that research and data 

on the consumers where followed closely. From this research it was clear that the consumers on a 

great number of occasions chose the mobile as one of the main platforms and therefore also a key 

priority for TWDC. However, it was also found that even though this priority existed and the 

consumers are choosing it, it also had to make sense from a strategic and business point of view from 

TWDC’s side. By this is meant, that there are several initiatives and products which is deemed 

interesting but they also would have to meet the internal requirements in terms of strategy and 

resources, both financial and non-financial resources. 

Also, it was found that from a local Nordic perspective the current initiatives on optimising the 

websites for the MPs as described in the company descriptions and secondary data were regarded as 

more of a technical change than a strategic decision and change in perception of platform importance. 

 

7.1.3.1 Owned media 

Owned media channels were found to be of great importance for TWDC. On this topic it was further 

stated that a priority was to utilize the digital space in the best possible way and this included using 

the mobile. Here the MP could make use of the regarded features stated above and thereby drive the 

overall KPIs of brand awareness, affinity, interaction and engagement between the various brands and 

the consumer. 

 

7.1.3.2 Apps 

One of the mobile initiatives in which TWDC is highly involved is on the mobile app front. There are a 

very large number of apps available in market for various Disney apps and the largest parts of the 

apps are gaming apps. It was stated that there are other apps in market that are not necessarily a 

gaming apps, examples given of these were mainly publishing apps that would feature publishing 

content on the MP for kids and parents to read and interact with. 

Although there does not exist a mobile strategy as supported by all three interviewees, it was found 

however that there was a strategy for apps. The Disney Interactive strategy on mobile apps was given 

above in the strategic section and this stated clearly that although entertainment is a key point for 
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TWDC whenever developing products or brands, that there is an economic sense behind it. However, 

when going into detail with this strategy it was also found that it was mainly focused on what not to do 

instead of what to actually do.  

When discussing apps and games it was found that main KPIs besides the economic aspect were 

quality, privacy and security.  

 

7.1.3.3 Social media 

There were found to be two perspectives on SM within TWDC. First, there were the games available 

through mobile and SM. This did not have the largest emphasis in the interviews and were mainly 

relevant in in relation to gaming on the platforms and how they were being integrated with mobile. 

The finding here was that all the games available via SM had been going through a development over 

the past years in order to be optimised and integrated with mobile.  

Second, SM were used from a local perspective in order to engage with the consumers, however only 

relevant to certain brands where it were valued to be necessary due to the fact that the vast majority 

of the consumers would be active on these platforms. Examples of a franchise brand where SM in 

terms of Facebook, Instagram and blogging were highly important and integrated was Violetta where 

the target group are younger girls aged 8-13 where it is known that they are highly mobile and highly 

interactive and engaging on platforms surrounding this franchise brand. As found and mentioned 

earlier are these initiatives evaluated from a strategic standpoint, which the Violetta initiatives are a 

great example of.  

Although some initiatives are conducted from different lines of business and in relation to various 

brands, it was also found that the opinion in general was that not enough was being done on the SM 

front, both in terms of initiatives but also in regards to the information obtained via the platforms.  

The KPIs found in relation to the SM was to drive the brand awareness, the affinity and interaction and 

engagement between the consumer and the brands. However, again this was found to only be relevant 

for some lines of businesses as other required hard core sales targets and thus would be emphasised 

differently from a strategic mobile and SM perspective.   

“For some lines of businesses the core reason for why we’re active on social media platforms is to drive 

the brand, brand awareness, brand affinity, to sort of be there in between key dates that that specific line 

of business has…” (JA, 2014) 

Security and privacy especially came into discussion and was above all else important on the social 

interaction front no matter the platform. “There are different examples on mobile, which offers social 

interaction. But relative to other companies, Disney is hyper hyper sensitive to this and so there aren’t a 

huge number of examples” (MC, 2014). This fact was also found to be true when discussing the social 
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interaction between TWDC and the consumers. From a regional and app development perspective do 

TWDC not engage in direct or micro level conversations with consumer, these tend to be kept on a 

macro level. 

 

7.1.3.4 Retail 

The main point of sale for products aimed at consumers which TWDC has in the Nordics is the Disney 

Store. This is also an online store and thus engaged in e-commerce. It was found that the KPIs for the 

Disney store were to drive the revenue and sales naturally and to increase the conversion rates 

between the various devices. Here another finding was that the main purchasing device was the 

desktop device, whereas tablets and mobiles where mainly used for browsing. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain actual data for the sales numbers, conversion rates etc. but 

the above comment was a clear indication that the conversion rates from the mobile devices were very 

low. Further it was found that the belief of this low conversion rate was that the payment process 

simply was not optimized for the mobile devices, thus making it more difficult and in some cases to 

perhaps not have the perceived security when reaching the payment process.  

 

7.1.4 Return on investment 

In the theoretical and the market research section the views on the importance of ROI metrics have 

been presented, which as a natural result of conducting business has a great influence on the company 

and the offerings and initiatives that the company is engaging in.  

It has been presented that gaps between the current and needed success metrics are present in the 

environment and whether the available metrics will be sufficient for companies to shape their 

branding and marketing accordingly. Further, only limited insights have been found from a theoretical 

perspective on success metrics as emphasis on MB is limited and instead emphasis on this has come 

from the market research.  

From the interviews it was found that the success and ROI was measured differently dependently on 

which kind of offering and again line of business that was discussed. However, all in all it was found to 

be very clear that the main ROI measures were with almost exclusive emphasis on economic data. All 

other metrics and KPIs as mentioned above would not be considered a success unless the economic 

numbers had the desired outcome.  

Other KPIs as mentioned above was found to be measured in the quarterly Kids Tracker, which were 

engaged in the overall performance of the brands and franchises, however not measuring the value or 

position based on platforms but on the brand. 
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Although, a key finding was that the revenue in which the essential ROI is planned and measured, did 

not have to come directly from that offering. If it was possible for the finance departments to allocate 

certain revenue directly related to the respective app or other initiative, this would count as revenue 

and increase the ROI.  

Further, it was found that from a Disney Interactive perspective on apps, there was a clear economic 

model for calculating ROI and projections. This economic model was the foundation for developing 

and launching apps in the various markets in EMEA and thus a product would not be developed or 

released into a market if the economic benefit were not supported by the economic model. This 

contradicts the findings in the market research.  

 

7.1.4.1 Standard success metrics 

When conducting the branding initiatives on a MP and in general on the digital platform it is the 

impressions, clicks and retention time that counts as success rate as found in the previous chapter.  

It was also found that although the current and standard success metrics should be available, had a 

clear function in itself and were useful, that they in turn were not sufficient to measure the level of 

detail or the values which were most important, such as overall impressions across devices, brand lift 

and so forth. This will be further elaborated on below in the optimal tools section.  

 

7.1.4.2 Successful ROI 

It was presented in the theoretical section that much emphasis when developing mobile offerings, SM 

etc. and the consumers’ perception and thus there acceptance towards these offerings in the mobile 

space were based on the content. This would increase usefulness, brand love and loyalty (Bergkvist & 

Bech-Larsen, 2010) (Franzak, Makarem, & Jae, 2014). 

Above I have clarified that there is a belief at TWDC that content is key and this is going for all 

platforms which TWDC in turn is engaging with the consumers on. Content was mentioned in this 

section in the interview due to the fact the KPIs set up from a success metric perspective in terms of 

developing apps was a very integrated part. Here it was found that while the economic upside was the 

clear purpose, the KPIs would be set up from metrics such as downloads and thus revenue per user, 

conversion rates, engagement time and retention. Traffic and reach with these products were only 

secondary considerations.  

Interestingly it found that the combination of the two in the development process of the products, 

which is how it was being done currently by TWDC, so to include the KPIs and develop accordingly for 

the minimum level here, would yield in a positive economic outcome.  
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“So you put these metrics in to help you design the product and I can look at a product and say “yeah this 

is a marketing app to do this and this” and will see really quickly if there’s no incentive to come back 

again, it’s not compelling to stay in the app very long and then I know it can’t be very successful” (MC, 

2014).  

 

7.1.4.3 Optimal tracking/evaluation tools 

It was found that there is very large need of tracking tools and valuation tools, which are more precise 

than the existing ones. It was clear from the interviews that there was not a specific way of measuring 

SM value, brand value and emotional metrics on the platforms. This valuation was conducted on 

various occasions with inconsistent approaches and a limited insightful value process. As it has been 

found and mentioned above the main metric when it came to mobile initiatives with TWDC was a 

matter of economics and that this is the main step to take before other factors would be considered. 

From this it was also found that if that if the tracking of both mobile initiatives separately but 

especially connected with other devices and platform were to be available and developed, the 

emphasis on the MP would become different and increased in comparison to the current level of 

emphasis. Further, if the cross-platform or environmental tracking tools could be implemented that 

would definitely be the most desirable as this would mean a better understanding of the consumer and 

the journey he would be on with the various brands, thus in turn lower marketing budgets and target 

the messaging and branding more individual and personalised.  

Matt Carroll refers to the above cross-platform measurements as LTV – life time value. This refers to 

the consumers’ interaction with a brand across the various platforms, devices and mediums which are 

available and understand the social metrics that is the foundation for ROI metrics such as cost per 

acquisition (CPA). “…for me getting LTV metrics for unique visitors, for unique individuals is gonna be the 

Holy Grail” (MC, 2014). 

 

7.1.5 Future perspectives 

7.1.5.1 Challenges and opportunities  

Also, a challenge when it came to measuring ROI in terms of sales and the cross-platform tracking was 

found to be that it was not possible to measure whether an impression, click, engagement etc. would 

lead to an actual sale in relation to any of the various products, shows or similar which TWDC was 

branding for when the consumer where to change the device in the process of browsing and paying.  
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It was found that a main obstacle towards MB was the fact that it is resource heavy and costly due to 

the fact that the creative should be specific for the platform and in terms of apps the constant 

evolution within the environment in terms of devices, operating systems and so forth.  

Another challenge within the app environment was found to be the lack of transparency in the market, 

which means that it is very easy to lose sight of the competition, which in such a rapid market is 

imperative.  

 

7.1.5.2 Future expectations  

Although there were found not to be a strategy for mobile in general or for using the platform as a 

branding tool strategically, it was found that all the interviewees agreed that there would be a large 

increase in mobile emphasis. In this discussion it was further found that it was expected to increase 

significantly even within the next half year.  

 

7.2 Top Toy 

It was not possible to obtain the same level of insight into the mobile initiatives from TOP-TOY due to 

the employment of the author with TWDC and the interviewee saw this as a problem. Second and 

more importantly, the main initiatives of TOP-TOY in terms of mobile offerings had at the time of the 

interviews not been initiated in the market yet and thus not public information and unfortunately not 

available for this research study either.  

In relation to TOP-TOY an in-depth interview with Thomas Bundgaard (TB) – Marketing manager, 

marketing and campaign management department. “…I am responsible for all marketing for BR & Toys 

’R’ us and the 300 stores, which is where emphasis will lie in the future”.  

 

7.2.1 Strategic direction and structure of TOP-TOY 

It was found that TOP-TOY has recently realised that internally they have a strong belief in reacting to 

a changing media landscape and the consumers thereof. 

As a result of this belief and the importance to the top management, TOP-TOY’s marketing and 

branding departments has undergone a great restructuring to facilitate a better understanding and 

approach toward the changing environment and consumer behaviour. This change was a direct 

initiative from top management at TOP-TOY in order to determine where the emphasis of the 

marketing and branding should be in the future to come. It has resulted in the structure that TOP-TOY 

has eliminated many marketing functions in order to approach this. Much energy has thereby gone 

into shaping the marketing and branding department into one that focuses on the future, a changing 
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media landscape and as TOP-TOY and Thomas Bundgaard refers to it as “the omnichannel perspective”. 

By omnichannel is meant cross-channel and total-media exposure instead of parting it into different 

platforms separately.  

This organisational change is highlighted due to the fact that this is a direct outcome and response to 

the developments in the marketplace and consumer behaviour as presented in the theoretical chapter.  

Further, it was found that the strategy of TOP-TOY clearly emphasised the overall journey of the 

consumer in relation to the brand and its retail opportunities.  

“We are a retailer, so for us it’s about the whole omnichannel perspective. So, what happens in the whole 

journey of peoples’ purchases, what happens afterwards and how can you influence people to enter into a 

symbioses with you.”   

 

7.2.1.1 Consumer centralised 

The strategy of TOP-TOY moving forward is found to be that the consumer is in the centre and how 

they can optimize their presence around the consumer from TOP-TOY’s perspective. One of the three 

marketing departments is only concerned with CRM and omnichannel development which also is the 

name of the department. “…in the new setup we have the customer in the centre, while having this 

omnichannel perspective” (TB, 2014).  

 

7.2.1.2 Overall key performance indicators  

As mentioned earlier, TOP-TOY has the main focus on driving the retail stores or flagship stores as 

referred to in the interview. This emphasis is reflected throughout the KPIs of the company and thus it 

was found that the main KPIs was based on direct sales and sold products in all relations. It was found 

that the overall KPIs of TOP-TOY was as follows:  

1: Turnover and profits 

2: Store traffic (both online and physical stores) 

3: Basket size and increased products per sale visit 

4: Customers’ level of satisfaction 

It was found that the general direction and all initiatives conducted on any level of marketing and 

branding was to support the overall KPIs stated above. 

 

7.2.2 Mobile 

The omnichannel perspective of TOP-TOY and the importance which it has within the company and for 

the top management was clear from the interview. In relation to channels and in this case all media 
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channels it was found that even though much consumer behaviour is switching towards the MP as 

shown in the previous chapters, the main source of reach and marketing efficiency is still regarded to 

be TV.  

 

However, although the MP may not be seen as the main driver for sales in the current setup or the 

market from TOP-TOY’s perspective, it was found that the MP was regarded as one of the most 

important elements of the overall strategy and the strategic approach.  

The above finding of the perceived importance of the MP came to show in various ways in relation to 

different topics throughout the interview. First of all, as the strategic direction of TOP-TOY is moving 

towards a new organisational setup and thus a strategy that emphasis the consumer as the centre of 

attention it was found that TOP-TOY would follow the consumer in his whereabouts. Therefore, as the 

consumers have taken the mobile as a main platform, accordingly this is also an important aspect for 

TOP-TOY.  

 

7.2.2.1 Mobile strategy & key performance indicators 

Further, the omnichannel perspective is a key driver and reference point for top management as found 

earlier. A result of this omnichannel emphasis is that there is a specific strategy for TOP-TOY on the 

MP. The initiatives conducted from this strategy and the strategic considerations thereof, were 

unfortunately not possible to recover as this was still too fragile to expose in the interview and was 

therefore withheld. However, Thomas Bundgaard stated that besides having a direct and specific 

mobile strategy, TOP-TOY is currently involved in developing several mobile initiatives specifically 

targeted the MP and the consumers on this platform. 

In a discussion of the importance of the mobile and different approaches to this, it was found that the 

KPIs TOP-TOY had in relation to the mobile, were very similar to the overall KPIs stated above. On the 

MP the KPIs of the currently available offerings and the offerings which are about to be launched that 

it should drive sales, increase the consumer base and fit with where the consumers are. Further, it was 

stated that it is the belief that if these initiatives were to be successful it would support another of the 

overall KPIs – the level of satisfaction from the consumers.  

 

7.2.2.2 Retail 

In relation to websites and per se also e-commerce/m-commerce it was found that the belief was 

strong when discussing the matter of mobile optimised websites. It has been argued in previous 

chapters that there are various approaches towards engaging with consumers via branded sites. It was 

found here that there was belief in any companies engaged in e-commerce could have an updated 
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business model for their e-commerce business if it was not optimised for the MP. “… today you cannot 

run an online store without having it optimised” (TB, 2014).  

Further, when analysing the sales data of their e-commerce sites, it was found by TOP-TOY that a 

significant part of their sales came through tablets. Stated by TB, this amount of sales via tablets was 

high enough to be surprising for TOP-TOY. “We were actually very surprised about how much revenue 

came via tablets and that consumers are shopping on the tablet. There is a large increase in this. (…) we 

are doing a lot of initiatives in this area and in the end, that’s why we’re here – to optimise sales” (TB, 

2014).  

It was however not found if the increase in sales was a direct impact to a change in the website in 

order to make it optimized. This was not found since TOP-TOY in general had been experiencing a 

huge increase in the e-commerce sales and thus did not have that information in the given time of the 

research.  

 

7.2.2.3 Apps, social media and omnichannel 

Another area of mobile offerings that TOP-TOY was already involved in was with apps. TB stated that 

they were in continuous development of their currently available apps and this was necessary to 

follow the rapidly changing environment of devices, operating systems and the consumers.  

 

It was found that the strategic approach of TOP-TOY towards the omnichannel perspective which is 

much prioritised and thus emphasised was a mind-set of rather engaging with one platform 

holistically thorough and qualitatively, instead of spreading the focus to several platforms and not 

exploiting them 100%. Within this maximisation of the medium lies also the social and contextual 

aspect of branding and marketing as presented in the previous chapters. Here it was found that there 

are being initiated various projects within the SM space, however it was also clear from the interview 

that these projects were not fully integrated or finalised in a matter which made them satisfactory to 

TOP-TOY yet.  

“…social media is something where you sort of feel your way with. However I do believe we have gotten 

over the highlands pretty well and there are some good initiatives and quite some money and time spent 

on getting this way. Among others, also to meet this development we are seeing on the mobile platform 

and what we have talked about in relation to the initiatives we have started on apps, which should meet 

some of these requirements. It is not enough just to have an app, it also needs to be used for interaction.” 

The above mentioned finding of exploiting the respective medium or platform 100% was made both 

from a discussion on SM and mobile, together and separately. The quote clearly shows that interaction 
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is imperative for TOP-TOY in today’s market and a tactic for approaching the consumers and their 

changing behaviour. 

Also, it was found that TOP-TOY regarded the app as an owned media channel, which in the mind-set 

of TOP-TOY with large emphasis on omnichannel and a changing media landscape was regarded as 

highly important as the app then could be used as a replacement for other sources of  media if carried 

out strategically correct and were a success.  

Instead of using SM for the purpose of obtaining insights to the consumers, TOP-TOY utilised their 

CRM database and the members they have in the “BR Club” which holds over 1 million consumers. 

This was found to have a higher priority as this was consistent of subscribers who had opted in and 

thus were known to have an interest in the offerings of TOP-TOY.  

 

7.2.3 Return on investment 

Again here, the emphasis goes towards the omnichannel perspective. The current measurements of 

ROI from TOP-TOY’s perspective were aligned with their KPIs. This means that the findings here was 

that the importance of the initiatives conducted were measured in direct sales and how much or to 

which extend it was possible to tie together the mobile, SM or combination of the two with the sales 

revenue in the end of the sales process. Therefore, the ROI models which TOP-TOY has on the platform 

are a direct outcome of KPIs and measured in hard core numbers primarily.  

It was found that as there was a strategy for the MP itself, there were also set up direct KPIs for the 

platform. However unfortunately, again it was not possible to obtain a deeper insight into these as a 

result of the confidential nature of the projects.  

 

7.2.3.1 Standard success criteria and optimal tools 

The standard metrics of measuring campaigns currently with clicks and impressions were found to 

not be sufficient from a TOP-TOY perspective. It was found to be useful in tracking some hard core ROI 

data, but as found and stated above, the optimal solution would be to have a clear overview and to 

enter into a symbiosis with the consumer and this was found to not be possible in the current setup.  

As mentioned above, the ROI discussion went on to emphasise the omnichannel perspective once 

again. It was through this found that it was the reason why the standard metrics were not believe to be 

sufficient was the lack of tracking and thus understanding of the omnichannel perspective.  

 

Naturally the above findings are related to the point of view when it came to the optimal tools for 

measuring ROI and thus the success rate. It was found here that the need of having the tools to track 
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differentiated ROI on the MP in terms of the more emotional values of the consumer in order to obtain 

a much deeper understanding and utilise this insight to drive higher and targeted sales. 

As the core belief was on having a combination of hard core ROI metrics and the core goal of sold 

products, profit and revenue and the more soft metrics which adds social value is in place, then this 

would be great to track as well. This continues once more with TOP-TOY’s omnichannel perspective 

and tracking within the different platforms and devices and situations.  

 

7.2.4 Future perspectives 

7.2.4.1 Challenges and opportunities 

A clear challenge that was stated was the combination of decreasing marketing spend from companies 

and the future increase in media platforms, in this case also within the MP. This was found to pose a 

challenge due to the fact that if one was to follow the philosophy of only entering into a medium if one 

would commit and utilize it 100% as found earlier, the production costs would be higher due to the 

fact that the content optimally developed for one platform would in many cases not be reusable in 

relation to other platforms.  

However, another finding was the belief that the opportunities within the developing market and 

platforms would create an increase in niche platforms which would enable companies to target their 

audience more specifically and thus increase the awareness and advantages of using the platform.  

However, whether this would lead to sales would be difficult to say and also why it was stated that 

TOP-TOY was not first-mover on anything due to the need of financial insurance as a first point.  

 

7.2.4.2 Future expectations 

It was the belief that the emphasis on the mobile would continue and be an important platform and 

tool in the market in the future. It was clear throughout the interview that the MP was still regarded as 

a new platform and that best practices were not obtained yet. Instead however, it was the core belief 

that it would be a key platform in the future to come and that consumer had accepted the mobile 

completely. 

“You always have it on you; it knows where you are; now you can also pay with it, so it is the answer to 

many things. If you were to lose something you would be sad about – then it would be your mobile, not for 

example your laptop” (TB, 2014).  
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7.3 Combined analysis 

In this section I will shortly highlight the findings, differences and similarities in the two case 

companies.  

 

7.3.1 Branding emphasis 

In both cases I found a large shift towards a consumer emphasis and the fact the consumer and the 

actions thereof currently are dictating the rules currently. It was clear that the companies were 

following their consumers closely and attempting to follow the consumer in the journey through the 

various devices. As a result of this there were found to have been various strategic implications in the 

companies. 

 

7.3.2 Strategic implications 

In TOP-TOY’S case it was found saw that the emphasis of the need for an omnichannel emphasised 

organisation was so important that a full restructuring of the organisation, the department and the 

employees. In the case of TWDC the changes were less radical and smaller steps were taken towards 

aligning a single line of business towards more emphasis on the MP. 

 

We have found that a belief in an importance of the MP definitely exists within the companies and that 

various steps and emphasis were being directed at it. However, the two companies were found to be 

much differentiated when it came to the strategic emphasis and strategic steps that were being taken 

towards utilising the platform currently. Within TWDC this change had only happened in a full matter 

in one line of business on a regional plan. The remaining of the findings from a local perspective and 

from a regional franchise perspective it was seen as either a marketing tool which were being added to 

the marketing multiplex in a non-strategic manner and with a tactical purpose only or it would be 

done strategically on a lower level franchise or brand level where it was found to be defined as an 

emergent strategy.  

In contrast, with TOP-TOY it was found that much emphasis was put on developing mobile strategies 

and mobile offerings. It was found that there were clear strategies and objectives from these strategies 

in which I unfortunately were not informed in detail as described previously. However, the interesting 

finding was that there were direct and current initiatives being developed that were soon to be 

launched as a response to the emphasis.  
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7.3.3 Key performance indicators 

It was found that in both cases there was a clear definition on the fact that the most important aspect 

in their mobile presence was that it would drive incremental revenue and profit to the company in one 

form or another. Also, this meant that there would not be developed any offerings which did not have 

the necessary metrics in terms of quality various incentives to drive and ensure a satisfactory ROI 

from the various KPIs. Further, it was similarly found that less tangible or softer metrics would 

definitely be a secondary consideration when it came to MB.  

 

7.3.4 Cross-platform & omnichannel 

A large part of the interviews were emphasised around mobile being one of the main platforms in 

which the consumer chooses to engage. However, both companies agreed that it was not the only one 

and that if there was supposed to be something more important, it was definitely if the company was 

to engage with consumer on several platforms. This interaction called cross-platform by TWDC and 

omnichannel by TOP-TOY was the main emphasis from both companies. As the emphasis was 

completely on the consumer, this also meant that all the various platforms should be taken into 

consideration and if managed correctly were expected to yield remarkable results. A challenge 

currently was also recognised to be the tracking and evaluation of this, covered in ROI section.  

 

7.3.5 Apps & owned media 

It was found that within both companies there was an emphasis on developing apps. However, the app 

section of the mobile initiatives was emphasised in a larger scale from TWDC due to very clear 

guidelines in terms of ROI metrics and revenue goals and the lack of insight which was obtained to 

TOP-TOY’s development process due to the limitation of confidentiality unfortunately. 

Further, the apps were not only seen as products of gaming or other, but as owned media channels as 

well. This meant that from this perspective the apps had another reason to receive emphasis from the 

management within both companies.  

 

7.3.6 Social 

It was clear from the interviewees that the implementation of social aspects of the offerings was 

important. Dependant in the product, destination and target group, the level of interaction and 

purpose would differ. 
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TOP-TOY were only just getting started with SM and were not too busy with this part of business 

currently as it currently was not possible to track whether this would generate extra sales and higher 

revenue.  

TWDC has different approaches dependant on the level and included all from in-app social gaming 

experience to SM interactions with target groups if it was deemed important and KPI fulfilling.  

 

7.3.7 Retail & e-commerce 

Within the retail perspective and thus including e-commerce I found that both companies were 

engaged in researching and optimizing their revenue streams. This included data analysis on 

conversion rates on the e-commerce sites and attempts to understand how and why they were in the 

respective way.  

There were various findings on this matter. Within TWDC they found that mobile devices had a very 

low conversion rate and it was found that tablets, although easier to navigate on in terms of browsing 

and paying, were still mainly used for browsing products and that the desktop were the main device 

used for purchasing.  

In relation to TOP-TOY it was not possible to obtain key insights to the actual rates of conversion 

except from the comment that it was a surprisingly high number which came from tablets. Instead it 

was found that the belief of having a website and especially an e-commerce site that was not optimized 

for the MP would be unsuccessful and thus was perceived as an incremental addition to the e-

commerce offering.  

 

7.3.8 Return on investment and evaluation tools 

It was found that both companies believed that the standardised digital tracking tools were not 

considered to be sufficient for the level of ROI that the companies were expecting and needed.  

However, it was found that with the case of TWDC and in relation to apps this challenge did not exist 

as there was clear guidelines for the development of apps and they simply wouldn’t be released if they 

did not live up to these KPIs.  

There were several versions of calculating the ROI dependant on the various KPIs in place for the 

respective product and both companies were to the extent possible using these ROI tools to guide their 

strategic actions and evaluate accordingly.  

 

It was found that both companies was in need of tracking their various efforts across all platforms 

more precisely in order to obtain an understanding of which consumers were exposed and interacted 
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with what and which consequences it actually had in the overall journey with the brand and whether it 

actually led to sales and revenue in the end.  

 

7.3.9 Future perspectives 

It was found that a unified opinion on an increasing importance of the mobile as a medium, platform 

and strategy was in place within both case companies. Further, an expectation to increase in emphasis 

internally and externally on the platform was also found.   

 

8.0 Discussion & Conclusion 

Throughout this thesis, relevant perspectives, insights, theories and the opinions of the case 

companies have been presented and analysed in depth. In this concluding chapter I will discuss and 

interpret the findings. 

The presentation of a rapidly evolving market, changing consumer behaviour and a need to stay top of 

mind with the consumers may propose a challenge for the use of traditional branding strategies. 

Further, the lack of optimisation in the branding strategies may even have negative impacts on the 

consumer and therefore for the company and brand in the end. However, these challenges also have 

the potential for great opportunities as they give new and differentiated possibilities for brand-

consumer interactions. This is the reality of the contemporary marketplace and environment in which 

companies are acting and competing. At the same time, companies are experiencing cut-downs in 

marketing budgets, leaner organisations and more demanding consumers in terms of response time, 

quality expectancy and attention from the brands. Also, in the empirical research it was implied that a 

strategic approach to the platform was needed to utilise the advantages of the mobile platform.  

Therefore the purpose of this thesis is to discover which strategic approach and which key 

performance indicators companies should focus on in order to embrace the great new opportunities 

on the MP. 

 

8.1 Branding 

In this section I will recommend the appropriate branding approaches for mobile branding strategy. 

There has been a significant development in the branding literature. A changing environment and 

consumer behaviour are important drivers for this change and especially the evolution of Web 2.0 and 

mobile devices speeded up the development significantly. However, since the first drastic changes in 

consumer behaviour, the development in the branding literature did not keep up. In the few cases 
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where the MP is academically researched, it is existing branding theories which are applied and not 

the MP. It is therefore argued that the branding theories have not been researched nor improved in 

relation to the MP. Thus they were found not to be sufficient as a base for a MB strategy. 

When investigating the overall branding strategy of TWDC and TOP-TOY the focus was on the 

consumers and their whereabouts. The branding literature has similarly developed towards a 

consumer focused point of view. From above findings it is argued that companies with success could 

apply branding strategies based on personality branding (Aaker J. , 1997) and community branding 

(Muñiz & O'Guinn, 2001). The reason for choosing a personality-oriented brand strategy for the 

mobile brand strategy is based on the fact that the companies’ overall strategies are consumer 

oriented. Thus it makes sense to apply personality branding on the MP as it is an extension of 

consumer’s personality (Grant & O’Donohoe, 2007) (Sultan, Rohm, & Gao, 2009). 

It was also found that there is a significant social demand for the use of the MP (the social aspect will 

furthermore be elaborated on below). Thus, Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) guide to understand how the 

communities are used and add emotional value for the consumer.  

 

8.2 Strategy 

Even though personality and community branding were found to be good foundations for a MB 

strategy they are still not sufficient as a base for MB strategy. The branding strategies are found and 

argued to be non-sufficient due to the many differences between the MP and the remaining points of 

contact. The main difference being that the mobile device is an extension of consumers’ personality 

(Grant & O’Donohoe, 2007) (Sultan, Rohm, & Gao, 2009) very differently from e.g. the TV and/or 

desktop computers. Behavioural consumer data presented, e.g. 70% of the smartphone owners would 

never leave their home without it and 57% used their mobile to search for information every single 

day. Further, the complexity and width of the platform can be perceived high if the strategic 

foundation is not in place. Also, consumers interact differently with brands on the MP and in order to 

yield the benefits (24/7 access, interaction, in-depth information and location) from this personal 

platform the companies need to address this specifically. As this is the case, companies can benefit 

from having consumers top of mind and tap in to the values when developing their branding strategy 

for MPs (Persaud & Azhar, 2012). Because of these crucial differences, this section will discuss the 

strategic considerations that need to be taken in relation to creating a MB strategy and argue which 

strategic implications this will convey.  

From the branding theories it is known that the consumer focused strategy is important. This was 

further substantiated by the findings in the empirical data where it was found that the pure strategic 
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focus was on the consumer. This fact in combination with the above differences of the MP, a change of 

the strategic development is argued to be advantageous. 

Based in the development of the branding strategies and the findings within TWDC and TOP-TOY, I 

argue that an important strategic implication in MB is the need of understanding the consumers and 

how they interact on the MP as the essential starting point. This understanding could with benefit be 

in relation to the companies’ respective consumers and the companies’ target audiences in general. 

Above it has been argued that the MP is differentiated. As a result of this, companies need to realise 

that the offering they will develop therefore also to some extent will be differentiated from the existing 

portfolio and thus different value metrics will be in effect. Therefore, the strategic implication I argue 

for, is to change the order of the strategic development stages to obtain a strategy that is customised 

for MB. By doing so, companies have the opportunity to obtain an in-depth understanding of how to 

offer the consumer value on the MP specifically. 

The contemporary business strategy literature contains useful components, but no strategic 

framework has been suggested for branding on the MP. Instead, from the combination of the 

theoretical framework conducted in chapter 4.3 and the findings at TWDC and TOP-TOY, a MB strategy 

framework is proposed in Figure 10. 

Arguments for consumer focus have been presented above. Further, I also argue for the competitive 

marketplace to have a significant importance as this is a very rapid and competitive marketplace. 

Objectives, goals and success criteria will be essential in the development of MB strategy. These will 

not only provide guidance for the development but also ensure that the internal emphasis will be 

placed in the correct stance. Objectives, goals and success criteria will be explored further below in the 

next section.  

I have argued above for the brand strategy and how this should be applied. However, a strategic point 

which affects this is the choice of MB platform (apps, websites, SM). This is a circular process in which 

the platform choice affects the brand strategy, which in turn again affects the platform choice. This is 

based on the argument that the platforms are useful for various strategic purposes. Therefore these 

are interdependent. Further, it is argued to make use of business modelling, specifically the business 

model canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) in the strategic development process for MB. The 

argument lies in the strengths a business model would add to the strategic process. These strengths 

would be increased transparency of the strategic flow, value proposition, infrastructure, consumers, 

and finances. Increased transparency and understanding of those strategic blocks will in turn increase 

tangibility and the measurements of respective KPIs. By this, the challenges of ROI measures can also 

be addressed more precisely and tangible yields can be measured to secure the managerial 

requirements. Therefore, at this stage the evaluation process can already begin. Last, the execution 

stage which also will entail the post-execution and ongoing evaluation. 
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I further argue that this framework is not a plan of getting from A to B, but a continuous framework for 

customising and improving the MB offering.  

 

 

In order to obtain support for MB in the managerial decision making it was found and argued that 

setting up specific KPIs in the development and tactical settings was a strong asset. Therefore the next 

section will elaborate further on this matter. 

 

Figure 10 - Mobile branding strategy framework 
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8.3 Key performance indicators 

Above I argue the considerations which companies need to make in relation to MB strategy and the 

implications of these. One of the important considerations was argued to be pre-determined KPIs, 

which with benefit could be a reflection of the managerial and consumer expectations. Findings 

suggested that although the strategic focus was on the consumer, the case companies would not 

engage with MB if no measureable economic uplift (ROI) existed. Therefore the KPIs are 

interconnected with the ROI metrics. The KPIs and ROI are found to be relevant both pre and post 

execution of the MB initiative. There are two reasons for this. First, in order to obtain the support from 

a managerial perspective, the KPIs need to reflect a satisfactory economic uplift. This uplift will be 

based in the consumer interaction whether in sales, interaction, retention etc. and thus the consumer 

focus is maintained. In order to have the consumer focus and the economic uplift obtained, the 

company should use the KPIs to design an offering which will live up to both variables, thereby the 

need for pre-execution KPIs. This was supported by the findings with TWDC. Second, post execution 

will be relevant for securing a successful offering in both evaluation and on-going development. This is 

relevant for the continuous improvement and customised MB offering, which will be obtainable once 

consumers use the offering. 

The current and main ROI metrics, on the mobile platform have been found to be clicks and 

impressions (Nielsen, 2014). Due to challenges of the consumers switching devices in the process of 

e/m-commerce the actual conversion rate is unobtainable. Thus, the current ROI metrics for the MP 

are not sufficient for managerial support. Also, these metrics are all post-execution/interaction, and 

from the empirical data it was found that the managerial support needed to be up front due to lack of 

first-mover mind-sets and the above mentioned economic expectations in the companies.  

I argue that for MB to receive the support it needs in the managerial decision making, the most 

important KPIs are based in the financial and economic measures. Depending on the brand, the 

product and the focus (product/service sales vs. retail) these financial metrics can be different. 

However, in the findings the metrics are found to be direct and indirect sales, conversion rates, traffic, 

retention and engagement time. It was also found that there is a large need to receive better and more 

precise financial metrics for MB including social media in general. 

An important KPI is that MB needs to be social. By social it is meant that interaction needs to be 

possible. The social interaction between the brand and the consumer is argued to be essential. This is 

also consistent with one of the branding strategy arguments of applying community branding (Muñiz 

& O'Guinn, 2001). The social interaction obtains the information about the consumer to further 

develop and customise the offering, thus aligned with the strategic approach for MB, as argued in 

section 8.2. Further, the social interaction drives the brand and consumer engagement, which in turn 
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drives the brand loyalty (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010) and brand equity (Franzak, Makarem, & Jae, 

2014). This was further substantiated in the empirical research. 

Another important KPI is argued to be the existence of MB in a larger context for the brand. It was 

found that the cross-platform/omnichannel perspective is eminent from a managerial perspective in 

both of the case companies. Though it is argued that mobile is essential, it was also found unattractive 

to have as a stand-alone, but rather integrated with the other points of contact between the brand and 

the consumer.  

Interestingly awareness and brand lift were not necessarily a part of the KPIs at TWDC and TOP-TOY 

as their brands have high levels of consciousness within the minds of the consumer, and thus it does 

not make sense to measure against. This however is arguably not the case for many companies. 

Furthermore, I challenge this finding with the argument that both TWDC and TOP-TOY are launching 

products and offerings on a continuous basis, which will not have the immediate awareness and here a 

KPI on awareness will be essential. The lower awareness is also argued to be the realistic image in the 

marketplace for most companies. Thus awareness and brand lift are argued to be important KPIs to 

consider in the general approach and evaluation metrics.   

In general for digital initiatives (not as a KPI for MB) it was found that mobile optimisation and 

integration was a minimum requirement. 

  

8.4 Concluding statements 

MB offers great opportunities for brands to their overall strategic branding and to interact with 

consumers. It is one of the main interaction and communication platforms between brands and their 

consumers 24/7 and often pull-based. It is a personal device, hence the level of value and symbolic 

meaning consumers will tie to the mobile offering are likely to be much higher than on other 

communication platforms as TV, desktop and outdoor to mention a few.  

It is found and argued that the two most important KPIs from a managerial perspective are the 

economic uplift and the cross-platform/omnichannel perspective.  

A managerial aspect which needs to be taken into consideration is the marketing of any mobile 

offering. Although the mobile offering can be great and provide added value and content to the 

consumer, this offering would still need considerable support in terms of marketing in order to drive 

the awareness. The marketing can be supported from many platforms. However it is important to 

highlight the cross-platform/omnichannel perspective. All platforms of interaction will act as owned 

media channels, supporting any earned and bought marketing for the MB offering and any other 

offering, which a company may have in the portfolio.  
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A significant increase in mobile users and a significant rise in marketing spend on the platform have 

been presented. The important aspect for companies is to realise the potential within this space, 

whether as a stand-alone or integrated platform. The consumers are already present on the platform 

and most likely already accessing the various brands’ websites and offerings via the mobile platform. If 

the companies are able to integrate mobile solutions which drive the conversion rates higher, it will 

yield higher sales and/or brand value, which is argued to be the goals for the majority of companies 

and brands today. This further substantiates the purpose of MB by the overall purpose of branding 

which is to create an emotional bond between the brand and the consumer to win consumers loyalty 

and thus their lifetime value.  

 

9.0 Future perspectives 

This thesis has researched mobile branding. Mobile branding is a new term and most of the research 

conducted on the MP relates to mobile advertising and marketing. 

The perspective on the topic in this thesis is from the brand perspective. Thus, findings and proposed 

strategic approach are based on a managerial perspective. The consumer insights are either based in 

literary findings, market research or the subjective opinion of the interviewees. Therefore, in future 

investigations within MB, it could be interesting to investigate the consumers’ response to MB and to 

evaluate which approaches, both in relation to the branding strategy and the mobile offering itself, 

were most appropriate to the respective brand and consumer.  

The area of MB is wide which is reflected in the platform portfolio where the brands can act via 

optimised websites, apps and SM. Future research could therefore investigate the various MB options 

(apps, mobile SM, websites, location specific etc.) and obtain a deeper understanding of how 

companies should choose between these options. 

An interesting finding has been the need to view MB as an integrated strategy and platform and not as 

a stand-alone. Both case companies highlight the need of measuring effectiveness and success across 

the various communication platforms in which they are engaging with the consumer. Currently this is 

not possible, but when it will become possible this could serve as a great investigation into an even 

deeper understanding of the consumer reach, influence, interaction and results in sales and brand 

value.  
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Appendix 1 – Interview guide 

Initial questions 

 

What is your role and how are you currently involved in the strategic insights and decision making 

within the mobile initiatives on the MP.  

 

Branding 

 What is your over branding strategy? 
 What are your branding KPIs?  
 Branding theory goes towards more integrated consumers?  

o Is this reflected in the current strategy & KPIs? 
 

Are you keeping up with the relevant developments in the markets regarding the platforms the 

consumers are using?  

 Yes – How?  

  Do you choose specific platforms to focus on, based on the above?  

 No – Any special reasons?  

Do you in turn know where your consumers are in order to best interact with them?  

 

Do you believe mobile is relevant in today’s branding initiatives?  

If yes:  

o How and why?  
o What does it do/offer, which makes it interesting?  

If no:  

o How come?  
o If not on a branding level, then any other levels?  

 

Do you have a specific mobile strategy? – no matter if an actual offering exists or not. 

 

Do you have a mobile offering?  

 

What mobile branding initiatives are currently in play or planned?  

 

 What is the overall branding strategy on mobile?  
o Is it a differentiated strategy or a “copy” from another strategy or platform? 
o How does mobile “rank” in the platforms used for branding? (importance)  
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What strategy in terms of platforms (apps, mobile optimized site, social media, etc.) are being/planned 

to use 

 

Is your mobile offering an actual mobile offering (is it mobile optimized or mobile friendly) or simply a 

technological adjustment to another format?  

 

In your mobile strategy and the development of this and the offering – do you take into consideration 

how consumers will access your offering (apps/m-web/Social M)? 

 

 What is the mobile branding KPIs?  
 How is the mobile branding emphasised from a strategy POV?  

o Consumer perception 
o Awareness 
o Products sold 
o Franchise branding 
o Overall brand (Disney or Top-Toy) 

 How much is content (in terms of value) thought into your strategy on mobile?  
 Do you have a clear purpose/goal with your mobile initiatives? 
 What initiatives are being done in order to meet these purposes/goals?  

 

Mobile 

  (How) Does it provide value?  
o Entertainment?  

 

We have insights and research suggesting that there are specific metrics (KPIs) that are most 

important for uses when having “to deal” with mobile branding/marketing.  

 Are these (perceived value, entertainment, etc.) part of your strategic planning?  

 

Data and consumer insight:  

In today’s market (social media/apps) it is possible to obtain a great amount of insight to one’s 

consumers. Do you engage in such “investigations”? 

  

Do you conduct research on your users in order to understand what they currently are using your 

mobile offering for – and perhaps what they would like to use it for? 

 

 Are the increased user insight used to specify/personalise any mobile offerings? 
 Why/why not?  
 Are you planning to use this information to further personalise your mobile 

offerings/initiatives?  
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Social media:  

 Is the mobile offering social/socially integrated?  
 Do you actively engage in dialogs with your consumers in search for insights on your 

consumers?  
o Yes – successful?  
o Yes – insightful?  
o No – reason?  
o No – how do you obtain personal insights to your consumers instead? (if done) 

 

ROI 

 Is the success of emphasis above (earlier mentioned) and the offering measured? 
o If yes: 

 How?  
 Is it successful/satisfactory?  

o If no:  
 Why not?  
 Does an indication of success-rate exist?  

 

Do you aim at influencing the users’ brand opinion via your mobile offering?  

 

From your perspective, what are the main barriers towards mobile branding, in general and for the 

company?  

 

Research suggests there is a gap between wanted success metrics and the current possibilities – do 

you agree?  

 

Do you view the main metrics (impressions, clicks etc.) as sufficient measurement metrics for success? 

 

What do you believe relevant success metrics is for mobile branding?  

 (Nielsen report – GRP, brand lift) 

 

If you were able to measure these metrics (and overall ROI/brand value) better on the mobile 

platform – would this increase your emphasis on the platform? 

 

“Open” 

Where do you see the pitfalls and challenges towards mobile branding 

Where do you see the opportunities lie within mobile?  

 

Are you planning to increase your efforts in mobile branding in the future? 
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Appendix 2 – Anna Glanmark (TWDC) interview transcription 

R: … I think I’ve told a little bit about what I’m writing about, but just to summarize it I’m looking into 

the mobile brand part of the businesses 

A: Sure 

R: So what I’m trying to figure out is what kind of relation does exist or is there a relationship between 

the overall branding strategy and the platforms that are being used. In this case specifically the mobile.  

A: Okay 

R: and of course mobile branding can be many things, so it can be everything from developing an app 

to social media on mobile platform or mobile optimized websites where in the case of Disney it would 

be the Matterhorn project. 

A: So when you are referring to mobile you mean the mobile phone not the mobile devices? 

R: No, mobile devices in general so both mobile phones or smartphone and tablets. So more 

specifically the mobile platform. That’s basically what I’m trying to figure out. In detail it’s more about 

what the theory is describing branding wise and mobile wise and to see what kind of things are 

existing there compared to what companies and doing in the real world. That’s more or less it in the 

big terms.  

So if you start off by explaining to me what your role is and how you are currently involved in the 

strategic insights and decision making  

A: Well, Nordic CMO for TWDC and I’m involved in, I would say the largest strategic directions. I’m not 

involved in the detailed marketing planning or campaign planning per LOB because there are so many 

LOB so the marketing director of each LOB is actually putting together the marketing strategy for their 

LOB so to say. So more from an overall TWDC direction – which franchises do we work with, from a 

media perspective – do we want to increase our digital advertising or presence, that kind of decision 

would be coming from me from a more strategic direction.  

R: Alright – perfect. So, before we start to focus about the whole mobile part yet, can you please 

explain the overall branding strategy – or is there one or several.  

A: I would say we have several branding strategies because we carry so many portfolios at TWDC even 

though we have an overarching strategy. Our strategy is to bring happiness to families and we focus on 

the brand attributes of being creative to creating a sense of community and belonging for the 

consumers, innovation, content, bring new content to live and also I think we have a sixth one (…) I 

have to come back to you on that one. But these are the Disney branding perspectives and thus to 

some extent also the brands under the Disney portfolio. For example Star Wars and Lucas and Marvel 

does more of their branding themselves. So it’s difficult to say that we have one branding strategy at 

TWDC – it differs between the different brand portfolios, so if you are speaking Disney, Star Wars or 
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Marvel as well as the difference between the LOBs and also to some extent depending on which 

franchises. They also have different branding strategies even though they are all under the Disney 

branding umbrella. Does that make sense?  

R: Yes that makes sense.   

R: Do you have any specific or general KPIs when it comes to branding? (…)  

A: Definitely. You know we run a brand tracker on a yearly basis – our goal is always to be the number 

1 brand in affinity with the family target group – so that would be one KPI. And definitely awareness, 

but I think we’ve had awareness in the 95 percentage level for the last 40-50 years, so we have always 

been very high on the awareness factor. (..)  

R & A: (…) 

R: But also have you noticed a change in branding strategy over the last decade? I’M ASKING SINCE 

THE BRANDING theory is changing from using the consumers as a vessel which simply receives 

communication to a more integrated customer solution or a more consumer integrated approach.  

A: So if I see a change from the classic thought to a more modern one?  

R: Yes 

A: Yes, absolutely. I would say we have changed for sure. Just looking at how we are seeing our content 

it was about launching trailers on TV or on the theatrical scene – we didn’t have the internet to that 

extent. But when we starting working with the internet trailers have been launched. But looking at the 

last 2-3 years we have been feeding different kinds of content, behind the scenes, these things that 

people can actually interact with and the can see what they actually want to share with their piers or 

with their friends.  

R: and in this development in the market, are you following the trend in where the consumers are and 

adapting the strategy to that – we are for example seeing that many consumers are switching from 

different devices to other devices especially onto the mobile devices.  

A: Yes, absolutely even though we could absolutely be better in class when it comes to for example the 

change to Matterhorn, I think Jenny will brief you on that. I think this should have happened maybe 4 

years ago but it hasn’t. So I think we are sometimes slow in adapting our techniques, but we are 

always aimed at being present on the relevant on the relevant platform where the consumers are – 

from a content perspective. So I think we have been feeding content onto FB, Instagram or YouTube 

for quite a long period of time. But looking at especially our technical set-up it most definitely has not 

been optimal for several years looking at our websites.  

R: Why would say it is like that?  

A: (…) politics, budgets, old systems, big company, long decision time. Something like that.  

R: Great, moving on to the mobile. Do you believe the mobile platform is relevant when we are talking 

about the branding initiative that companies or in this Disney should involve themselves in?  
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A: Absolutely yes, I think it’s an important device to be seen upon and also this is one of our brand 

promises – innovation. We need to be available on the platforms that would suggest that we are a 

technical innovative company.  

R: what do you believe the mobile has to offer that other platforms do not, or perhaps is lacking?  

A: I think one thing that everybody says is that you can actually consume what you want, when you 

want. It’s much more interactive and you can reach the right consumers because they are the ones that 

are actively searching for your content, so they are actually interested. The ones on TV are not 

necessarily in watching your trailer or message, so it’s much more interesting from a target group 

perspective.  

R: (…) so when we talk about strategy and branding strategy – do you have a specific mobile strategy?  

A: (…) no I wouldn’t say that we have a specific mobile strategy other than we want to feed to our 

content to where the consumers are and we want to make sure that that content is relevant for those 

consumers and platforms where they are consumed. Does that make sense?  

R: Yes, but then what would you call the Matterhorn project? I mean, of course objectives that aren’t 

focused on the mobile, but most are.  

A: Yes, a big part is the mobile. There is a big system build in which will enable us to edit material in a 

much easier way than today because we rely heavily on the outsourcing team. But I mean it is mainly 

switching from the technical platform that enables the consumers to watch us on the mobile device. So 

I wouldn’t call it a branding initiative – it’s just a technical decision. Even though our sites will look 

different from what they do today, I’m not sure it will look better but I think compared to the way they 

are today it will be better graphically and more targeted towards our kids target group. I would say 

the new plans are still a bit too static and not so engaging for the kids and thus we cannot say that.  

R: You say that there is not a specific mobile strategy. But do you instead have different KPIs on the 

mobile that you would like to obtain?  

A: yes, we are very keen on is to putting together is actually a toolbox of how actually measure the 

visibility and effect of our social media platforms. Because at the moment we are searching as many 

other companies for a currency to work with when it comes to ROI when we feed content the SM 

platform. What is actually a click on YouTube worth? Or on Facebook. And we know what it takes to 

get a sponsored ad but what is the actual worth when we do this editorially. Jenny and her team are 

trying to get a currency or a tool to measure that – but here we’re only in the begging. Companies 

really need to prove how they measure what they do on the mobile platforms, because I think I have a 

huge effect but we need to change this into relevant KPIs and measure what are they actually worth.  

R: Currently do you have KPIs? You’re saying it currently difficult to track, but any indicators?  

A: no not really. It’s difficult track but all that we do on the digital platforms or the digital world is 

much easier to track than what we do on linear TV for example. So you get instant measurements, the 
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challenge is put the currency to what we do in the digital world, especially with the social media. (…) 

we can buy initiatives and what does the costs look like and what are those posts actually worth.  

R: I’m wondering – if there isn’t a specific strategy for mobile. Do you then have an estimate or gut 

feeling at least of mobile rank compared to other platforms when we’re talking about branding.  

A: That is a very good question. It’s definitely super important because we want to be where the 

consumers are. And whether that is on the linear TV, outdoor platforms or radio – we need to be 

where our consumers are. It’s an important strategy to follow our consumers and see how they 

consumer media and how we reach them in the best possible way. I wouldn’t say that we have a 

specific strategy or ranking but it’s is definitely an important part of the marketing strategy. Is that 

clear?  

R: Sure – that makes sense. So when we talk mobile, we can talk apps, mobile optimized sites or mobile 

social media – do you have a strategy for when we go more in-depth with mobile. For example, what 

we want to do is to focus on developing an app or the optimized site instead´, perhaps target mobile 

social media more by targeting it towards people that are in a specific location or similar?  

A: I wouldn’t say that we have a specific mobile strategy or we set KPIs on how to move our consumers 

in a specific direction. I don’t know if I’m just repeating myself, but we want to be where our 

consumers and target groups are. For examples Violetta – we know the young girls are heavy mobile 

users so definitely here it is a key strategic point when it comes to the Violetta content strategy that we 

want to be on the mobile platform – because that’s where they are. But for (...) Winnie the Pooh – with 

kids being very young, and mobile devices are going quickly down in age though we probably wouldn’t 

have it as a key strategic point here.  

R: So when we are talking about the mobile branding and the emphasis on any kinds of initiatives 

being conducted. Do you have any KPIs on the mobile but more in terms of the branding emphasis or 

what you wish to achieve with the respective initiatives? Specifically what you wish to obtain on the 

mobile, for example if you were to develop an app or similar. Would that be to drive the affinity, 

franchise branding or?  

A: Maybe not affinity (...) not driving the affinity that we want to on the mobile device. Awareness of 

course. Affinity however I do not believe is so important in terms of platform. I think affinity is more 

related to the content that we release (…) so I don’t think we get a higher affinity result just because 

we (…) launch content on the platform. I think is much more related to what content we release for 

that target group. But I mean it would feel very strange to say that we wouldn’t have any products on 

the mobile devices because we really want to be seen as a highly technical and innovative company. So 

we always want to be on the forefront when it comes to the different devices being used? Is this 

contradictory?  
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R: Perhaps not, but it might sound a bit like the discussion of “the chicken and the egg” because what I 

would I think is that for example with the affinity – I guess that you can drive affinity or likeness if you 

have interactive content available on a platform where it is easier and more likely that children will 

interact with the content, and therefore drive the affinity higher than had it only been viewed on the 

TV?  

A: yeah, absolutely. If you have creative relevant content on the mobile, that would drive the affinity 

but I mean it’s very much that it needs to be strong content, not just being there. Having not so strong 

content and being on the mobile platform wouldn’t help the brand. But if you have the combination of 

strong content on the right platform then that is definitely driving brand affinity.  

R: (…)  

R: How do you provide value on the mobile platform? You have previously mentioned content, but is it 

related that you want to entertain kids or do you want to simply make their life better? Or any other 

opinions that you might have.  

A: Entertain – everything we do is about entertaining and bringing entertainment into the lives of kids 

and families. That is what we are about. Then we can add other stuff to it – but entrainment is what we 

do – it is the heart of what we do.  

R: Do you us metrics, entertainment level, perceived value or other factors that consumers see 

themselves receiving, in the strategic planning?  

A: So if we use entertainment and measurements?  

R: Yes, the value metrics and one of them being entertainment and bringing happiness to families and 

kids. 

A: Absolutely, that is one the one things that we always have had in our strategy.  

R: In today’s market – social media is a very big part of what consumers are doing. The good thing 

about social media and apps in general is that they often provide the publisher or owner of the site 

with key information about the users. Do you use the information that you are obtaining?  

 A: Not really, I think that there is a lot more that we should become a lot better at doing. We do some 

retargeting and we try to (…) but there is a lot more we can do there. I think working with the CRM 

database is the only thing currently, we are not working with those information in the best way – I 

think we can do a lot more in terms of segmentation but again it has to do with old system and old 

technical stuff when we try to start with these things, so that is a challenge.  

R: Okay. So one aspect is where the consumers are, we have talked about the mobile as one example. 

But do you engage in more qualitative research and using that information – for example, what they 

actually are doing when they are accessing the content, sites apps etc.?  

A: Well yes, I would say we have some in our kids tracker not super detailed though. How long they are 

on out sites etc. but not how are target groups behave in general on the digital platforms. But we can 
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more a lot about how the traffic is moving on our websites (…) I don’t know to what extent this is 

being used when it comes to putting together the marketing plans. I think they are taking it in to 

consideration for sure but I’m not 100% sure about how detailed they are using this.  

R: Yes, one thing I’m investigating is whether or not we use this information for a strategic purpose. 

One thing is to obtain the information and actually use it. Another is to take this information and 

actually use it to personalize the mobile offering because we know it is a personal device and not 

shared by many, this mainly going for tablets though.  

A: I think we can do a lot more. (…) I think we absolutely do more. We should become better at using 

that kind of data. (…).  

R: (…) 

R: you mentioned a bit in the beginning about the ROI. Do we use measurements in order to calculate 

the ROI (…) when it comes to mobile?  

A: No I don’t think so. I mean we track where the traffic is coming from but I wouldn’t say that we 

include that measuring that specifically. We are focusing more on how to increase the user numbers 

on our sites, or how to increase campaign wise or drive more traffic to a specific site like Violetta blog 

etc. it’s more that than being specific on the mobile platform.  

R: The mobile optimized initiative has not been implemented yet in the Nordics – correct?  

A: Yes 

R: So in terms of traffic, do you have any expectations to the development and an indication of success 

rate of this initiative?  

A: For when we change the set up?  

R: Yes 

A: Okay. I don’t know of any expectations in numbers, but perhaps they exist.  

R: It doesn’t need to be specific numbers or data. 

A: Okay, so in general seeing that we are launching a mobile optimized site I expect that traffic to grow 

– absolutely.  

R: (…) 

R: From a TWDC perspective what do you see as barriers towards integrating more mobile branding 

or at least to use or integrate it more?  

A: I think again, we want follow the consumer behaviour and the media consumption regardless of 

where that is. Given that we are moving more towards the mobile platform we definitely want to grow 

that as well.  

R: The research I have conducted, also in market research and commercial knowledge suggests that 

there is a huge gap between success metrics and the current mobile platform ROI models. Do you 
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agree that is also the case for Disney? If for example this gap didn’t exist, the mobile branding would 

be driven more.  

A: Yes okay. I believe that the more you can see in terms of numbers and facts you can show, the better 

for us when we have to make these decisions when we are planning the money or resources.  

R: The current measurements are currently page views, impressions, click rates etc. – do you believe 

these metrics are enough indication for success? Or do you believe other factors to be more relevant?  

A: That’s a very good question Rasmus. I think there should be stronger or sharper tools. I think the 

best way to measure is actually clicks because they are very (…) you know they really show the 

consumers are interested. If it really leads to buying or investing that’s another question. But just 

having the reach (…) you know without the clicks, it’s not really (…) I don’t think that you as a 

marketer rely on the reach because you don’t really know that the consumer interact with your brand.  

R: Wouldn’t you say that is a bit contradictory to your previous statements of that it is also an 

important KPI to drive the affinity. But can’t one argue that this can still happen if the consumer 

interacts a lot with the brand even without actually buying something or clicking?  

A: Yeah, but that depends. If you have content that you know your consumers are watching then that is 

definitely still building the affinity and if the content is relevant in terms of playing an app or 

whatever. Then that is definitely brand building.  

A: But I’m not sure I completely understand the question.  

R: Okay, let’s say that if you could measure the brand lift or the brand value on the mobile specifically – 

would that make a difference? I’m guessing that for Disney it’s not always about selling products since 

we are not always selling the products of our own intellectual properties?  

A: Yes, correct it is definitely more than that.  

R: Okay so now let me ask the question of – if we were able to use these metrics or have these metrics 

example brand lift or brand value and actually calculate or more precise ROI on this – do you think 

would increase the emphasis on the platforms in comparison to other platforms and devices?  

A: Yes, we would definitely (…) we are always after though hard facts or numbers.  

R: From a Disney perspective, what are the pitfall and challenges in moving towards more strategic 

mobile branding? 

A: (…) I don’t think it’s a challenge today because I think we are very lucky to be a content based 

company – so we always have fantastic content to feed. I think it’s much more difficult for other 

companies who have to create content or innovate content to make it relevant, what they want to say. 

So I really don’t see any challenges towards more towards the mobile platforms. I think we are 

following the market, sometimes in the forefront, but maybe looking at what International does 

towards local – a challenge can sometimes be that we want to maximize and to think what’s being 

released from international stakeholders like trailers etc. and how we can get the most out of them 
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from a local perspective today. Because today the consumers are so international and especially in the 

Nordics we don’t have any problems with the English language – so I really don’t see any challenges. 

(…) Well, one challenge can be to be feeding content or creating content on the mobile platforms is 

resource heavy so we need ensure that we have (…) it’s a lot of work behind it, so we need to 

understand what resources and personnel we have or need to have working with this. This goes both 

for marketing costs and resource costs.  

R: let me ask in another way. What would it take to have an actual mobile branding strategy? To really 

rethink the whole process. Not to drop all else. Much research is suggesting that when it comes to the 

mobile platform, since it’s such a different platform than everything else, the consumers interact in a 

completely way on that platform than on everything else. What would it take in order for Disney to 

have a mobile specific strategy?  

A: To move all to that platform?  

R: No, to take it as a specific platform – of course integrated. But to take it as a platform where you 

rethink the strategy and base it on the actual consumers on the platform and adapt the strategy to that.  

A: Can you please rephrase?  

R: Sure. Currently you say that there is no specific mobile branding strategy but that there is an overall 

branding strategy. So, what I’m getting from that is that the branding strategy is simply being relayed 

onto the mobile platform – correct?  

A: Yes 

R: Alright, and we have talked and agreed upon that it is a differentiated platform and a different 

medium where consumers behave differently. 

A: Yes.  

R: Great, so my question is then: what would it take to make a mobile branding strategy where you 

would say “okay, we have a platform where consumers behave differently, we want to take a different 

approach and strategy when it comes to the interactive system”.  

A: I don’t know to be honest. Because for me, I mean, we have digital strategies for how we want to 

have our brands presented on the digital platforms, but I wouldn’t say that we have a specific mobile 

strategy. It’s more depending on adapting the content we have for the platforms where the consumers 

are actually on. So I would say we have more of a digital. I don’t know if we would have a specific 

mobile strategy in that sense.  

R: Do think that if it was to be done, that it would add extra value to have a specific mobile strategy 

than to take it as a platform or medium as everything else?  

A: Of course we need to adapt our content to the mobile platform but I don’t know if you would call 

that a specific mobile strategy. But otherwise I actually don’t know.  
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R: Okay. The last question I have here in the end is, do you believe moving that there will be more 

emphasis on the mobile platform?  

A: Hmm, depends on how you define mobile branding. If you say that we do specific initiatives only 

intended for the mobile platform (…), looking at our app strategy – well you could say that we have a 

big branding strategy behind that and to create engaging apps for the people on the mobile platforms. 

But they are also under the broader Disney strategy of you know bringing creative innovative content 

to our consumers so, I mean I would probably be wrong if I said we didn’t have a mobile strategy. 

Because depending on the LOB and depending on the content we would have it. I hope that makes 

sense, but it’s difficult to say since I don’t believe deep down that we have a specific strategy for the 

mobile platform.  

R: Okay – that was actually it. Thank you very much.  

A: You’re welcome! 

A + R: (… for 5 min) 

----- DONE ----- 
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Appendix 3 – Jenny Asadanin (TWDC) interview transcription 

R: Hi Jenny, it’s Rasmus 

J: Hi Rasmus, I’m sorry about the delay.  

R: No worries! 

R: just to refresh what I’m researching, I’m writing about mobile branding. By mobile I’m referring to 

all the platforms thereof, so both mobile, tablets and similar. (…) My goal is to find generic KPIs in 

order to move forward with this.  

J: Could you please repeat, you fell away.  

R: Sure (repeating).  

J: Okay, that sounds really interesting. I really like KPIs, is sort of the thing we try to discuss here on an 

hourly basis almost so glad to hear that’s something you’re looking into as well in terms of this.  

R: (…) But could you just explain to me short what your role is and how you’re currently involved in 

the strategic insights and planning about the mobile initiatives.  

J: Well as you know my role is primarily to manage our online platform, so that includes anything from 

the desktop, online platforms to the mobile online platforms and then additionally I’m looking after 

the digital marketing part of what we’re doing. So this is of course cross line of business and from a 

Nordic perspective. So when it comes to mobile, the first thing we need to define is what do we 

actually mean, do we mean our business that we are currently investing in, in terms of mobile apps etc. 

or is it our marketing platforms for example our websites or whatever it might be that are…you know 

apps as well of course, that are on our mobile platforms or that can actually be seen on our mobile 

platforms so that they are adapted to the mobile platforms or are we talking about our mobile strategy 

in terms of mobile marketing which is another sort of thing we are thinking about in terms of mobile. 

So if we are looking at all of these areas, my primary responsibility is to look at our actual websites 

and other platforms and how they work on mobile platforms. When it comes to apps and games, then 

Lisbeth is of course taking the strategy to promote these apps. When it comes to the creation of apps 

that’s a totally different question and that’s not something we are working with strategically from a 

local perspective because that’s more of a global or at least EMEA (regional) strategy on what we are 

producing and what we aren’t. And when it comes to the digital marketing part where we need to 

include mobile more and more of course, the mobile thinking, that’s something I’m very involved in 

even though nobody has responsibility over working with this part in a strategic way and I think the 

main thing here is that it is integrated into each marketing head’s responsibility so we don’t separate 

the mobile digital marketing from other types of marketing. So I think those three areas are sort of the 

key ones for me to look at.  
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R: And could you explain to me if you have an overall branding strategy for digital? Doesn’t have to be 

only mobile but overall digital?  

J: Important to note is that a few years ago we thought about having a digital strategy that was 

something we focused on. And as a next step was of course to have a mobile digital strategy or mobile 

strategy. However, for the past year or so we have started to re-think or I have at least started to 

rethink how we’re approaching the subject and in my opinion the most important thing is to define 

what we mean, because a mobile branding strategy is like for me to say “what’s our desktop strategy” 

and that is such a broad area and it depends heavily on if we are looking at Disney as a brand, if we are 

looking at it from a business perspective, looking at it from brand perspective, from an LOB 

perspective etc. so whenever we speak about mobile strategy we need to break it down quite heavily 

in order for it to make sense, especially in terms of Disney being a pretty complex type of environment 

in terms of product or set-up etc. so I would say we have a strategy for parts of what we’re doing in 

terms of mobile, but we do not really have an overall mobile strategy because that’s too broad of a 

term.  

R: when it comes to branding, still focusing on the overall branding strategy. Do we have KPIs for that 

instead?  

J: it depends very much on the definition of branding. Because when we break it down and look at the 

brand and KPIs etc. I think that we do have a lot of KPIs (…) but I don’t think those can be broken 

down into “this is the number or this is the core goal or what we have” and that depends on the brand 

being such a huge term within Disney. So if we look at for example the channel business, it’s very 

different from the movie business. So the movie brand is something that we have to work with in such 

a drastically different way than both channel, retail and publishing etc. so in my opinion we can 

definitely have brand values and overall KPIs that might be more sales numbers, but if we look at what 

that really means it will differ very drastically from LOB to LOB so a little bit defendant on where you 

want to look at it and from perspective and what angle I think you’re going to find very different 

answers so to speak. And I think that if we look at it from an overall Disney perspective, I think that’s 

something Casper (Nordic CEO & GM) and the executive team is working with, you know especially the 

finance team and they are very into the numbers and looking at those KPIs, ROI etc. but then when you 

look at each of the specific LOBs I think they will have overall business goals and they will be broken 

down into like a million pieces. So it’s not an easy question to break down I think, and I think that since 

I work cross LOB and I’m more at the level where we look at more specific goals, that’s sort of my 

perspective on things. But then again, brand value (…)  

R: I can also try and rephrase. I spoke to Anna Glanmark yesterday and she mentioned “our main goal 

is to make entertainment content for families and kids” but that would just be one. So maybe you can 

take it from a digital perspective? (…)  
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A: Definitely. We do have core digital goals, however those are (…) here of course mobile is included 

not separated. So we’ll not have a separate mobile strategy from a digital perspective. However we do 

of course have overall goals. And our goals are to grow our digital platforms and we need to do that of 

course because we want to both promote our own brands to these platforms, we want to engage the 

target groups and sort of give them a franchise value of what we’re doing but also we want to help out 

the actual sales numbers. That is a goal that we have and that can be broken down into figures, you 

know we want to grow with x number of % per year, or we want the engagement level to increase by 

whatever % etc. so we definitely have those. Another goal that we have is to utilize the digital space in 

the best way possible. To bring those parts in whenever we do marketing campaigns, you know to use 

mobile and desktop advertising or various initiatives be part of any marketing campaign. That is a 

clear goal that we have shifting resources from bought media to owned media and that is of course 

digital. So we have those types of goals and in those goals mobile will definitely be a part of it.  

R: so when we’re talking about the strategy and developing the strategy, do you keep up with the 

relevant development in the market and look at where the consumers are in terms of platforms and 

usability.  

J: That is something we’re following extremely closely. Both from regional and here locally and I think 

it’s the ambition of the entire marketing team to do so. And I think more so in terms of the people who 

work with the online department or team. So that is a very big part of what we’re focusing on 

especially also since the digital team is often seen as the digital experts in terms of understanding  

where people are going within the digital space, understanding the new technical space that we’re 

having etc. so definitely.  

R: From all of this data that you obtain do you also choose specific platforms based on that?  

J: we definitely do. (…) My role is twofold. First is to push for digital both on a local and regional level. 

One of the things that really one of my key goals is to fight for everything we do is becoming more 

mobile, so having mobile adaptation etc. and argues for why that is so important. It’s not always a local 

decision of whether we do something or not. Whether we invest in mobile adaptation or not but it’s 

certainly s big part of something that we need to lobby for. When it comes to local decisions this is a 

big part of why we make a decision and I would say sometimes it is a contradiction between what we 

should do from a digital perspective or from a mobile perspective and what we should do from an LOB 

perspective. So for example a specific LOB might absolutely want to launch something on a digital 

space, make it mobile adaptive, however that might not always make sense from a digital perspective 

so it is a discussion of what makes sense.  

R: You have already answered the next questions I had on whether a specific mobile strategy exist and 

whether you believe mobile is relevant today.  
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J: yeah, I just want to point out though that it’s extremely important that anything we do is adapted for 

mobile. It may be one of the most important things that we need to think about in terms of anything 

we produce as a company.  

R: Okay, and do you have that as part of the KPIs that it should be adapted to the mobile – moving 

forward?  

J: I think actually both from a local and regional perspective that’s becoming a big part of the initiatives 

that we do, however it’s also important to note that sometimes we don’t have control over what’s 

produced or not produced. So we can decide whether we want to bring it to local market or not but it’s 

already produced and the decision on how it’s being produced is taken somewhere else. Then our 

decision on whether we want to take this specific offering or not is often based on, does it have mobile 

adaptation and if not we shouldn’t invest in sustaining this type of site or localizing it etc. Another 

thing to note is that we are also undergoing a huge transformation where 5 years ago when I got into 

Disney, none our platforms were optimized for mobile, but the past few years actually regional and 

globally we have been undergoing a huge transformation where everything that’s being produced 

today should be optimized for mobile. It doesn’t always happen of course and that can depend on 

various factors but the ambition and the goal is globally to adapt for mobile.  

R: So we have already covered whether there was a differentiated strategy for mobile which you said 

that there was not – correct?  

J: Not really, I would say number one, we need to define what we mean by mobile strategy because for 

me it would be like saying “do we have a desktop strategy” but next question would be what do you 

mean by those? Do you mean products sold through mobile, do we mean our digital platforms or 

whatever it might be. If we look at the websites and the social media space that we’re active on then 

the core goal is for everything to be mobile optimized.  

R: So how would you say mobile rank to the other platforms currently available?  

J: For us it’s key. It’s probably adapting or optimizing to mobile is again one of the core goals and the 

reason for that is that we are realizing that most of our target groups and especially the younger target 

groups are spending more and more time online through mobile. (…) I think that we will see a shift 

soon where more and more people will go in through mobile than desktops and it’s basically already 

happening and I believe that within 3-4 years we will not see a lot of desktop users on our websites for 

example.  

R: Moving forward what strategy are you talking about and using when talking about apps, sites and 

mobile social media? You have discussed apps mainly from a regional perspective or global 

perspective, but in terms of social media are you looking into for example Instagram, Facebook, 

Pinterest or similar – are you planning to go into these kinds of platforms as well?  
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J: Definitely. We are active on Instagram however only in Norway and Sweden, and I think Finland will 

be active there as well. And I think that when we look at which platforms we should be active on, we 

should look at number 1, where are our core target groups and that’s where we should be of course. 

And number 2, do we have assets, resources, the capability to be on those platforms? For example 

YouTube is an extremely important platform to be on, but the question is, do we have enough videos to 

support such a platform. Another question is of course, why do we want to be there? Is it only because 

we want to be where our target groups are or do we have other goals by being there? And I think we 

need to be very smart about how we use our resources, especially since we have a lot of brands, we 

have a lot of different projects, campaigns etc. so I think we need to do this very strategically. I would 

say that today we would not be on a social media platform if it doesn’t work to access through mobile. 

But I do think that most of the social media platforms are working on the mobile devices. So I don’t 

think that’s going to be a huge problem in the future.  

R: we have spoken a bit about the fact that it is very different depending on the LOB but can you say 

what is emphasized from a mobile and mobile branding strategy perspective when it comes to what 

we’re trying to obtain?  

J: it depends heavily on which LOB we’re talking about. For some LOBs the core reason for why we’re 

active on social media platforms is to drive the brand, brand awareness, brand affinity, to sort of be 

there in between key dates that that specific LOB has, for example we know that kids are interested in 

Violetta. So they will watch the show and we will sort of figure out what the next step is, where do they 

go after they’ve seen the show. Or how can we make them more active and make them interact with 

the brand even more. So brand interaction and brand awareness are key for some LOBs where on 

other LOBs sales are the only thing that matters. So for example Disney Store and DS’s activities on 

social media, it’s to drive conversion and the drive traffic. While yet other LOBs is the core goal to 

promote a specific product or date or whatever it might, so it differs definitely. It also differs platform 

by platform, what we feel is the goal on YouTube might not necessarily be the goal on Facebook or 

Instagram.  

R: While you’re on the topic. I guess you track and have access to the data on the conversion rates on 

the devices from Disney Store?  

J: Yes 

R: and do you try to drive the conversion rates up on the different platforms, strategically and 

tactically?  

J: Yes, absolutely. That definitely one of the most important things, and it’s not only in terms of mobile 

but also in terms of any initiatives being done for DS. The most important thing is to see how we can 

we increase the conversion rate on every initiative, anything from paid search to affiliates to display 
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market. You know, why is the conversion rate different if you look at the desktop site versus the 

mobile site etc.  

R: Do you know what the difference is in the conversion rates between the different kinds of devices? 

J: For Disney Store specifically? 

R: Yes 

J: You know, last year before we launched Disney Store online we read studies where one of the 

findings where that in general the target groups are browsing the DS website through the mobile 

phone, but they are not actually buying anything on the mobile devices. But that’s kindda where they 

browse and once they have found what they were looking for, they will go to the desktop and buy it 

there. The core reasons for this was that whenever you go to the payment option, it’s a little bit harder 

to do that on mobile devices than on desktops, especially for the older target group as you are more 

used to working with the keypad than with the swipe sort of movements whenever you through these 

kinds of transactions. So I think that target groups in Sweden, not for DS in particular but I think the 

conversion in general will be higher on desktop but that is also changing. I think that in a few years we 

will see a different scenario. And I think that a lot of websites in the market today is getting more and 

more mobile friendly. So I think the payment options a few years ago was the exactly same on mobile 

devices as on desktop, but today I believe there are pretty good payment solutions to make it more 

user friendly and to type in your credit card information, address etc. but I don’t think there is a good 

solution on the market about that yet but I think we’re saying a change on this. They are getting better 

and better. I do think however that we will see a higher conversion rate on the desktop for at least the 

coming year or two, but it’s slowly changing.  

R: But are you actively doing any of these things that you are saying actively could improve the 

conversion rate?  

J: we are doing a lot of things that we have control over, definitely. But then again the tech setup is not 

really a local setup. So here again, I think that part of we do is to try to have an impact on the regional 

production and what we’re doing there. And that’s really key especially for a market like Nordics 

where I think a lot of people own smartphones in comparison to some of the other markets. So for us 

it’s even more important that we keep tweaking the mobile payment solutions and those things.  

R: So you have the conversion rates – is that something I could be granted access to?  

J: I think definitely for your eyes only but I don’t think we are allowed to publish that.  

R: Perhaps if I don’t publish it, or make it confidential?  

J: Yes, then it would be ok I think, I will have to get this confirmed though.  

R: That would be great thanks. (…) 

R: Okay, so back to the strategic aspect of this. How much would say that content in terms of value to 

the consumer, thought into the strategy when it comes to the mobile?  
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J: well content is key, especially for a company like Disney. Content will be something one the of the 

variables when we decide on what the next steps should be so I would say it’s very very important.  

R: So when we talk about digital in general and mobile, what is the goal? Is it to provide value to the 

consumer and in what form? What would value then be, excitement, entertainment, insightfulness etc. 

do you have an approach for what you wish to do?  

J: Yes, there are a lot perspectives on what we want to do. And again I see mobile as a platform where 

people access various products or websites from. So it really depends on what product we are 

speaking of. Are we speaking of the websites or those types of things. However I think in being present 

and having products you can access via mobiles, that’s of course extremely important and something 

we are working heavily on as a company and something we are investing in quite heavily. So yeah, 

definitely.  

R: So we have talked a little bit about our offerings and the social integration into these. In today’s 

market we have all the social media and apps available and we publish to our users. Thereby we have 

the opportunity to obtain so much insight to our users and a great amount of data on our consumers. 

Do you actively go in and do this and actually figure out “who are the consumers” and what are they 

doing?  

J: We do have a lot of data available and all data we have we will try and analyse and take into account 

whenever it makes sense. I think for a lot of companies Disney included it comes down to priority. 

What is good to know and what is need to know. And especially at a company like Disney we have a 

data overload, which is a good thing and I think we’re seeing more and more of these studies being 

done both from a regional level and on a local level and I think in terms of the consumers that are on 

the mobile have become so much more important to us as a business for the past couple of years. I 

think it’s very important to understand also understand those types of movements and actions, who 

the users are etc. and I can definitely see a big shift in trying to understand these target groups more 

and more. Especially also because of DM+ setup and what the DM+ goals are. But also from other LOBs 

are we trying to understand who the consumers are. I think it’s going to take a lot of time. Because 

how it looks today it will not look like in a year and that is also why it’s so important to invest in 

understanding these target groups.  

R: Do you also look into how they are using the platforms and how they would like to use it, from a 

social integrated perspective? In order to shape the offering or product into something that is more 

personalized?  

J: Absolutely. That is something we are doing continuously in trying to understand why are people 

there, what do they want, what do they want to see happening both in terms of entertainment and the 

buying structure. I think yeah absolutely.  
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R: From a social media perspective, do you also engage actively in dialogs with consumers in order to 

deep dive into these insights and understanding of the consumer?  

J: Yeah, we do, we definitely do and I think it’s not only part of what makes sense from a business 

perspective but I also feel that the social media space is not going to be successful if you only have one 

way dialog, you sort of need the two way communication. It’s an excellent way for us to understand 

the consumer, to have a dialog and to show people that Disney is available locally.  

R: these discussions, insights and the efforts you put into it. Do you feel that it is successful?  

J: I think we definitely get what we want out of it. But it depends what we want out of it. It’s not so easy 

to say just yes or no. I think that in a lot of ways, the way that people look at social media has shifted. If 

you look at it 3-4 years ago, a lot of companies had a different view on social media and what you can 

do on SM and what you need to invest in SM. I think one indication of the fact that actually believe in 

the social media space is that we are transforming more resources towards social and online than ever 

before. Both in terms of man power but also in terms of budgets. So I definitely think that there is a lot 

of belief in social media.  

R: If we move onto a more ROI discussion. How do you measure success rate?  

J: It’s very important to set up targets and measure those targets. Without having measurable targets 

it’s very difficult to understand if we have been successful or not and those targets will be based on a 

number of different variables depending on if we’re doing an initiative that is campaign based or LOB 

based, or based on the overall digital goals that we have. We look at primarily the engagement level 

and the conversion rates if that is possible to look at of course. In terms of DS it’s easier to understand 

what the conversion rates are. It’s very easy to know exactly from where the people got into the site 

and if they bought something or not. When it comes to brand awareness and brand affinity is it 

definitely the interaction levels we look at the most and try to understand what the media is of what 

we’re trying to do or of our communication.  

R: from your POV what would be the main barriers towards more mobile branding? Not LOB 

specifically but more from a top line perspective.  

J: from a Disney perspective one of the things that we really do have is content. We have a lot of 

content and assets. We also have a lot of investments in this space and we have a lot of dedication on 

driving these areas. However, I think the main barriers are the size of the company and the number of 

products and campaigns, LOBs etc. so I think for Disney it’s the question of how we best structure and 

how do we prioritize. I think one barrier is also that we’re seeing target groups behave differently 

depending on what platforms they’re on. So it’s a question of how do we utilize each and every 

platform in the best possible way. But that is not only a barrier, that is a challenge and I think it’s a 

challenge we work with no matter if we’re on the websites or if we are on social media platforms, 

mobile or desktop. I think understanding what it will be in a five year period is a challenge, but not a 
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barrier though. We probably know what other areas will look like in a few years, but we don’t know 

how it will look like with mobile devices in 3-5 years. The developments have happened very rapidly 

within this space and it’s extremely positive for us who work with online but I also think that 

especially big companies needs to adjust and be very flexible and agile to be able to utilize this space 

and that is very often a barrier.  

R: In the research I have conducted, I have found that there is a gap between the needed and wanted 

success metrics and the currently available ones. Do you agree with that? It seems that currently the 

main ways to measure ROI on the mobile is by impressions and clicks.  

J: that is definitely one part of how we narrow things down and what actually makes a different. Just to 

illustrate with an example, I think about 5 years ago we all thought Facebook followers were the most 

important number. Today I think everyone would agree that it’s the interaction level or the conversion 

rate that are the most important thing and it’s completely irrelevant how many followers have. Do you 

have the right target groups, do you have target groups that you know how to communicate to, what is 

that you measure – is it a like or an impression or whatever it is. I think that today we have a lot of 

data on a lot of platforms and it’s a matter for us to understand how to use that data, why do use and 

impression, what is an impression worth for example. So that’s a very important question and it’s a 

very important discussion to have ongoing. On some platforms it’s very hard to get data off, for 

example on Instagram there is hardly any statistics available for that platform, same thing with 

Twitter. But those platforms are rather new in the way they look today so I think that in 2-3 years we’ll 

see a lot more data coming out of those platforms. But it is a challenge for sure. And especially if you 

start to compare one platform to another, same thing with should you for example compare YouTube 

with video views on different video portals or is there any way to compare it to actual TV views. That’s 

also a big discussion. If you want to monetize it, then what are the different benchmarks and how do 

you measure. So yes, that’s a huge discussion that I think the whole industry is having.  

R: The main metrics currently available are impressions and clicks for mobile.  

J: well impressions are the standard and the easiest to track. Clicks are something we count in some 

platforms. We can measure conversion rates in the app stores. But when it comes to social media 

impressions is the main measurement and on Facebook that will include engagement level like 

comments etc.  

R: Okay. And do you believe that these metrics are sufficient metrics for measuring ROI?  

J: It depends on what we set up as ROI and again that differs very drastically on what initiative we’re 

trying to do. It’s sufficient in some parts, but not in other parts for example one of the main obstacles 

we’re having is understanding if impressions actually leads to sales and that’s something that we 

really cannot measure in a good and effective way today. So that means we haven’t really cracked the 

code on how many impressions do you need to get a sale for example. And that’s something I think the 
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entire industry is looking very closely and that doesn’t only go for mobile but for websites in general 

and social media sites in general. When it comes to sites like DS you can definitely see the correlation 

between an impression and a sale, and those are the kind of types of tweaks that you do when you go 

along and that’s something we’re able to track. So for example for every 1000 impressions you get 1 

sale and then you can try and work with that number. However when it comes to social media space 

it’s not as easy to count ROI based on impressions if your ROI is sales.  

R: If you were to say what success metrics you would like to have on the mobile platform, what would 

that be?  

J: If we put the technical aspects aside I would like to understand how many people actually see an 

advertisement whether they are counted as an impression or not. However I would also like point out 

that that’s pretty much the same thing for marketing in general across all media and devices. It’s one of 

those things that we often debate. So what are 1.000.000 impressions actually worth and out of those 

1.000.000 impressions how many actually saw something important that you wanted to communicate. 

But it’s important to remember that when it comes to digital everything is measurable. All clicks and 

impressions are measurable. There is an obstacle on mobile at the moment to do so but I think that 

doesn’t depend on the technical aspect but more the technical implementation and how you do that. I 

think we’re very early in this. I don’t think the analytics and statistical systems have developed fully 

yet. So even though I think a lot of those numbers that we would like to see would be available, it’s 

about how do we invest in making those numbers available. But I would say, understanding 

impressions a little bit better and what they generate, that would on my wish list. Another thing is 

what it actually converts those numbers are something that we can’t really see today and again I don’t 

think it’s a matter of the technical setup because that’s available. It’s a matter of how we invest in it 

and as an example I would like to understand, out of everyone who discusses a movie with us during a 

week on Facebook, Instagram or whatever, how many of that group decides on buying a movie ticket 

based on what they have discussed with us. That’s a number that we don’t have today and I think as a 

marketing team it’s always a challenge knowing what was it actually that generated something. Was it 

the banner, was it the FB discussion, was it the TV trailer or was it the poster or what actually made 

people go and buy a ticket.  

R: Do you think that if you were able to track these things on the mobile, like the real conversion rate 

and the other metrics you mention – do you think that would increase the emphasis on the platform?  

J: I think it would increase. However I think it would increase drastically if we could measure other 

areas as well in the same manner. So for example if we’re only measure the real conversion in terms of 

digital but not on the other areas and platforms then it’s really hard to compare. So I think that in 

order for it to be really effective we would need to find a way to measure all of these initiatives that 
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we’re doing. But I think definitely. I think it would enable us to make decisions in a much more 

effective way if you knew what generated what – definitely.  

R: Just as an open question; where do you see the pitfalls and the challenges towards mobile branding? 

  

J: it’s a new way of thinking and it needs to be integrated into the overall branding thinking that we’re 

doing and I think the big challenge for us, the big hassle for us not as a company but more as an 

industry is to try and separate mobile from other initiatives. I think the opportunity for companies that 

can see a correlation between different initiatives that we’re doing across platforms or whatever it 

might be – I think those companies will be the most effective. For example if we look at a business like 

the DS, once you can connect what you’re doing on mobile to what you’re doing on desktop and what 

you’re doing in the physical store, once you have a good strategy on how to include mobile in your 

strategy I think that will be a success factor.  

R: and where do you see the opportunities lie within mobile compared to other platforms?  

J: The opportunities are that people have for the past few years changed their behaviour and their 

patterns in an extremely drastic way. And I think we’re seeing completely new target groups, don’t 

write down that I’m saying target groups about kids, but if you look at pre-schoolers more and more of 

those have mobiles and this huge and drastic change in consumer behaviour is a tremendous 

opportunity for any company to visible at. It’s about finding a way to be as visible as possible within 

this space especially since we have seen studies where kids will log on to their mobile phone – it’s 

something like 50 times per hour to check whatever they are checking but that’s a huge opportunity to 

us as a company. But also within the industry of anything from the TV industry to the retail industry to 

the movie industry and I think it’s an opportunity not only from a marketing perspective but also from 

a business development perspective and just considering the fact that we are getting closer and closer 

to the consumer, that is of course an opportunity, that today you can have a two-way dialog that you 

couldn’t just a few years ago and if you look at 2-3 years ago before the big smartphone and iPad 

penetration within the market, we had access to our target groups a few times a day where today it’s 

pretty much all the time. Anything from when the consumer wakes up until the go to sleep. And that is 

of course a huge opportunity for any company really.  

R: Do you believe when moving forward that you will increase your efforts within mobile branding?  

J: I think we will definitely increase and I think we see a big transformation in terms of how companies 

use mobile devices and how they integrate into mobile devices. I think it will happen very quickly, we 

have already seen a lot of things happen over the past few months or couple of years and I think that 

change will happen even more quickly. Especially when it comes to what happens when the youngest 

target groups grow up or become 15-18, when they become consumers; I think it’s going to be 

necessary to see this big transformation in every company who wishes to make a difference.  
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R: Great, that’s it! 

J: No problem, if anything is unclear just let me know.  

R: Thank you! 

J: You’re welcome!  

--------DONE--------- 
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Appendix 4 – Matt Carroll (TWDC) interview transcription 

R: Hi Matt, it’s Rasmus 

M: Hi Rasmus, I’m all yours! 

R: The thesis is on mobile branding and the initiatives thereof. By mobile I mean all mobile platforms, 

so smartphones, tablets and so forth. This could be all from apps, mobile social media, and mobile 

optimized websites.  

If your just start off with explaining your role in this that would be great.  

M: Great. So Disney Interactive is a division which publishes mobile gaming application where we have 

a separate P/L for DI. Originally the products which we had on Facebook have integrated to mobile, so 

mobile is also becoming a platform as well as a division, so club penguin for example is moving to 

mobile. So my responsibility is looking after the P/L for the DI mobile gaming business. I am also the 

commercial person for all DI digital, so no matter if it is club penguin, our social games or it’s our 

websites I’m interested in making money from them. And all of them have moved to mobile over the 

last few years. So mobile is a platform, but also a P/L. My role is also a little bit broader. I also work in 

DMD (Disney Media Distribution) where I do some distribution arrangements so whether that’s 

bundling on 3rd party devices or it’s negotiating distribution with someone like Amazon for the 

amazon app store. And the last part of my role is that, DI is a service group to TWDC so with our 

websites we provide the opportunity for other divisions to get coverage and be part of the interactive 

interface. I am currently working with publishing and DCP (Disney Consumer Products) to create a 

uniform process for deciding which apps and when we should be publishing in EMEA, either as a 

publisher or through licensing. So trying to coordinate the groups into one way of doing things.  

R: So it would be fair to say that you are very into the whole strategic part of the mobile platform from 

a Disney POV?  

M: Yes to point. I mean a lot of the products are global and comes out of the US and we just have to 

decide if we take and how we localize it and what level of marketing emphasis do we do. We also feed 

back to the publishers and says if a product should not be published in a market. And the from a 

strategy and EMEA perspective, yes I care why are we making this stuff, where does it fit in the big 

picture, is it scalable, is it sustainable and where should we be placing our bets – so to some degree 

yes.  

R: okay, so you mention EMEA. Does a specific mobile strategy exist that is focused on the mobile as 

the primary concern?  

M: There isn’t a TWDC strategy on mobile at all. The language I hear is that Disney is really an 

analogue company with pockets of digital but it isn’t really a coordinated digital company yet. So there 

isn’t an overall strategy on that. We do have a strategy on apps. Well actually there are some aspects in 
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this. From a strategic perspective, DI position is that we want to go where the consumers are and it’s 

consumer first. Last year we said mobile first, but this year we say consumer first. What is the 

consumer doing and where do we need to provide services. And the consumer is choosing the mobile 

as one but not sole platform in which to engage with us. So we can’t have mobile in isolation, it needs 

to be part of the whole picture. And we also need to be sensitive to the fact that the consumer will 

consume in different ways at different times at different devices. And so we are not necessarily 

mobile-first but we are definitely mobile. So I guess that’s a strategic POV. From the perspective of 

websites, up until this year, our websites have not been adaptive or responsive and very little of our 

content could be viewed on a mobile device. So we’ve made the architecture change with Matterhorn, 

and that’s rolling out on all 23 websites in this calendar year in order to make our website adaptive to 

mobile devices. On a second thread, we are beginning to define, okay if we are going to do mobile apps, 

what shouldn’t we do? So we have not yet divided what we should do, but we have decided on what 

we should not to do. And what we’re saying is that we should not be creating apps that are not a 

business in their own right, so in other words free marketing apps are a no, wherever possible. We 

also have a defined level of quality. So we know that a decent app is going to cost at least a couple of 

$100.000 and anyone who’s making an app for $30.000 is not making an appropriate app for TWDC. 

Our apps will also need to have the appropriate privacy and security in it, and we follow the COPPA 

guidelines which is the US legal framework and we are also following the framework of the OFT (office 

of fair trade) in the UK typically in relation to minor and in-game purchases. So we have a framework, 

we have what we call SDK’s which is software development kits, they are bits of codes which a third 

party could use and we insist on that with our mobile networks, which links our mobile products 

together and create say a CRM if you like but also lets us know that the data is managed appropriately. 

And we have a SDK that’s linked to comScore, so external aggregated measuring of audiences. So we 

are beginning to very strict on the level of quality on the products that we make from an app 

perspective. But in terms of content or franchise – do we have a strategy yet, no. it’s still an emergent 

strategy, so normally it’s done franchise by franchise and season by season. And sometimes it’s as a 

response to a need or opportunity and sometimes it’s just based on a gap. A division saying that we 

have the capacity to make 2-3 apps and then it’s done. So it’s not very strategic. From a DI mobile 

division, so a P/L division in games, we do have a strategy. Our strategy is to make premium games 

aimed at 13+ audiences, aimed at mid-core audience, which is a mass market audience of relatively 

high level of quality and game design and engagement and which we expect to monetize at very high 

levels. So a million dollar revenue app would not be success – it would be a failure. So we need 

significant revenue. Ideally with Disney global IP (intellectual property). It’s really about exploiting the 

IP. Our strategy is to publish or development approx.. 6-8 games that we have ourselves in our own 

studios and approx. 6-8 games which we have co-developed or have licensed and our licensing 
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program is global (…). So in the games division, we have a very clear strategy for making games 

products. But in terms of TWDC for categories, mobile is still an emergent strategy.  

R: We have spoken shortly about it, but these mobile offerings that you have available and are 

developing – are they socially integrated either directly or via social media platforms like Facebook or 

similar?  

M: Well, let me start by making the distinction between Facebook as a platform where we put products 

and social features in our mobile products. So fb products that we make, things like marvel’s avengers 

alliance and guardian of time, those products where originally only on Facebook with access provided 

via desktop access and coded in flash so they couldn’t be seen on a mobile device. Those games are 

now being developed in different codes like “unity” and now are in versions for mobile and originally 

the mobile versions did not talk to the online version. So if you had bought something in the online 

version using the flash code, with the mobile product you would have to start all over again and any 

transaction you would have made would be lost in the mobile version. More recently we can go on 

both platforms, so if you spent money on mobile and you spend money on online you would be in the 

same game and have progression. That’s a new thing. So that’s it on social platforms. In terms of social 

features, the idea that you would invite you friends in order to improve the product or share 

information or to crowd source or whatever, some of those components have been added to our 

mobile components, so for example Star Wars Commander is our latest mobile game – it relies on you 

inviting friends and fighting people that you know or don’t know, but are in a community with, so 

social is an important feature in especially gaming products. On the websites we have fewer social 

examples, but that is often because the target audience we appeal to is under 13, and there are a lot of 

laws and regulations about that. The best example I have for you is club penguin, which is a social 

world. It relies on a community and people socially on that product and we have a proprietary 

technology in our safe chat, which means that kids can be social and not at risk by grouping or 

arranging meeting points or sharing phone numbers. (…) today after 8 years we are not aware of any 

incidents. (…) we feel really confident, but you have to take that level of protection in order to make it 

work with young people. So our entry into maybe future products will be based on this kind of 

technology we have already aimed. Another example is in Italy with the Violetta products where the 

social part involves uploading stuff, you can do various things, again highly moderated. You can’t do 

real time as everything has to go through moderation before it’s published. All photos are moderated 

so it’s looks like it’s real time and a live community but it’s actually not. The other example I have is 

USG (user generated content) used in websites mainly. Again the Disney rules on this are to make it 

really tight so we don’t do much there. YouTube and Twitter, we do have channels there; we don’t 

have to moderate them ourselves as the publishers do that. There are different examples on mobile 
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which offers social interaction. But relative to other companies, Disney is hyper hyper sensitive to this 

and so there aren’t a huge number of examples.  

R: So this social integration. Do you use this information, for example their FB profile, you mention 

twitter or just the community that is developed within, to develop the products?  

M: Yes, absolutely. The example I will give you is marvels avengers alliance which is a social game. It’s 

on FB and mobile. And because we have the FB demographic information and because we can track 

the virility, in fact virility is a metric that we use in game economics that we call the K-factor. And K is 

used with the CPI, i.e. how much money we should invest in acquiring users to the k coefficient it’s 

called, so the social virility is a really important factor in the economics of a project and we basically 

design products looking to improve the K factor. So we will maybe test or add that in real time to 

improve that factor. Most our mobile products in the gaming division are live environments, so we 

don’t just finish a game, close the code, ship it and leave it alone like we would with a video. The 

development team is maintained. We add and modify and create events. In marvels avengers’ alliance, 

one of the best things we have done is called player vs player competition. Every 6 weeks or so, a 

scenario arrives – you need to Spiderman do this and you need to take on that. That is usually player 

on player and that is one of our best monetization game mechanics and those are directly related to 

the feedback that we’re getting from the social metrics – what are people saying they want to play, 

how are they playing with each other, what has really worked, what isn’t working, how do we need to 

change a metric and tweak and update in the next circle.  

R: Okay, do you ever enter into conversations or other interactions with the users of these 

communities? Or do you just take their feedback and leave it there?  

M: (…) so I’ve just been talking about on Marvel, because it’s an aggregated data level and because it’s 

got so massive scale, we tend to not have individual conversation. We will monitor things like reviews 

on the app store which often gives us a lot of tips on what people like or don’t link. Most users have 

gotten into the habit of saying what they want, so if you look at app reviews it’s quite easy to see what 

features you might want to add. So we tend not to do that in that environment. There are other 

environments where we do do that so whenever a product is in beta or in geo-beta as we call it we 

might make the extra effort to make contact to the users and say okay you’ve been playing the beta, 

can you give us feedback on this this and this and how this can go. In game development in general and 

particular in mobile you very often have geo-beta moment so star wars commander for example we 

were live for 6 weeks in Australia before we launched in the rest of the world. So we collected the data 

on that and we changed the game design and how people monetize in Australia. (…) so in terms of 

conversations, they tend to be on a more macro than micro level. In both the websites and the app 

games we always have a qualitative focus group session with a representative group from the target 
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audience but sometimes that’s as few as 6-8 people so you can’t really get a quantitative metric from 

that, you can only get some tips and some insights if something’s really not working.  

R: So back to the strategic POV. If you consider the mobile branding, how do you emphasize the goals? 

Is the goal to create revenue or drive consumer perception or awareness or other? You have 

previously mentioned franchise branding, as the initiatives were planned and developed with the 

franchise team. But do you have different objectives or are they case-by-case.  

M: There are some overall objectives that we as a company set. All products we make needs to be at a 

quality level where the consumer would see it as a brand deposit. Everything that is poor or weak 

would be brand withdrawal. So we start with the premise of “why are we doing these apps”, what is 

the quality and is this quality good enough to exceed the customers’ expectations. And I feel that we 

now really are cracking down on products that did not do before.  

R: So is that from an overall Disney brand perspective?  

M: Yes, because we’re simply not letting weak products through. So there are a couple of ways we can 

do that. One thing is that we have a unified QA process now so all apps published from TWDC has to go 

through the same QA. And that QA has to check things like functionality and other things. We actually 

have a way where we can control the publishing to the store. Now sometimes stuff gets through and 

stuff politically has to go through. From a branding perspective we recently added that all Disney apps 

with have the Disney D the icon in the apple and google stores, so we’re now beginning to have a 

unified look, you know it comes from Disney rather than a rip off, we have a lot of rip-offs. And this is 

primarily a franchise decision. So for example with Star Wars, where someone wants to publish Star 

Wars we have a rule where only 4 apps a year can come from games and they change the genre of the 

games so they’re not all the same games. So there should be a limited number of RTF’s, and they are 

normally published quarterly. There are exceptions for that. In publishing they do other SW apps and 

they can co-exist since they have different target groups that wouldn’t overlap. So we’re quite 

overlapping conscious on overlapping with franchises. Something like DJR with the franchise we are 

very aware of not overlapping between DI, DCP and publishing so that the respective app like Doc 

McStuffins app,, gets the full opportunity to get the entire market instead of competing with itself. Here 

for example 2-3 years ago we did not do this and we would publish to fairies apps on the same day 

from different divisions. The other area where we unify is in the management of the stores. So apple, 

google, amazon, windows the point person is from DMD so when we’re planning what store features 

are we getting this weekend we’re making sure we’re not fighting with ourselves, there is just one 

person for the store and they decide the priority and they work with the store to make sure the 

featuring is relevant and appropriate and they are doing this featuring cross-company. So if there’s Big 

Hero 6 coming they’ll try and do a launch for the game, a launch for publishing, then they’ll have a big 

hero 6 room that would include video, publishing and games all together and that would be just one 
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way. So the company has come a long way from being fragmented to be trying to have an aligned way 

of working. Now there are examples of people going our locally or globally to develop apps there are 

outside our strategy. In EMEA we have been successful in not publishing any of those apps and from 

reaching the EMEA marketplace. But we’re not always successful in doing that. Normally we find out 

too late. But we’re also responsible for the stagger date locally, so instead of having one global date 

which used to be the way we did it a few years ago. So Wreck-it-ralph was global from the day it came 

out even though we had the movie after Christmas in some markets where it didn’t fit. Now we will 

align it with the movie locally. The other thing is localization. For many many years it was English only, 

DI has moved to a 5 language base. Publishing have 7 languages on half of their apps, so we’re trying to 

get local relevance. Also regarding the app store description even if the app is in English. So these are 

some brand considerations that where never considered before and we’re starting to work on now 

and improving.  

R: in the research I have conducted there are many talking about that you should base you mobile 

offering on perceived value or entertainment and to have some of these KPIs - do you take these into 

consideration when doing the planning and implementation into the markets?  

M: Yes, well the vast majority comes from LOB where commercial consideration comes first. So in 

publishing and DI we P&L-it and the metrics we have are typically downloads, depending on the 

business model revenue per user, conversion rates , DNU, how long engage for, 7 day and 30 day 

retention. There are a few more metrics that we follow. In terms of traffic and reach and engagement, 

it’s a secondary consideration. A great product will deliver you an audience; a crap product will be 

hard to get an audience. A product with no purpose or no long-term engaging value will have a poor 

retention rate and a poor engagement rate. So my belief on this is that you have to make a really good 

product first and then everything else follows. The issues we have these days are how do you get 

people to actually download the app. You have spent a lot of money on user acquisition just to get your 

app downloaded and seen. And if you just publish a free app you have very little chance of success 

without marketing. So you’re now going to invest in making an app, and then you’re going to have to 

invest in marketing the app, so how do you judge the ROI. And honestly we don’t need to have more 

people downloading, we have plenty of downloaders, we have plenty of audience today. Getting them 

to download another app, to be their fifth or sixth Disney app is not going to help the company. So we 

try from a strategic POV to put people of just making apps for people to download, we’ve got that 

already. How does your product give value to the consumer that is going to be some long term and 

scalable. Having said that, Disney parks and resorts have marketing apps. And they are less concerned 

about the commercial considerations and it’s reflected it their lack of localization, lack of support in 

actually doing the marketing on those apps and in the level of quality that the apps have because they 

are for free marketing, they are not bad but not the highest quality they could have. So if you look at 
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metrics like reach and engagement you probably will short-sell to the consumer. So that my belief and 

that’s how I position it when I work with the other divisions.  

R: Let me just make sure I completely understood all of it. So when you decide to publish an app or 

engage in these initiatives you first look at the economic perspective before looking at the perceived 

value and entertainment value which would be long term.  

M: Yes, in other words, the perceived value comes from the engagement and retention which happens 

after the event and we will set a metric for that. So before we start, we’ll say “here’s an app, we think 

it’ll be downloaded a million times, we think that 5% of people will convert and pay to the freemium 

model, we want them to have a 35% 7 day retention – that means they come back to the app at least 

once within 7 days and we want to have a 20% 30 day retention rate, so every 5 people who download 

the app and go into it once will go into it again next time within 30 days, and for each person who 

comes back we want them to be in the app for 8 minutes” and what that means is that we have to 

design content that will hold them on average for 8 minutes and content that will be good enough for 

them to back within 7 days and 30 days. So you put these metrics in to help you design the product 

and I can look at a product and say “yeah this is a marketing app to do this and this” and will see really 

quickly if there’s no incentive to come back again, it’s not compelling to stay in the app very long and 

then I know it can’t be very successful. So you spent a lot of money developing this app but it won’t live 

up to the longer term objectives.  

R: You have mentioned it before and now again – the ROI, and how do you measure it? You have 

mentioned about reach and engagement but do you measure awareness, reach or other things or is it 

again all based on the economic perspective?  

M: It’s all economics. There’s no subjectivity in it at all. We are not interested in awareness, we might 

be interested in engagement but really TWDC doesn’t need awareness. We need more engagement 

than awareness. So the ROI is straight forward P&L, it’s how does that app costs us and how much 

revenue will we make. We try or most products have a 30% ROI on the base product with all costs 

loaded. And then for localization we want to have a 3 times ROI so in order to localize something, we 

know the costs of localizing it, integrating it, QA-ing it and updating the app, and then we wanna factor 

that cost 3 times, and that will be the localization criteria. Other franchise requirements like the fairies 

app for example, we do take them into consideration, so they are a strategic supporting thing but very 

rarely do we find that the franchise team would like to underwrite a project. So if a project is not going 

to make money, very rarely will franchise say “that’s OK, we’ll pay for the shortfall, and we don’t mind 

using up the precious resources that the company has to make money, in order to make money on this 

project”, they very rarely do that. Let me also be clear, the ROI doesn’t have to come directly from the 

app. Let me give you an example. We work with Ingo which is a consumer electronics licensee and 

we’ll make products that will help them sell more of their products so that we can get a higher ROI for 
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the project or the franchise. But we need to see that the app has an absolute directly commercial 

relationship. So in the Ingo case, they make karaoke microphones and our app is a karaoke app. So in 

other words, you’ll sell more frozen branded microphones because there is an app associated with it in 

the package. So that’s a clear direct commercial opportunity. Another example would be in consumer 

products where there will be a retail promotion that will be activated by augmented reality through 

mobile where it points at Disney clothing So the app is free, but the value, the sort of extra content in 

the game play is generated by the advertiser or retailer shop paying us a license fee for using our 

characters in this mobile app. And we should give this away for free since the only value in the mobile 

proposition is our digital IP. If our IP wasn’t involved the mechanic wouldn’t work. So we need to be 

very hard-nosed and say “yes it’s a promotional license for the Disney characters and under that 

condition that we paid for it, it would be worth doing”.   

R: many argue that there are gaps between the current success metrics and the wanted success 

metrics. It doesn’t sound on you like that’s a problem? There are many wishing for measurements such 

as brand lift, GRP etc. do you find that relevant or necessary? It doesn’t sound like that.  

M: I don’t think so. They way that I measure brand lift for example is to look at the ratings in the store. 

So SW commander, we have literally 100.000 ratings in the store and the ratings are 4.5 in average. I’m 

quite confident that is helping raise the brand for us. By contrast, we have some apps, and even DJR 

play, which is one of mine and I’m very proud of, it’s a great product, but in France we were getting 

around the 3 of 5 marks. And when we were looking at the comments we could see how to improve 

the brand experience. So for me, you can get really good gage of adding value to the brand or the brand 

affinity by a metric between the volume of people who enjoyed the game, how long they stayed in the 

game and how many return and the ratings they get in the store. So I think, those metrics are 

considered and they are important but again, they are the outcome of a successful product. So if you 

plan for them and you make the product well you will achieve them. The fact that I lose money on a 

project but my brand ratings are very high, I don’t think is a justifiable reason, particularly for Disney 

where IP is already very strong. I don’t we need to lose money in order to help mobile elevate by 

brand quality. You can do that, but I would argue that’s not a case. Where it’s really important is for 

companies who needs to get investments and so they need to demonstrate that their brand is excellent 

and consumers want their proposition, with their view to invest further in the future. So they need the 

parties to invest in the companies and the need to do that. Otherwise it’s basically a loss-leader where 

you don’t really need to do that. The other really important thing is that apple, google, amazon and 

windows who own the stores are making it really difficult for people to find products, make it 

impossible for people to find products and they are motivated by making money and they do not 

themselves support free apps. So you will not get any supporting for a free app from the stores.  (…) 

there are different support models but they are all based on an economic model for them to create 
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revenue. So for a company making a free app they need to invest a lot of money on marketing in order 

to get discovery. So it isn’t just making the app you also have to spend a lot effort on it. But that’s all 

about the app stores; if we talk about web it’s very different. People expect to browse and have free 

content and you would market it as part of your solutions.  

R: Then how do you measure ROI on the web?  

M: Again there’s an ad model – so it’s serving ads. It’s a cost per acquisition, the CPA is very low and 

cheaper than doing an app and getting a CPA through there and that’s a more efficient way of engaging 

with our audience. Also you might target a specific platform where the app won’t offer as good an 

experience and apps are optimized for the most current products so ios7 etc. if you are on a low level 

end of device these apps won’t work for you, they’ll be broken for you. So your best experience will be 

on a mobile web. It’s a complimentary strategy sometimes as why you would have mobile web versus 

apps.  

R: are you missing any ROI measurement metrics that you would say, would increase your emphasis 

on mobile?  

M: Well, yes I will give you another. One of the big metrics that we use I haven’t mentioned yet, is life 

time value – LTV. And for example you asked about the social metrics and if we look at that, and we do, 

social metrics (KPIs) are to improve LTV. If we can improve LTV, we can increase our marketing 

budget because our cost per install and CPA is calculated on the LTV. Getting LTV metrics are very 

difficult and so better LTV are important. Now having established an LTV metric in one product for 

example SW commander actually the next step is to say “do I know what my unique individual LTV?” 

So if I bring them in to SW commander will they next go, when they finish paying that game and they 

have enjoyed it, will they go on to Marvels avenger alliance and will  they then go onto watching a 

movie and then onto the websites. So for me getting LTV metrics for unique visitors, for unique 

individuals is gonna be the Holy Grail. And the metrics we use are still pockets, like “I can see this on 

the web, I can see this in this product, I can see this in our movie theatre” but once we really 

understand LTV as it interrelates between products, then we’ll be on a gold mine because we’ll stop 

marketing to certain places because we’ve already got the user and we know they are on a journey 

with us and then we can concentrate on new Disney brands rather than existing ones. So that would be 

a good one. (…)  the other thing about mobile, what’s going to happen in the future and this is where 

it’s going to get really messy – today mobile is normally one user, sometimes multiple if the parents 

give the device to the children, so mobile is normally quite tight. But tablets are often shared – it’s a 

household item and you can have several users, 4 or 5 users. Actually amazon’s set-up is that you 

create profiles with different access and different content. And so tablets are going open. But another 

thing is when we’re talking google chrome where it wifies or Bluetooth the content to any device in the 

home and then you’re going to have even more users or more opportunities for use and the data we 
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collect and feedback are still only one unique mobile owner or one account owner. So I think the data 

is going to get really messy quite soon when these devices start to open to content on different viewing 

platforms and different people in an environment. So I think it’s going to more difficult before it gets 

easy, I think that will pose a challenge for investment decisions for marketing or production. “What do 

we build, how do we build it, how far do we build it, what quality level and how much marketing 

money do we need to spend to get the audience”. So it’s going to get more complicated. (…) The other 

real challenge in this space is that we get really fixated on our own products so we know a lot about 

one product and we lose sight of competition. And really it’s a highly competitive environment. It’s 

constantly changing. Our P&L’s we do for two years so we do a two-year P&L, but the honest truth is 

you know whether you’re going to be successful or not literally within 12 weeks. And within 12 weeks 

you’re either dead already or in some occasions you’re well beyond what the P&L will be. The P&L is 

always in the middle. And the metrics don’t really take into account that the market has a hole and the 

competitive change and how does that affect your product and what decisions do you need to make 

quickly as a result of that outside view of the world. We tend not to look at that very carefully or 

understand it. It becomes difficult for us. So that’s a gap – the actual competitive piece. We might see 

what the top ten apps are and we might see how strong they are, but you can’t second guess what 

comes out. You see, that’s another thing. In the video world all people know what videos or DVDs are 

coming next year because they can what movies are coming or what TV programs are coming and 

normally you have a long lead time to your release time so you know this weekend is going to be this 

DVD and that weekend is going to be the next DVD and competition tends to fall into line. So if there’s a 

big release you don’t go up against it. In the app store and in mobile in general you have no idea – 

none. There’s very little pre announcement of products and they normally come out when people are 

in geo-beta so you have a little bit of the idea they’re working on. You have no idea about product 

innovation or copycatting and the arrival of a product is really fast. So it’s really difficult to innovate 

and stay ahead in this space. So that whole environmental issue is a big problem for what KPIs you’re 

using, what metrics you are or should be using, how do you know you’re ok. So yeah, those areas 

where I would see gaps.  

R: so here in the end wanted to ask you, where do you see the pitfalls and challenges when it comes to 

mobile? I know you have just mentioned many challenges right now, but overall for mobile branding 

or initiatives, do you see any challenges or pitfalls for driving it more?  

M: Yes, the pitfalls are the constant evolution of devices and operating systems, so iOS8 is just coming 

out and all apps needs to be updated to work on that and we know 50% of all apple iOS users will 

upgrade within 10 days. So that constant updating of platforms means that you’ll have to have an 

always-available development team with the assets and code-base ready to change in a really quick 

period of time. So that’s a problem for the app stores. The other thing is the spread of devices. Most of 
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these products are global products but globally not all markets are equal in terms of their capability. 

So if we want to go to Africa, which we do, so in order to do so we need to use different devices and 

different operating systems and different payment methods and different value, which is incredibly 

difficult when iTunes insists on a global pricing structure and they are very rigid on that. Other than 

that you have the privacy and security, how do you allow people to be very social and able to respond 

quickly and yet manage maybe crisis management or disruptive individuals or disruptive 

communities. (…)  

R: so even though you have these challenges and pitfalls towards mobile initiatives, do you expect an 

increase in mobile initiatives moving forward?  

M: Oh most definitely. What I think will happen though, rather than us thinking about mobile in the 

end, like “I have a movie I want something for mobile. Or I make toys, I want something that will work 

with mobile” I think we’ll start at the beginning saying “right, mobile is a great economy, what 

business should we be in on mobile and let’s build a business based around that. I think we’re maybe 

only 6 months away from that moment, we’re beginning to be in a position where we can do that and 

we do that, we’ll be saying no to a lot of the projects because we already know what will be big in 

mobile. And when we do that I think the results will be just off the scale. They will be massive to what 

we’re seeing today because they would have been thought of, from the beginning that way. So yeah I’m 

a big fan of this space. It’s going to evolve.  

R: alright, so that’s it thank you.  

M: You’re welcome, speak soon.  

------DONE------ 
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Appendix 5 – Thomas Bundgaard (TOP-TOY) interview 

transcription 

R: Hej Thomas, det er Rasmus 

T: Davs du – skulle lige til at ringe til dig (…) 

R: (Intro og velkomst) 

R: Hvis du kunne starte med at fortælle om din rolle og hvordan du er involveret i disse strategiske 

indsigter ville det være super.  

T: (…) 

T: Min rolle den er lidt speciel da jeg er i gang med at skifte rolle. Min tidligere rolle var marketing 

manager så dvs. marketing chef for Top Toy og afdelingen som hedder brand marketing som er en 

forholdsvis ny afdeling som jeg har bygget op fra bunden. (…) under den paraply havde vi også de 

brands som TT tog ind – så dvs. at da vi startede havde vi 89 forskellige produkt brands som der var 

markedsføring på. (…) Så det var både vores egne brands samt dem hvor TT sørgede for 

markedsføringen da vi havde indgået aftaler med firmaer som ikke var etableret i Norden. Så det var 

mit job at lave de strategiske planer, køre dem igennem og få dem til at virke.  

Men dette var før organisationen blev ændret, og nu har man været igennem et langt forløb (…) 

direktionen havde et meget stort strategisk forløb om hvor TT skulle fokusere henne i fremtiden. Jeg 

var selv lige blevet færdig HD 2. del så havde lidt tid til overs og jeg blev hivet med her fordi jeg stod 

meget med det her ”adapting to a changing media landscape” – det var en post jeg havde, og jeg 

brændte selvfølgelig også mange millioner kroner af, så der var jo en indsigt fra min side omkring hvor 

vi lægger vores kræfter henne rent marketingsmæssigt. Dette krævede så en større omstrukturering 

internt som skete i maj i år. Der blev bl.a. også brand marketing nedlagt. 

Man så dog mig som at være en af dem som kunne føre den nye organisation videre, så jeg har fået en 

ny lederstilling – stadig marketing chef, men sådan set bare en anden afdeling og skal bygge den op. Så 

der var nogle tanker på papir før, og nu skal der så laves processer og vi skal finde ud af hvad der skal 

gøres fremadrettet. Så i den nye organisation er vi kun 3 marketing afd. Hvorimod før var der rigtig 

mange som hver havde deres område – som fx Toys ’R’ Us, BR vores digitale e-commerce sites og mit 

brand marketing team bare for at nævne nogle af dem. Så før var vi måske internt 80 mennesker til at 

optage et produkt og det er uden logistik, og det ville være alt fra leverandøren til markedsføring og 

salg og det er blevet væsentlig forkortet i det nye set-up.  

Jeg går så i min nye stilling som gør at jeg er ansvarlig for al markedsføring til BR & TRU, vores 300 

egne butikker og det er der fokus skal ligge fremadrettet. Vi har i øvrigt også Norstar som er vores 

wholeseller som sælger til alle de andre, så vi er jo lidt i konkurrence mod os selv. Det er de samme 

varer vi sælger til Bilka, Legekæden og alle de andre, men den akkumulerede effekt på vores 
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strategiske markedsføring og den taktiske tilgang til tingene er det mig som skal for det. Der er 3 nye 

marketing teams og jeg har fået ansvaret for det team som står for planlægning og leveringen, dvs. det 

må være rå musklen i den. Så er der de to andre marketing teams. Det ene hedder marketing 

executions så de står udelukkende for produktion, så dvs. alt hvad vi planlægger skal de producere og 

eksekvere. Så mit nye team hedder marketing and campaign management, ja man finder på mange nye 

navne selvom det egentlig bare er marketing funktion og planlæggere og min titel er jo så marketing 

and campaign manager men kan jo sige at det så er marketing manager. Og så er der det sidste team 

som handler meget om fremtiden og det du selv er inde på. Det har en titel som så sjovt hedder ”CRM 

& omnichannel development” (…) men funktionen på det team er faktisk meget spændende og 

fremtidsbaseret. Vi skal med det team kunne monitorere og arbejde i realtime med vores kunde 

interaktioner i det digitale forum. Så nu har vi jo så 8 e-commerce shops i alt. Ét for hvert banner 

(butik brand) i hvert land i Norden og derudover har jo en masse andet bl.a. mobilt i gang. Noget af det 

kan jeg sige kort og andre ting kan jeg ikke sige eftersom du sidder hos Disney og der jo er lidt 

konkurrence. Men jeg vil prøve at hjælpe dig lidt men ikke alt for detaljeret for ellers går du jo bare 

videre til Dan & Peter og siger ”nu skal i fandme høre hvordan vi får penge ud af dem”. Så der er lige 

noget som du får overordnet og så kan du spørge løs til mine egne tanker eftersom jeg har været her i 

mange år og arbejdet med udviklingen af det her.  

R: Okay, det må vi klare os med desværre!  

T: Ja desværre. Så i det nye har vi selvfølgelig kunden i centrum men vi har jo også det her 

omnichannel perspektiv med på det. Så det vi ser, er at vi sådan set er ligeglade med om de køber i 

vores butikker, altså har jo 300 butikker og det koster en formue i husleje at have dem og alt det andet 

vi har gang i. men vi har jo også nogle fine e-commerce sites. Min største opgave er at hjælpe med at 

finde en tilgang der hedder at vi kommunikerer med folk på forskellige steder og kanter i det her som 

man kan kalde mange ting, men fx omnichannel, du kan finde mange fine ord for det, men i bund og 

grund er det hele jo opfundet tilbage i 70’erne og vi har ikke lavet andet end at lave nye modeller for 

det. (…)  

R: Nu tænker jeg så, du har talt om del om de forskellige brands og afdelinger, og der er tydeligvis 

meget fokus på TRU og BR og i er for så vidt ligeglade med om i sælger på online eller i butikken, men 

kan du sige om der en overordnet branding strategi? Er det simpelthen bare at du siger at 

konverteringsraten bare skal øges eller kører i det også på brand niveau?  

T: Der er lagt rigtig meget i søen for at sikre at TRU rent positionerings- og referencemæssigt ligger 

rigtigt, og i den grad måske endda flere kræfter i BR og det er en rejse vi er på.  

R: Okay – så det er i forhold til butiks eller store-brandet?  

T: Ja i forhold til banner-brandet som du også kan kalde det. De to banner-retailers skal jo som man 

kan sige det dyrkes, så branding strategien på dem er fast og i gang med at blive rullet ud. Branding 
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strategien på hver af de her product brands som jo er det jeg sad med før, jamen der er der nogen der 

har nogle ret store profiler i det at vi har Mattel altså et strategisk forhold til Mattel. Altså Mattel laver 

ikke markedsføring, vi laver markedsføring for Mattel, vi laver brand buildingen for Mattel, vi sælger 

deres varer, så vi laver sådan set meget af det som man normalt laver hos en stor virksomhed. Jeg 

kommer sådan set selv fra Mattel, så det er sjovt at se hvordan den er blevet vinklet. Så ud over at 

være distributør og afsætter for Mattel af legetøjet, så har vi jo også den post at vi også tog over på 

deres brand building og tog over på deres strategiske brand marketing. Så der er jo rigtig mange 

forskellige brand og de har selvfølgelig hver deres strategier. Og så er der selvfølgelig også mange som 

bare er fede produkter, rigtig fede produkter der gælder i måske et halv år som bare skal have gas. Så 

der kan man ikke kalde det strategisk og branding strategier, der er det bare at køre den afsted, men 

der er ikke noget individuelt på hver enkelt.  

R: kan du så sige noget mere om hvad de forskellige KPI’er skulle være hvis man skulle nævne nogle 

overordnede KPI’er? Der vil højst sandsynligt være forskel fra brand til brand, men om du kan nævne 

de væsentligste og vigtigste fra dit synspunkt.  

T: Altså nu måler vi jo på mange ting, vi er jo retailere og har sindssygt mange data så noget af det vi 

måler på som klart er turnover og profit som man jo kan prøve at skrue lidt på med at sætte priser op 

og ned, så er det i høj grad også trafik i butik altså transaktioner og man kan også se på basket-size og 

om man kommer igennem butikken og derved se om der er et øget mersalg på nogle af de (PUT?) som 

vi giver. på selve produkt brand delen der målte vi jo via nogle rimelig langhårede analyser de her 

store brands 4 gange om året og lavet nogle mere deep-dives og havde den mere emotionelle kontakt 

til det, det har vi faktisk også på retail skal jeg lige sige, der er endnu flere analyser. Så en ting er det 

hardcore salg og de hardcore KPI’er, en anden er den mere bløde del af det, og de to skal jo sådan set 

møde hinanden i en synergi der giver mening.  

R: Du siger at i kigger på hvor jeres forbrugere er og du nævner her selv i forhold til e-shoppen. Er det 

sådan så i går ind og kigger på hvilke platforme de bruger til at få adgang til den, altså om de er på 

mobil, tablet eller desktop?  

T: ja, altså man kan jo sige at det nye set-up er ved at blive sat op. Og en del af det nye er også i høj grad 

om at få specialiseret sig i nogle områder på forretningen. Det var der sådan set også før, men der var 

det måske bare lidt for meget silo og hvor skal jeg få informationerne fra. Nu skal der komme lidt mere 

gang i det så man kan specialiseret sig selv og der skal evalueres i specielt det her Omnichannel 

development hvor man jo sidder med BR-klubben som jo overordnet har mere end 1 million brugere. 

Den kan man jo tracke nu gennem alt, det er en del af det loyalitetsprogram at bruge de data både i 

forhold til hensigtsmæssigt både i forhold til vores planlægning men i høj grad også i forhold til real-

time. Så det er noget af det som er pågående, ja altså big data, Det er sådan set også meget traditionelt 

marketingagtigt, men det er sådan set at vi som retailer igennem omkring 50 år nu, har rigtig rigtig 
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mange data og nu skal de bare bruges endnu bedre end de blev gjort før. Så skal det siges at vi har 

analyseret os lidt ned i det og er i gang med at gøre meget mere ud af det, men ja vi ved om når folk de 

handler hos os om de kommer fra det ene eller det andet sted. I mit nye team har vi også en specialist i 

trafik som sidder og optimere trafikken, SEO og SEM trafikken samt laver nogle lidt langhårede 

rapporter om hvordan at vi ser de forskellige forbrugere reagere på noget af det vi kan gøre. Nu er SEO 

og SEM jo ikke det eksklusive i det, så vi er delt op i forskellige områder hvor noget der går ud og laver 

eksponeringer og så har vi noget der samler op. Det er også en ny kurs vi har taget, eftersom han også 

har siddet et andet sted i organisationen før, så jeg har fået et lidt sammenbragt team i forhold til 

hvordan det hele er sat op, så det bliver super spændende at arbejde videre med.  

R: Hvis vi vælger kun at tænke på mobilen, er der så en decideret strategi i forhold til at nå de mobile 

brugere?  

T: ja, altså efter jeg kom tilbage, der er anden gang jeg er ansat hos TT. Jeg var væk i 10 år, jeg var bl.a. 

hos Disney i 2,5 år. Men derimod var jeg også hos Egmont som marketing chef. Og der havde de jo også 

rigtig meget med forældrene og børnene ligesom vi har omkring bordet her, så var mobilen faktisk 

rigtig rigtig vigtig. Det er noget af den viden jeg har taget med mig. Vi er nok ikke på alle områder 

kommet dertil endnu, der er da stadig de gode gamle WAP hjemmesider, men der er jo muligheder for 

mange ting. Og fremtiden vil jo kun bringe os ind i et forum hvor vi kan kontrollere og styre vores 

medier på en helt anden måde. I (Disney) har jo på rigtig mange områder, som leader indenfor 

entertainment, opbygget rigtig mange owned media, altså TV stationer osv. og vi så også når man 

lægger det hele sammen rigtig mange owned media så det er faktisk et af de stykker arbejde jeg er 

blevet sat i gang med, at prøve at få sat gang i det og få styring på det, hvor at de største medier vi har, 

det er jo butikken og så har vi startet Facebook op, vi har faktisk rigtig mange ting. Vi har klubben med 

over 1 million brugere, så vi har jo rigtig mange elementer vi kan spille på og der er mobilen jo også en 

af dem der er aller vigtigst når vi kigger fremadrettet.  

R: Men er der så lavet en decideret ”mobile offering” som fx apps, mobile websider?  

T: Vores sider er allerede optimerede til de forskellige mobile devices og vi kan naturligvis også se om 

salget sker på en tablet eller mobil. Men derudover har vi så også del andre initiativer i gang, men der 

vil jeg ikke gå mere i detaljer, men hvor vi kommer ud med noget mere styrket mobilt. Så vi har helt 

klart en strategi på det mobile og klart mere end vi havde tidligere.  

R: Så har i kunnet se en udvikling fra da i skiftede fra almindelige websider til mobil optimerede sider 

på konverteringsraten?  

T: Ja, men altså nu er vores online forretning sådan set bare eksploderet fordi at vi jo sælger rigtig 

meget igennem butikkerne, så den online forretning der er, har været lidt af et projekt af flere 

omgange, og i dag kan man ikke køre en online forretning uden at den også er optimeret. Men vi 

prøver at desiktere det lidt fra sæsoner og lidt af hvert, men ligefrem at sige ja/nej til et salgs opløft, så 
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vil jeg hellere sige at det jo er et must. Der er jo ikke nogen i dag som kan køre nogle sider som ikke er 

optimerede. Det som vi sidder og kigger på internt, og nogle af de ting jeg er ved at komme ind i, det er 

jo helt ned i detaljen og sørge for at vores sider ikke kun er optimeret men også i høj grad kan flette 

ind til de her Google algoritmer på den måde det er sat op på og det sprogvalg det er sat op på. Så vi er 

meget nede i detaljerne kan man sige når vi sidder og kigger på det.  

R: Så lige i forhold til det. Kigger i så også på den konverteringsrate der fx er på mobil, desktop og 

tablet og ser på forholdene mellem dem og hvordan man kan øge det?  

T: Ja det er helt sikkert noget vi kigger på. Vi var faktisk rigtig overraskede over hvor meget som 

kommer via tablet og at man shopper via tabletten, det er der en kraftig stigning omkring. Når vi 

kigger på det så er der jo også en masse både interne og eksterne selskaber som vi har arbejdet med 

og køre niche tilgangen til det, så kan vi se i forsøgsfasen at fx dér burde vi kunne lave noget bedre. Og 

så kommer vi frem til et resultat hvor at vi siger at hvis vi gøre sådan, sådan, sådan, så kan vi øge det, 

det og det. Men det er stadig for sensitivt til at lukke op hvad vi har gang i, i forhold til dette forum. 

Men vi har faktisk gang i rigtig mange ting på det område som vi kan optimere og i sidste ende, så det 

vi er her for, det er jo at optimere salg.  

R: Så hvis vi kun fokuserer på den mobile platform og de devices, har i sat initiativer og strategier som 

kun fokuserer på det og siger ”det er det her vi vil, kun med de her platforme”, højst sandsynligt 

integreret med andre medier og platforme, men hvor man isolerer det mere?  

T: Ja, altså man kan jo sige at en overordnet strategi med ”adapting to a changing medialandscape” 

handlede jo i høj grad også om at kigge på de forskellige medier som popper op og hvordan der er 

potentiale i forhold til den måde som vi gør det på. Så vi har nogle ting i dag som er ved at blive 

omformet til brug også på mobilen hvor det fremadrettet vil høre hjemme på mobilen i forhold til 

andre ting de har startet med, men det kan jeg som sagt ikke sige mere om lige nu og i dag fordi det er 

så sensitivt. Men det er i hvert fald noget som kommer til at gøre en stor forskel og der er to ting vi går 

efter, det er klart, det skal styrke vores salg og rekruttering af folk skal blive nemmere men 

fremadrettet skal det være passende i forhold til hvorhenne vi lever i dag, med den måde som vi 

bruger de her medier på. Så hvis folk bruger de her ting fremadrettet, som er godt i gang med at rulle 

ud, jamen så tror vi også at der kommer en større tilfredshed. Vi lever meget af tilfredshed, både i 

vores butikker men også i vores andre elementer eller e-commerce. Vi måler altid tilfredsheden.  

R: I forhold til de forskellige ting som i så laver på mobilen, ud over fx mobil optimerede websider, 

laver i så fx apps hvor at man kan få forbrugeren til at interagere med brandet på en anden måde, end 

måske at købe produktet i butikken eller på e-shoppen?  

T: Lige på app-delen, der har vi jo klub-app som du kan downloade som hedder version et-eller-andet, 

men det er klart nogle af de elementer som vi kigger på, som der kommer til at ske noget med, og vi 

lægger rigtig mange elementer i at arbejde videre med den type. Så vi har en app, vi har haft en app i 
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lang tid, men om den er tidsvarende, tjah,  tingene går så hurtigt så de elementer som vi sidder og 

roder med i maskinrummet får pludselig nye og andre muligheder for at interagere fremadrettet så 

der kommer nye versioner på den. Så det er selvfølgelig noget som vi bruger både penge og tid på.  

R: Hvis vi vælger at se bort fra direkte salg, er de tilbud som i har til jeres forbrugere i form af mobile 

tilbud så baseret på nogle bestemte værdier? Eller anderledes sagt, hvordan giver den værdi til 

kunden? Er det fx baseret på indsigt, underholdning, content?  

T: Det er noget af det som vi tester af, vi ved jo nu klart hvad der samler op på salget, vi har en rigtig 

god indikation om vi skal køre nedsat pris, fri fragt eller andre ting der gør det nemt for kunden at tage 

den sidste beslutning om salg. Og der kan vi se der er noget der reagerer hurtigere end andet. Og der 

er det helt klart noget fremadrettet som vi i mit team kan se, det her virker, det her virker ikke. Vi har 

som opgave fået at holde styr på dette og vi ejer alle owned media, men vi går også ud og køber paid 

media men derudover skal vi også evaluere på vores indsatser og det involverer flere elementer i de 

andre teams også hvor de laver del-komponenter også. Så vi kommer til at sidde med en masse know-

how for ligesom at styre denne fremadrettede vinkel. Og der kan man sige at fx hvad reagerer folk på 

her? Jamen hvis de reagerede godt, ja så kan vi tage den læring med i den næste kampagne 

planlægning som sker lige i øjeblikket. Og ellers prøver vi at finde ud af hvad de ikke reagerede på, 

altså var det forkert timing eller andet, og det kan være helt ned i hvordan maskinerne læser det på, så 

det er noget af det vi sidder og kigger på. Der er simpelthen forskel på om du skrive en sætning med 

det her kontra en anden sætning med noget andet. Så er der en helt anden sandsynlighed for at du får 

et salg og for det andet også kommer op på radaren hos folk. Så der er nogle af disse finjusteringer som 

man arbejder med i øjeblikket.  

R: Godt. I forhold til den mobile platform ser vi flere og flere som binder deres social media profiler 

sammen med deres devices og den interaktion de laver derpå.  

T: Helt klart 

R: Er det noget som i går ud og undersøger, altså simpelthen hvem jeres forbrugere er, hvem er 

køberne og hvordan bruger de de forskellige tilbud i har?  

T: Ja der er en masse i gang lige nu som skal have det sidste stempel fra bestyrelsen, men det på at der 

er en masse forebyggende arbejde i forhold til den nye proces hvor at der har været rigtig meget 

markedsdata og løbende markedsdata, derudover har man sat et ekstra punkt på mht. kundestrategi 

som munder ud i nogle af de initiativer som allerede er i gang i forhold til at kunne tage den her sociale 

media del. Vi har lige for nylig lanceret BR på Facebook i Danmark og Sverige. Og det er klart, det har 

ikke været det helt vilde bang, vi har ikke været ude at sige ”nu er vi her” fordi det er også en legeplads 

for os. Jeg har siddet og lavet det meget før i tiden, men nu er det ikke mig der har sat det her i gang, så 

nu kommer jeg ind og ser hvad de har lavet her men det er jo klart, man føler jo lige tingene an. Så 

selvom man siger man skal lave alt det andet i a changing media landscape så er det stadigvæk TV og 
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sådan noget som folk reagerer på i første omgang og så de her sociale medier er noget som man føler 

sig an på. Men jeg synes nu vi er kommet godt ud over stepperne, der er nogle gode initiativer og der 

bliver brugt en del penge og tid på at komme den vej også. Bl.a. også den udvikling vi ser på mobilen 

med noget af det som vi talte om før med noget af det som er sat i gang på de her apps, som skal kunne 

imødekomme de her ting. Det er ikke nok bare at have en app, det skal også kunne bruges til 

interaktion. Det skal jo lige siges at vi i brand marketing brugte jer (Disney) rigtig meget til de 

indledende øvelser med de apps i har. Det er jo ikke alle de er tilladt at smide markedsføring i, men der 

lavede vi nogle rigtig fede ting sammen, hvor vi havde nogle ”where’s my water” og lidt af hvert, og der 

blev vi evalueret på det og noget af det viden vi lavede gik jo videre på de andre ting vi lavede fordi på 

hvert område ved de her product brands, i hver enkelt portefølje, der havde vi sat en masse prime 

learn i gang – det var noget af det jeg satte budget af til i min tid, hvor vi altså var ude at prøve en 

masse ting af og det har så givet os en masse indsigt, og den akkumulerede effekt af den indsigt er jo 

noget af det vi kører videre med i dag, så er jo rigtig fint at komme ned og arbejde videre med det 

hernede i retail og ikke kun med product brands.  

R: det gør det helt sikkert. (…) Der er rigtig meget research på markedet og rigtig meget buzz for tiden 

omkring at en af de største udfordringer der er angående mobil initiativer er ROI – måler i i forhold til 

jeres initiativer selvom de ikke alle er oppe at køre endnu, men dem som der er, ROI og i den 

henseende og succesraten?  

T: jeg tror vi skal se på det som alle andre. Det med at vi ræser rundt og laver social media, lige nu er 

der nok ikke nogen der kan se (…) det er lidt kejserens nye klæder, der ikke nogen der kan hvad giver 

et like? Og så må vi selv sætte os ned og sige, hvad er det et like er værd og den proces tror jeg 

virksomheder som har rigtig mange likes også går videre med og så er det bare en del af 

markedsføring. Altså er der noget af det hr som vi kan overføre over til direkte salg? Altså man kan jo 

altid lave lidt sjov branding, men det er nok lidt dødt i øjeblikket det handler mere om hardcore salg, 

så jeg tror vi i det her tilfælde har lavet rigtig mange undersøgelser og sat rigtig mange ting i gang men 

lige nu holder vi det til et vist punkt og holder det til ét medie og én fremgangsmåde af gangen. Der 

kommer løbende målinger på dette og vi har KPI’er på Facebook. Her har vi sat hardcore KPI’er op 

omkring hvad vi skal nå – og det er ikke bare likes det er også meget andet. Og det sidder vi jo og 

analyserer på løbende inden vi åbner for andre lande. På mobilen er der også nogle KPI’er og en 

fremgangsmåde som vi gerne vil gøre det på, men det kommer vi ikke lige mere ind på i dag som jeg 

har nævnt.  

R: Okay – det var synd. Men okay, vi har talt en del om det her ”changing media landscape” og om at 

det kan være svært at følge med men i forhold til de initiativer som i har gjort og dem i kunne tænke 

jer at lave fremadrettet, hvor ser du så de største udfordringer i forhold til mobilen og den mobile 

platform.  
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T: Jeg ser ikke nogle udfordringer angående changing media landscape det synes jeg sådan set er 

meget velkommen og har gjort fra dag nummer 1. men altså vi har været i den her business i 100 år og 

har været i den her branche i 21 år selv, så det er klart at den eksklusive effekt af det vi laver har 

ændret sig og folk har kunnet mærke en forskel på om der er få medier og dem giver du gas på, eller i 

dag hvor du bliver nødt til at differentiere dig selv inden du går på mediet fordi der er så mange 

medier at byde på. Man bliver nødt til at finde de få medier som du vil være på og så skal du formå at 

være på dem på den rigtige måde, en det er en anden langhåret snak hvor jeg nu ikke er nervøs for 

noget af de der sker. Det er mere bare en ny lejeplads for os til at henvende os til de rigtige mennesker. 

Når det handler om udfordringer generelt fremadrettet så det jeg ser er faren for det 

produktionsmæssige og få sat det rigtigt op – en ting er at man vil en have en mobil platform, men en 

anden ting er at få sat det rigtigt op og få det kommunikeret rigtigt. Fordi på nogle medier er det jo helt 

anderledes og end andre medier og hvert enkelt medie er forskellig, så man kan jo fx ikke lave en TV 

på print eller outdoor. Det er der godt nok mange der gør og så skriver de en masse tekst for at sørge 

for budskabet kommer ud, men det kan man ikke nå at læse, så man bruger ikke mediets fulde kraft til 

at få den eksponering og effekt man gerne vil. Og man bliver nødt til at tænke på hvert enkelt medie, 

med de elementer som det medie kan og udnytte det 100%. Jeg ser mange virksomheder som jo stadig 

bare er på vej til at bruge et medie. Men virkelig at bruge et medie handler jo at virkelig tage mediet til 

dem på det niveau som mediet kan, og der ser jeg meget få som kan tage mobil i øjeblikket. Det bliver 

bare hurtigt noget slam-bam hurtigt, fordi så kan vi sige at vi har lave noget mobilt. Så bare det at 

komme på med noget produktion og graduering af dialog det er det første, nummer to er at tage den 

ud til det niveauer hvor mobilen virkelig skal være.  

R: Så vil du sige at jeres eget initiativ lever op til de her ting som du nævner?  

T: Jeg vil sige at det bliver en fed fremtid hvor man kan sætte sin finger på det og komme til at lege 

med det. Vi sidder jo egentlig i en sandkasse, alle der arbejder i marketing sidder i en sandkasse lige i 

øjeblikket. Man skal bare være mentalt klar til at sidde i sandkassen, fordi alt kan bygges op, men det 

kan ligeså hurtigt falde sammen igen. Og det er måske den mentalitet vi skal have, at det med at før i 

tiden så havde jeg lavet min plan og nu er den færdig, men hvad nu hvis kunderne laver sådan en shit-

storm på Facebook? Er du så klar til det? Der er jo nogle konsekvenser ved at have åbnet op. Så hvis du 

ikke er klar til at modtage det hvis folk lige pludselig poster noget på Facebook så er det jo totalt 

useriøst. Så der er en milliard medier lige i øjeblikket og der kommer flere til, så det handler jo om at 

bruge dem der giver mening – du kan jo ikke bruge dem alle sammen – du skal bruge dem der giver 

mening.  

R: De hovedsagelige målinger som man kan lave på mobile for tiden for at måle ROI er impressions og 

clicks, føler du at de er gode og grundige nok til at være en indikator for succes?  
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T: Det synes jeg ikke. (…) jeg synes desværre man ser en kedelig tendens til at man over hele verden 

ser udbydere som siger ”at via mig kan du købe 1000 likes for fem dollars” det er jo super useriøst. Det 

er desværre lidt at en broget branche, at når du køber dig til noget i det digitale, så selvom du kan måle 

det, så kan du ikke måle effekten af det. (…) det er ikke nok for os bare at have likes, dem kan vi købe 

os til, det er ikke det det handler om. Nu er vi jo en retailer, så for os handler det jo om hele 

omnichannel perspektivet. Altså hvad sker der i hele rejsen til folks køb, hvad sker der efterfølgende 

og hvordan kan du påvirke folk til at indgå i en symbiose med dig.  

R: Hvad skulle så være det optimale måleværktøj i forhold til at måle ROI på mobilen? (…)  

T: nu har vi jo arbejdet meget med data, og for mig handler det meget om at prøvet at få syretjekket de 

mere emotionelle data og de mere hardcore data og så få lavet en godt samlingspunkt der. Et godt 

eksempel er McDonald’s hvor de går ind og eksilerer ved at bruge data på nogle helt nye måder og det 

har virket for dem. (…) det har ikke om big data, det handler om at få sammensat de her små 

elementer som giver dig den her hands-on forretnings tilgang. Så et godt gardint dashboard bestående 

af emotionelle og nogle lidt mere hardcore karakterer – det ser jeg mere som ROI og det er vejen frem. 

Vores fyr på dette område er meget omkring det hardcore og han siger vi kan bare gøre sådan og så 

øger vi – jah, men vi kan jo også godt øge noget på toppen og det kan godt være vi vil gøre nogle ekstra 

indsatser der er mere emotionelle og måske kræver en længere investering der ikke kommer hjem på 

en ROI men vi gør det pga. vi tænker på fremtiden. Så man kan ikke lave hardcore ROI – det kan man 

godt, men på toppen ligger der bare sådan en ekstra business sense.  

R: så hvis man kunne tracke det bedre og opnå at kunne måle nogle af de værdier som du nævner, vil 

du så sige at man ville lægge mere fokus på mobilen?  

T: altså jo mere vi strækker os medier og ser på om hvor vidt de stadig er på de traditionelle medier og 

bare øger, ja så er det bare plus plus plus plus, det giver selvfølgelig også en lang hale af forskellige 

kontaktpunkter. Du har dine egne owned media kanaler, butikker eller lignende og så har jo de her 

paid media. Og hvis du ser frem i tiden, så har man ikke råd til at have kontaktpunkter på det hele, du 

kan ikke være alle steder. Og nu er der så meget fokus på sociale medier og det accelererer så hurtigt 

at du ikke kan være alle steder. Du har ikke penge i marketing budgettet til at være alle steder. 

Marketing budgettet det bliver ikke sat op – det er sådan set en af de eneste indikationer de har været 

de seneste år. Fordi det genererer ikke noget beviseligt ekstra omsætning ved at være på fx sociale 

medier og på digitale platforme og lidt af hvert. Så det er nok en udfordring generelt i fremtiden, at der 

er flere og flere ting der popper op, men der vil være færre og færre penge til dem. Vil du så udvælge 

og være mange af de steder, eller vil du fokusere dine kræfter og være ”her” og så være her ordentligt, 

og det er nok det vi kommer til at se over de næste måske 5 år.  

R: Her til sidst, kan du så tale lidt om hvor du ser mulighederne ligger på mobilen fremfor andre 

medier eller platforme som fx desktop, pc eller butik.  
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T: Altså det som vi er ved at lære rigtig kraftigt for tiden, der er at vi er ved at have digitale medier som 

specialiserer sig indenfor en niche, interesse og en niche målgruppe, hvor før i tiden var der de har få 

medier hvor man kunne være specialist der, fx indenfor print. Men nu går vi ned og er meget 

specifikke. Fx Vine som jo er videobaseret og folk sidder meget kreative, det er en meget lille target 

group du har dig der hvis du har brug for at komme ud med en besked. Men det fx at starte noget op på 

Vine er ikke så ligetil. Du kan ikke bare slam-bamme noget sammen som du også ville lave på TV så jeg 

tror i høj grad at du bliver nødt til at tage mediet på mediets præmisser men at budskabet så samtidig 

også bliver mere heavy. (…) det som du fx smider på Vine kan du ikke smide på YouTube osv. Og det 

gør at produktionsomkostningerne stiger. Jo mere du spreder dig ud over mobile-exposure jo mere 

stiger omkostninger også.  

R: Men det lyder nu mere som en udfordring end en mulighed?  

T: Det er det også. Men muligheder er så at hvis man får indstillet sit sigte rigtigt så kan du gå all-in på 

det media, og der er jo stadig så mange medier som er nye, så du kan jo være king of the pop, der er jo 

ikke andre der har taget det medie end nu. Så hvis du går videre med det her og de forskellige 

aldersgrupper så har du mulighed for at være first-mover hvis det er det du gerne vil. det kommer jo 

igen an på hvad du gerne vil og hvilken forretning du har. Top Toy fx er jo ikke first-mover på noget 

som helst. Så hvis du nu har noget smart tøj du gerne vil sælge og du finder ud af at netop dem der er 

på det her medie, det er dem som godt kan lide at gå med bukserne omvendt på, ja så er det super og 

så giver du den bare fuld skrald fordi der ikke er nogen i forvejen. Hvis du så i stedet har virksomheder 

som er mere traditionelle som nok mange virksomheder er, så har de svært ved at tænke nyt og sætte 

sig ned og funky og friske på noget som er nyt og niche baseret. Men fordelen er at hvis man gjorde det 

og gik all-in på nogle af de her få indsats punkter så ville du være bannerførende. Om det så giver salg 

– det er jo svært at sige. Det er jo kejserens nye klæder en mas.  

R: nu har du talt en masse om at man skal vælge de relevante og rigtige platforme og medier ud når vi 

går fremad. Kunne du forestille dig ud fra din erfaring, fornemmelse og jeres strategi at i begyndte at 

øge jeres fokus og udvikling på mobilen?  

T: ja det kunne jeg sagtens se. Man kan sige at når man er ude som almindelig shopper så kan man jo 

skanne produktet og tjekke prisen, så skal man jo hamle op med fx Amazon som har folk til at gå rundt 

i butikker og finde priser på varerne hos deres konkurrenter. De bruger jo så mobilen som angreb. (…) 

men der er i det hele taget rigtig mange ting som bliver prøvet at. Jeg tror at mobilen er alle 

menneskers sutteklud. Mobilen er kommet for at blive. Nu kommer der jo også større modeller som fx 

iPhone 6+. Vi ser selvfølgelig andre devices som også er vigtige men som enten ikke kan de samme 

eller har samme følelse for forbrugeren. Du har den altid på dig, den ved hvor du er, nu kan du også 

betale med den så den er sådan set svaret på meget. Hvis du skulle miste noget du ville være ked af så 

er det din mobil. Ikke fx laptoppen.  
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R: Det var det, mange tak. Jeg vil dog lige høre her til sidst om hvor vidt at jeg ville kunne se nogle af de 

salgstal og konverterings rater som du nævnte i havde for jeres e-shops?  

T: nej desværre, det er simpelthen ikke muligt.  

R: Okay, det er der ikke noget at gøre ved, men tænkte jeg ville prøve at spørge.  

T: Intet problem i det.  

R: Godt, det var bare det, mange tak! 

T: Det var så lidt 

R + T: 5 min afsluttende snak 

-------DONE-------- 
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Appendix 6 – The Walt Disney Company Brand portfolio 

THE BRANDS OF                                                  COM
PANY 


